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AGENDA: Reports attached
ITEM

SUBJECT

1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (IF ANY)

2

Presented
by
CHAIR
ALL

3

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JARAC HELD
ON 7 December 2017

CHAIR

4

REVIEW OF ACTIONS

CHAIR

4A

UPDATE ON ACTIONS:

SARITA
ADAMS

Referral System for Victim Services (Minute 39.4 refers)

Presentation from the OPCC Commissioning Team
CORE BUSINESS
5
INTERNAL AUDIT
5A

Internal Audit Progress Report 2017/18:
• Core Financial Systems
• Payroll
• Regulatory Divisional Checks
• PCC Grants
• Payroll Project
• Collaboration

INTERNAL
AUDIT

5B

Strategy for Internal Audit 2018/19 TO 2020/21 AND
2018/19 Internal Audit Plan

INTERNAL
AUDIT

6

EXTERNAL AUDIT

6A

External Audit Plan 2017/18

7

RISK

7A

OPCC Risk Register

8

INTERNAL CONTROL AND GOVERNANCE

8A

HMIC Value for Money Profiles

8B

JARAC Recruitment - Verbal

EXTERNAL
AUDIT

ANDREW
DALE

TERRY
NEAVES
DEPUTY
CHAIR

9

FINANCIAL REPORTING

9A

Summary report on the budget and precept process
2018/19

ANDREW
DALE

9B

2017/18 Year End Accounting Arrangements and
Accounting Policies

TERRY
NEAVES

10.

DEVELOPMENT / FOR INFORMATION

10A

SGB Paper on changes to police complaints legislation

11.

CLOSED SESSION

11A

None

ALISON
CLARKE
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MINUTES of a meeting of the JOINT AUDIT, RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
held in the Old Reception Room, Police HQ on 7 December 2017
PRESENT
Miss K Alcock (in the Chair)
Mr S Cook
Ms S Sunderland
Mr A Jenkinson
Ms S Hart
OPCC Present:
DPCC Gillott, Mr A Dale, Mrs L Kelly
Constabulary Present: Mr T Neaves,
Mr Mark Euerby
Internal Audit:
Mr B Welch
External Audit:
Mr A Cardoza
54/17

APOLOGIES
54.1 None

55/17

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
55.1 No declarations of interest were declared.
RESOLVED:
1.
To note that no members declared any personal or prejudicial interests.

56/17

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JARAC HELD ON 9
NOVEMBER 2017
56.1 Minute 50.2. Mr Dale requested that ‘the assurance framework would
be added to Visio’ be added to the Review of Actions.
56.2 Minute 52.6. Mr Dale advised that the scores had been re-examined
however, there were still concerns about raising any of the risk scores.
The Risk Register would be fully reviewed and presented to the
meeting in March.
56.3 Minute 53.5. It was agreed that the External Audit Plan be circulated to
members when available and discussed at the meeting in March, and
added to the agenda.
RESOLVED:
1.
The Minutes of the meeting of the JARAC held on 9 November 2017
were confirmed as a true record by the Committee.
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57/17

REVIEW OF ACTIONS

RESOLVED:
1.
To note the Review of Actions
58/17

SGB REPORT – CONFIRMATION OF THE JARAC CHAIR
58.1 The report confirming the appointment of the JARAC Chair presented to
the Strategic Governance Board on 27 November was attached for
information. Mr Dale added that the Panel were unanimous in their
decision to appoint and that Ms Sunderland was the right person for the
job.
58.2 The Committee congratulated Ms Sunderland on the appointment.
RESOLVED:
1.
To note the report.

IT WAS AGREED THAT THE COMMITTEE RECEIVE AGENDA ITEM 7A NEXT TO
ALLOW MR EUERBY TO PRESENT THE REPORT AND LEAVE.
59/17

FORCE RISK MANAGEMENT

59.1 Mr Euerby presented the risk register highlighting that a total of 67 risks
exist following the latest review; three high (red), nine medium (amber)
and 55 low (green) risks. The re-scored, new and archived risks were
outlined within the report and Mr Euerby added the following which was
noted:
59.2 Para 3.3. Emergency Services Communications Programme (EMSCP)
(Airwave). It is anticipated that the Risk Management Board meeting,
taking place on 12 December, will lower this score.
59.3 Para 3.5. Poor Information Management. It is anticipated that this score
may be lowered to ‘amber’.
59.4 Para 3.8. The Estate. It is anticipated that this risk will not reduce until
all works are completed.
59.5 Para 3.9. Onshore Oil/Gas Exploration (Operation ELISTAN). It was
noted that this risk will be moved to a low amber, it is however, a
dynamic and volatile risk which can change rapidly, depending upon the
movement of the protestors.
59.6 Para 3.11. Failure of NICHE Police National Database. The date for
the expected completion has slipped and is anticipated by March / April
2018, it is therefore anticipated that this risk score will go up.
2
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59.7 Para 3.15. Operational or Support Resource Availability. Members
enquired if the work of the Risk Seminar filtered into this risk. Mr
Neaves provided an explanation of what took place at the Risk Seminar
and update the JARAC that the risk STR 1093 was related to the
Operational Policing Model. Mr Neaves agreed to circulate a
summarised sheet of the key risks that feed into the budget process.
59.8 Para 3.17 Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Planning. It was
noted that the Business Continuity Manager has worked very quickly to
action the recommendations as part of the Internal Audit Report,
however, until these are complete the risk score may increase
marginally.
59.9 Para 3.19 Cell Drowning. A suicide risk within the Custody Suite had
been identified and to mitigate this risk the installation of a water flow
restriction device had been installed. Reassurance was provided that
the cells in custody are safe for any vulnerable individuals who may
wish to harm themselves.
59.10 Para 5. Members noted that the programme/projects risks are formally
reported to the Risk Management Board, however, due to both the
operational and commercial sensitivity the project/programme risk
summaries will not feature in the JARAC report. Because of this,
members raised some concern that they do not have full oversight of all
risks, it was agreed that this sentence should conclude with ‘unless they
are at a strategic level’.
59.11 Mr Neaves continued further by stating that if there are significant risks
arising from the projects then these will feature on the risk register.
Projects are now managed differently, with a Change Board meeting
taking place monthly to examine risks in relation to projects, because of
this the oversight of project risk is far greater than previously.
59.12 To provide members with reassurance about how risks are managed
and to ensure that members are satisfied with the governance
arrangements in place, Ms Hart was invited to attend the next Risk
Management Board and following this, would also be invited to observe
the Project Change Board. If members remain unsatisfied about the
oversight of risk after attending these meetings, processes can be reexamined to identify how this can be made better.
RESOLVED:
1.
The report was received ad direct assurance was gained that this area
of business is being managed efficiently and effectively.
Mr Cardoza gave apologies to leave the meeting early. The Chair advised that a
successful discussion with Mr Cardoza had taken place at the pre-meet earlier in the
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morning and members were satisfied that KPMG will have the resources to deliver
the audit in 2018.
60/17

INTERNAL AUIT
60.1 Mr Welsh presented Internal Audit Progress report as attached at
Appendix A.
60.2 The Final Internal Audit Report for Collaboration: East Midlands
Collaborative Human Resources Services – Learning and Development
(EMCHRS-L&D) was attached at Annex A to the report and it was
noted that satisfactory assurance had been gained.
60.3 Referring to para 4.2 (page 5) members queried whether policy reviews
should take place annually or whether these could take place every 2 or
3 years. Mr Dale hoped that procedures will be simplified when the
regional secretariat is in place.
60.4 Members noted that the timescale for the action regarding the ‘review of
strategy’ (para 4.3, p 5) was overdue. Mr Neaves explained that
Derbyshire are not the lead Force, but he would raise the question as to
whether the recommendation had been actioned, and the response
would be circulated to members.
60.5 The Final Internal Audit Report for Collaboration: East Midlands
Collaborative Human Resources Services – Occupational Health
(EMCHRS-OHU) was attached at Annex B to the report and it was
noted that substantial assurance had been gained.
60.6 The Final Internal Audit Report for Collaboration: East Midlands
Specials Operations Unit – Forensic Services (EMSOU-FS) was
attached at Annex C to the report and it was noted that substantial
assurance had been gained.
60.7 The timescale to implement the recommendation detailed at para 4.1,
p4 was questioned as it stated 31 December 2018. Mr Welsh would
check; however, he was certain that this was an error and should read
2017.
60.8 The Final Internal Audit Report for National Undercover Inquiry was
attached at Annex D to the report and it was noted that substantial
assurance had been gained.
60.9 The follow up of Audit Recommendations was attached to the report at
Annex E. It was noted that the timescales to implement the following
audit recommendations had slipped:
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60.10 Expenses Policy, originally agreed implementation date of April 2017
had slipped to April 2018. It was noted that this slippage was due to
having to implement a new Payroll solution, which in turn had delayed
the implementation of the electronic system which has been developed
to manage expenses. The new electronic system will require a further
update of the policy.
60.11 Partnerships 2016/17, originally agreed implementation date of
September 2017 had slipped – two recommendations due to be
implemented by April 2018 and two recommendations by September
2018. Mr Dale added that the previous targets were not feasible,
therefore revised dates had been agreed. Mr Dale further advised that
a restructure within the OPCC has been agreed and this will provide
additional resources needed to implement the recommendations. Mr
Dale will provide members with an update for the meeting in March.
60.12 Mr Dale continued by advising the Committee that from May onwards
the focus of the Governance Board will change and meetings will focus
upon each of the seven key priorities. It was agreed that Mrs Kelly
forward members a note of the meeting dates/times when agreed.
60.13 Workforce Planning 2016/17 originally agreed implementation dates for
October 2016, however two of the recommendations had slipped, to be
reviewed again in November/December 2017. Mr Neaves advised that
much work had already taken place, however, the upgrade of the HR
system was taking time. To provide members with some reassurance,
Mr Neaves would ask the Head of HR, Mr Mason to provide an update
by email.
RESOLVED:
i.
Reassurance was taken that the internal audit plan addressed relevant
matters and is being delivered as expected, as detailed in the progress
report at Appendix A to the report.
ii.

Reassurance was taken that the controls upon which the organisation
relies to manage East Midlands Collaborative Human Resources
Service – Learning and Development (EMCHRS-L&D) are suitably
designed, consistently applied and effective as detailed in Annex A to
the report.

iii.

Reassurance was taken that the controls upon which the organisation
relies to manage East Midlands Collaborative Human Resource
Services – Occupational Health Unit (EMCHRS-OHU) are suitably
designed, consistently applied and effective, as detailed in Annex B to
the report.

iv.

Reassurance was taken that the controls upon which the region relies
to manage East Midlands Specials Operations Unit – Forensic Services
5
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v.

vi.

61/17

are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective, as detailed in
Annex C to the report.
Reassurance was taken that the controls upon which the region relies
to manage the National Undercover Enquiry are suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective, as detailed in Annex D to the report.
Reassurance was taken that the previous activities agreed by
management in earlier audit reports had been carried out as planned
and/or as reported in the follow up report, as detailed in Annex E to the
report, with the exception of :
- Partnerships. Mr Dale will provide an update on progress to the
meeting of the JARAC in March.
- Workforce Planning. Mr Neaves will ask the Head of HR, Mr Mason,
to provide an update on the current situation and this will be emailed
to members.

HMIC INPECTION ACTIVITY
61.1

Mr Neaves presented the report on HMIC activity within the Force over
the past 12 months.

61.2 Mr Neaves advised that there had been a recent inspection to examine
how effective the Force are in relation to vulnerabilities, Mr Neaves was
pleased to advise that the initial feedback had been very positive and
when the full report had been received, members would have access to
this.
61.3 Members commented that this was a very positive report.
RESOLVED:
1.
Direct assurance was gained that there is a process in place to
implement where relevant, HMIC recommendations.
62/17

COLLABORATION
62.1 Mr Dale presented the report, which provided a high-level context for
collaborative activity within Derbyshire.
62.2 It was noted, as detailed at para 3.6 that a regional Audit Committee
meeting is being arranged to be facilitated by the joint internal auditors
(Mazars). The Committee will have further informed discussions
following this meeting.
RESOLVED:
1.
The high-level context provided within the report was noted.
2.
Members will have an informed discussion after the regional Audit
Committee meeting in March. ACTION
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
REVIEW OF ACTIONS
Agenda Report Title and Action Required
Item
Meeting of the JARAC held on 14 September 2017
6A
Internal Audit Progress report 2017-2018
Victim Services
Members considered the recommendation around referral system and
reconciliation of data and raised concerns that crimes may not be being
recorded correctly and therefore not all victims will be being referred. Mr Dale
advised that broader work is currently being undertaken about the referrals
process and he agreed to present a report to the March meeting to update
members on this.

Mr Dale

Presentation from the
Commissioning Team

Mr Dale

Added to Visio

The OPCC Risk Register will be fully reviewed and presented to the meeting
of the JARAC in March

Mr Dale

On this agenda

KPMG to circulate the External Audit Plan to members when available.

Mr Cardoza

On this agenda

Meeting of the JARAC held on 7 December 2017
3
Minutes of the Meeting of the JARAC held on 9 November
Add the Assurance Framework to Visio

6A

Responsible Progress
Officer

Internal Audit Progress Reports
East Midlands Collaborative Human Resources Services – Learning and
Development
Members noted that the timescale for the action regarding the ‘review of
strategy’ (para 4.3, p 5) was overdue. Mr Neaves explained that Derbyshire
are not the lead Force, but he would raise the question as to whether the
recommendation had been actioned, and the response would be circulated to
members.

Mr Neaves

EMCHRS L & D
Business Strategy
circulated to members 13
December 2017.
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East Midlands Specials Operations Unit – Forensic Services
The timescale to implement the recommendation detailed at para 4.1, p4 was
questioned as it stated 31 December 2018. Mr Welsh would check, however,
he was certain that this was an error and should read 2017.
Follow up of Audit Recommendations
Partnerships
Partnerships 2016/17, originally agreed implementation date of September
2017 had slipped – two recommendations due to be implemented by April
2018 and two recommendations by September 2018. Mr Dale added that the
previous targets were not feasible, therefore revised dates had been agreed.
Mr Dale further advised that a restructure within the OPCC has been agreed
and this will provide additional resources needed to implement the
recommendations. Mr Dale will provide members with an update for the
meeting in March.

Mr Welsh

Mr Welsh confirmed the
date should read 2017
(14.12.2017).

Mr Dale

Verbal Update regarding
the OPCC restructure to
be provided at the
meeting.

Mr Dale continued by advising the Committee that from May onwards the
Mrs Kelly
focus of the Governance Board will change and meetings will focus upon each
of the seven key priorities. It was agreed that Mrs Kelly forward members a
note of the meeting dates/times when agreed.

Emailed to members on
24 February 2018

Workforce Planning
Workforce Planning 2016/17 originally agreed implementation dates for
October 2016, however two of the recommendations had slipped, to be
reviewed again in November/December 2017. Mr Neaves advised that much
work had already taken place, however, the upgrade of the HR system was
taking time. To provide members with some reassurance, Mr Neaves would
ask the Head of HR, Mr Mason to provide an update by email.

Mr Neaves
Email update circulated
to members on 11
December 2017.
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Collaboration
It was noted, as detailed at para 3.6 that a regional Audit Committee meeting
is being arranged to be facilitated by the joint internal auditors (Mazars). The
Committee will have further informed discussions following this meeting.
7A

Members

Meeting taking place 6
March 2018

Mr Neaves

Circulated to members
on 13 December 2017

Force Risk Management
Risk STR1093. People. Members enquired if the work of the Risk Seminar
filtered into this risk. Mr Neaves provided an explanation of what took place at
the Risk Seminar and updated the JARAC that the STR 1093 was related to
the Operational Policing Model. Mr Neaves agreed to circulate a summarised
sheet of the key risks that feed into the budget process.
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Part I –
For Publication

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
8 MARCH 2018
REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDITOR
5A:

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT 2017/18

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive a progress report from the internal auditors on their work to date
during this financial year, including collaboration audits.

1.2

This report is in a format which includes each audit report in full as an Annex,
rather than under separate reporting cover.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
Progress report

2.1

As part of the management of the internal audit process, a progress report is
provided to each meeting of the JARAC. Attached at APPENDIX A to this
report is the latest progress report dated February 2018.

2.2

The report shows a summary of progress against the Internal Audit plan,
including the status of the audit assignment reports produced in this quarter.

2.3

The opinions issued and the actions by priority are categorised into either
Priority 1 (Fundamental), Priority 2 (Significant) or Priority 3 (Housekeeping).

2.4

In some cases the audit is advisory and no opinion is issued. Some reports
are in the form of letters/memos rather than full reports.

2.5

Members are requested to review the covering progress report and each
detailed audit assignment.

2.5

The committee can consider if it can take assurance that the controls upon
which the organisation relies to manage each of the audit activities are
suitably designed, consistently applied and effective as detailed in each of the
Annexes to the report.
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2.6

The report will be presented by a representative from Mazars. JARAC
Members will then have the opportunity to question the internal auditor.

2.8

There is an opportunity to review the content of the audit plan to ensure it
continues to be fit for purpose.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS
i.

That the Committee takes assurance that the internal audit plan
addresses relevant matters and is being delivered as expected, as
detailed in the progress report at Appendix A to the report.

ii.

It is recommended that the committee take assurance that the controls
upon which the organisation relies to manage the functions detailed
below are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective:
a. Core Financial Systems (Annex A)
b. Payroll (Annex B)
c. Regulatory Checks (Annex C)
d. PCC Grants (Annex D)
e. Payroll Projects collaboration (Annex E)

iii.

It is recommended that the committee notes the reports detailed below
(which are provided for information due to Derbyshire not being a
member of the particular collaboration whilst neighbouring East
Midlands Forces are):

a. EMCJS collaboration (Annex F)
4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
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HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Andrew Dale

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6000

of enquiries

Email address: Andrew.Dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Internal Audit Progress Report 2017/18

2.

Attachments:
Annex A

Core Financial Systems

Annex B

Payroll

Annex C

Regulatory Checks

Annex D

PCC Grants

Annex E

Payroll Projects

Annex F

EMCJS Collaboration (Derbyshire are not a member)
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Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire
Police
Internal Audit Progress Report 2017/18
February 2018

Presented to the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee meeting of: 8th March 2018

Contents
01

Introduction

02

Summary and conclusions from Internal Audit work to date

03

Performance

Appendices
A1 Summary of Reports 2017/18
A2 Internal Audit Plan 2017/18
A3 Definition of Assurances and Priorities
A4 Contact Details
A5 Statement of Responsibility

01 Introduction
1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee (JARAC) as to the progress in respect of the 2017/18 Internal
Audit Plan, which was considered and approved by the JARAC at its meeting on 9th March 2017.

1.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable are responsible for ensuring that the organisations have proper internal control and
management systems in place. In order to do this, they must obtain assurance on the effectiveness of those systems throughout the year, and are
required to make a statement on the effectiveness of internal control within their annual report and financial statements.

1.3

Internal audit provides the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable with an independent and objective opinion on governance, risk
management and internal control and their effectiveness in achieving the organisations’ agreed objectives. Internal audit also has an independent
and objective advisory role to help line managers improve governance, risk management and internal control. The work of internal audit, culminating
in our annual opinion, forms a part of the OPCC and Forces’ overall assurance framework and assists in preparing an informed statement on internal
control.

1.4

Responsibility for a sound system of internal control rests with the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable and work performed by
internal audit should not be relied upon to identify all weaknesses which exist or all improvements which may be made. Effective implementation of
our recommendations makes an important contribution to the maintenance of reliable systems of internal control and governance.

1.5

Internal audit should not be relied upon to identify fraud or irregularity, although our procedures are designed so that any material irregularity has a
reasonable probability of discovery. Even sound systems of internal control will not necessarily be an effective safeguard against collusive fraud.

1.6

Our work is delivered is accordance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).

1

02 Summary of internal audit work to date
2.1

We have issued four final reports / memos in respect of the 2017/18 plan since the last progress report to the JARAC, these being in respect of the
Core Financial Systems, Payroll, PCC Grants and Regulatory Checks. We have also issued a final memo in respect of an additional piece of work
in respect of the Payroll Project relating to the change of Payroll system utilised by the payroll service provider, Kier. Further details are provided
in Appendix 1.

2.2

Further details are provided in Appendix 1.
Derbyshire 2017/18 Audits

Report
Status

Assurance
Opinion

Victims Services

Final

Satisfactory

3

Business Continuity

Final

Limited

5

5

Estates Management

Final

Satisfactory

2

2

National Undercover Policing
Enquiry

Final

Significant

Core Financial Systems

Final

Satisfactory

Payroll

Final

Satisfactory1

0

Regulatory Checks

Final

N/A

0

PCC Grants

Final

Satisfactory

Payroll Project

Final

N/A
Total

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Priority 2
(Significant)

Priority 3
Total
(Housekeeping)
1

4

0
1

1

1

3

2

4
0

-

12

5

17

1Payroll

– as Leicestershire Police provide the payroll service on behalf of Derbyshire, the opinion relates to the Payroll audit carried out as part of the Leicestershire Police internal audit
plan. The number / priority of recommendations are those included in the separate memo provided to Derbyshire and which is summarised in Appendix 1.

2

2.3

There remains just two audits to carry out prior to the end of the year. One is in respect of the Code of Governance, whilst the other is the second
Regulatory Checks visits, both of which have been scheduled to be undertaken in March. Further details are provided within Appendix A2.

2.4

Similarly to 2016/17, five specific areas have been identified in terms of the collaborative audits for 2017/18 and a lead officer (OPCC CFO) has been
identified as a single point of contact. Four of the audits will adopt a similar scope to that of the 2016/17 audits and will look at the business plan and
S22 agreement in terms of whether it is being delivered and is fit for purpose going forward. The scope will also include value for money considerations
and arrangements for managing risk. The four areas of collaboration formed the focus of these initial reviews were:
EMCHRS Learning & Development
EMCHRS Occupational Health
EMSOU Forensic Services
Criminal Justice (EMCJS)
The fifth audit within the Collaboration plan relates to the Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) and will review the arrangements in place across the region
to manage cash and property seizures.

2.5

Since the last progress report to the JARAC in December 2017, we have issued one final report in respect of Criminal Justice (EMCJS). Further details
are provided in Appendix 1.
Collaboration Audits
2017/18

Status

Assurance
Opinion

EMCHRS Learning &
Development1

Final

Satisfactory

EMSOU
Services1

Forensic

Final

EMCHRS Occupational
Health1
Criminal
(EMCJS)

Justice

Priority 2
(Significant)

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

2

3

5

Significant

3

3

Final

Significant

3

3

Final

Satisfactory

1

2

3

3

11

14

Total
1 Denotes

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

-

Total

those collaborative arrangements which Derbyshire are a part of.
3

03 Performance
3.1

The following table details the Internal Audit Service performance for the year to date measured against the key performance indicators
that were set out within Audit Charter.
No

Indicator

Criteria

Performance

1

Annual report provided to the JARAC

As agreed with the Client Officer

N/A

2

Annual Operational and Strategic Plans to the
JARAC

As agreed with the Client Officer

3

Progress report to the JARAC

7 working days prior to meeting.

Achieved

4

Issue of draft report

Within 10 working days of
completion of final exit meeting.

100% (9/9)

5

Issue of final report

Within 5 working days of
agreement of responses.

100% (9/9)

6

Follow-up of priority one recommendations

90% within four months. 100%
within six months.

7

Follow-up of other recommendations

100% within 12 months of date of
final report.

Achieved

8

Audit Brief to auditee

At least 10 working days prior to
commencement of fieldwork.

100% (9/9)

9

Customer satisfaction (measured by survey)

85% average satisfactory or above

100% (2/2)

Achieved

N/A
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Appendix A1 – Summary of Reports 2017/18
Below we provide brief outlines of the work carried out, a summary of our key findings raised and the assurance
opinions given in respect of the final reports issued since the last progress report:
Core Financial Systems
Overall Assurance Opinion

Satisfactory

Area Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls
General Ledger

Satisfactory

Cash, Bank & Treasury Management

Significant

Payments & Creditors

Satisfactory

Income & Debtors

Significant

Recommendation Priorities
Priority 1 (Fundamental)

-

Priority 2 (Significant)

1

Priority 3 (Housekeeping)

1

Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:
• Clearly defined policies and/or procedures are not in place resulting in ineffective and inefficient
working practices.
• Systems and data entry restrictions are not in place, which could lead to inappropriate access to the
systems and data.
• There are errors in accounting transactions posted on the General Ledger resulting in inaccurate
financial information.
• Inaccurate cash flow information regarding investments and borrowings is produced, which could
result in inappropriate levels of cash held within the Force.
• The purchasing process is not complied with by staff, which could lead to fraudulent transactions that
go undetected.
• An ineffective debt management process is in place, which could lead to irrecoverable income and
inappropriate write off of debt.
In reviewing the above risks, our audit considered the following areas:
• General Ledger
• Cash, Bank and Treasury Management
• Payments and Creditors
• Income and Debtors
We raised one priority 2 recommendation where we believe there is scope for improvement within the control
environment. This related to the following:
•

A review of existing users versus those that have left should be undertaken and users removed from the
system.
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The process for removing leavers should be reviewed and updated to ensure leavers are removed in a
timely manner. Consideration should be given to carrying out a regular matching exercise to ensure the
removal process is operating as intended.
We also raised a priority 3 recommendation of a housekeeping nature. This was in respect of the closure of
debtor details on the system.
Management confirmed that these recommendations will be actioned by the end of January 2018.

Payroll

The Leicestershire Payroll Team have responsibility for the input of data into the Payroll system on behalf of
both Derbyshire and Leicestershire Police, with requests to amend payroll standing data being received from
the East Midlands Shared Human Resources Service Centre (EMSHRC).
The payroll system itself is provided by Kier Services. Their role includes the maintenance and running of the
Payroll System, as well as processing the monthly BACS payments. A contract is in place for this payroll
service and is managed by Leicestershire Police. The Leicestershire Payroll team is working with Kier to
replace the current payroll system, Selima, with a new system, iTrent, which is due to come in effect in April
2018. Internal audit were commissioned to carry out a review of the project to deliver the new payroll system,
which was undertaken in December 2017.
An audit opinion of ‘satisfactory’ has been achieved with regards to the controls in place within Leicestershire
for the delivery of the payroll service; see Appendix 1 for audit definitions of assurance opinions.
The audit of the Payroll System found that there is a basically sound system of internal control, however there is
evidence of non-compliance with some of the control processes which may put some of the organisations objectives at
risk. The Leicestershire Payroll Team are completing the required inputs on behalf of Derbyshire’s payroll and the system
has satisfactory audit trails in place. The access of staff in various departments to the Payroll system is an area of
weakness increasing the exposure to reputational risk. The access restrictions do not always reflect the individual’s role
and operational requirements.
The outcomes of the audit have been discussed with the Finance Manager, with no recommendations specific to
Derbyshire Police being raised. Recommendations in relation to the inputting and processing of Derbyshire Payroll by
the Leicestershire Police Payroll Team can be found in the Payroll Report for Leicestershire.

PCC Grants
Assurance Opinion

Satisfactory

Recommendation Priorities
Priority 1 (Fundamental)

-

Priority 2 (Significant)

1

Priority 3 (Housekeeping)

3

Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:
• The OPCC has clearly documented and robust procedures for the processing of grant applications.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grant applications are processed in a fair, consistent and timely manner.
The availability of funding and the application process to be followed is clearly communicated by the OPCC.
Grants are only awarded to organisations whose services and objectives are aligned with the objectives set out
in the Police and Crime Plan.
A robust process of review, scrutiny and due consideration is in place to ensure that grants are awarded in a
fair and transparent manner.
Only valid grant payments are made to organisations in line with the award of the grant, and that these are
made correctly and on a timely basis.
Robust procedures are in place for the monitoring of the budget on a regular basis. Where significant variances
are identified, these are investigated. The outcomes are reported to the appropriate forum.
Grants are solely used towards financing items as set out in the grant application and that the organisation is
delivering against its key objectives. Also, the organisation receiving funding is not breaching any of the
conditions set out in grant agreements.
Timely and accurate management information is produced and reported to the appropriate forum.
The OPCC are meeting their statutory obligations for returns to the Home Office on the award of grants that
have been made.

We raised one significant (priority 2) recommendation where felt that the control environment could be improved. This
related to the following:
• The Standard Procedure document should be updated to include the eligibility checks that are undertaken on
applications.
The checks that are completed should be documented consistently/formally to confirm they have taken place. In
addition it should be evidenced that adverse outcomes from these checks are appropriately acted upon.
We also raised three priority 3 recommendations of a more housekeeping nature. These were in respect of a framework

for the review of grant applications, spread of funding and community safety fund monitoring.
Management have confirmed that agreed actions will be actioned by the end of March 2018.

Regulatory Checks
Internal Audit have carried out an unannounced visit to the three sites (Derby, Buxton and Chesterfield) to review the
effectiveness of internal controls in operation with regards to the maintenance and security of cash (petty and seized)
and valuables. The site visits were undertaken in unison with the Senior Operational Management Accountant.
The Force moved to a two division model, North and South, during 2016, however the previous three Divisional Head
Quarters (DHQ’s) based in Derby, Chesterfield and Buxton are still being used as stores for cash and property and, as
such, audit carried out unannounced visits to all three sites.
The objective of the visits was to provide assurance that:
•
•
•

Petty cash held on site reconciles to records held by the Force Finance Team.
Seized cash and valuables held on site reconciles to local records of seizures.
Security arrangements in respect of cash are adequate and fit for purpose.

Assurance was gained from discussion with key officers, review of supporting documentation and verification of the cash
held on site. We are grateful for the assistance from these key officers during the course of the review.
The unannounced site visits confirmed that internal controls for petty cash and statement of receipts are operating as
intended, with internal audit able to reconcile the physical cash held to the records that are maintained at each of the
three sites visited.
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It has been confirmed at Buxton and Chesterfield that the procedures for seized cash and valuables are operating as
intended, with staff being aware of the procedures that should be followed. Audit were able to reconcile the seized cash
and valuables held in the safes to the records held on the Niche system. However, at the Derby site we were unable to
locate two out of twenty seized items. Therefore, the team in Derbyshire should confirm the location of the two items
and communicate to staff the correct process to be followed when recording the location of seized valuables in the stores.
Security arrangements at each of the sites are adequate and appropriate, with the use of safes and a regular check of
the safe contents being undertaken.

Payroll Project
This audit forms part of the agreement between Mazars LLP and Derbyshire & Leicestershire Police Force’s
and Offices of the Police & Crime Commissioners. This audit was requested in addition to the approved Internal
Audit Plan for 2017/18. The audit has been added to each Forces’ existing internal audit plans and has been
requested by Derbyshire Police to gain independent assurance that effective project plans are in place to
ensure a smooth transition to the new payroll system.
The purpose of the audit was to undertake a review of the project that is being planned for the replacement of
the existing payroll system, Selima, by the Payroll provider, Kier. Due to ongoing issues with the current payroll
system, the plan is to move to the iTrent payroll system in April 2018 and Leicestershire Finance Team are
liaising with Kier to ensure an appropriate project plans are agreed for the implementation of the new system.
The review of the Project Plans for the replacement of the Payroll System found that there is appropriate
scrutiny and review of plans to assist in a smooth transition to the new system. Leicestershire have carried out
appropriate review and scrutiny of the initial specification and project plan documentation. However, at the time
of the audit, these were yet to be finalised with Kier and should be signed off prior to the start of project work
streams in January 2018.
The outcomes of the audit review have been discussed with the Head of Finance in Leicestershire and the
points raised are planned to be further discussed, by the Force leads for the project, with Kier prior to the
project specification and implementation plan being finalised.

East Midlands Criminal Justice Service (EMCJS)
Assurance Opinion

Satisfactory

Recommendation Priorities
Priority 1 (Fundamental)

-

Priority 2 (Significant)

1

Priority 3 (Housekeeping)

2

The East Midlands Criminal Justice Service (EMCJS) is a four force collaboration between Leicestershire,
Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire and Nottinghamshire Police. The Collaboration Unit formed as a four Force
collaboration in April 2015 when each force agreed to progress with a regional approach to criminal justice.
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The Criminal Justice Unit aims to support each regional force through the delivery of a number of services,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Custody Function – provision of trained custody sergeants and civilian detention officers to maintain
custody for detainees;
Custody Audit Compliance – EMCJS undertake its own compliance regime;
File Administration – EMCJS will provide a service for file receipt and file transfers between
investigators and the CPS;
Warrant Management; and
Secretariat support for the East Midlands Criminal Justice Board.

Our audit considered the following risks relating to the area under review:
•

A Section 22 agreement is in place that clearly sets out the decision making and governance
framework that is in place;
• A clearly defined Business Plan is in place that sets out the statutory duties, objectives and the key
performance indicators for the services to be provided;
• The Business Plan is set in line with the Section 22 agreement and it is regularly reviewed to ensure
it remains ‘fit for purpose’;
• There are effective reporting processes in place to provide assurances to the Forces on the
performance of the unit;
• Value for money considerations are regularly reviewed and reported to the Forces; and
• The unit has procedures in place to ensure that risks are identified, assessed recorded and managed
appropriately.
We raised one priority 2 recommendation where we believe there is scope for improvement within the control
environment. This related to the following:
•

The Unit should ensure that business plans are signed off in a timely manner prior to the start of the period they
are intended to cover. The Unit should adopt a three year plan in addition to its annual plan to ensure that it complies
with the Section 22 agreement and that relevant planning into the future is considered.

We also raised two priority 3 recommendations of a housekeeping nature. These were in respect of terms of
reference for governance forums and the review and update of policies and procedures.
Management confirmed that these recommendations will be actioned by April 2018.
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Appendix A2 Internal Audit Plan 2017/18
Auditable Area

Planned
Fieldwork
Date

Draft Report
Date

Final Report
Date

Target
JARAC

Comments

Oct 2017

Nov 2017

Dec 2017

Mar 2018

Final report issued.

Nov 2017

Dec 2017

Dec 2017

Mar 2018

Part of Leicestershire Payroll audit. Final
memo issued.

Regulatory Checks – Visit 1

Nov 2017

Dec 2017

Dec 2017

Mar 2018

Final memo issued.

Regulatory Checks – Visit 2

March 2018

May 2018

Mar 2018

May 2018

Scheduled to start 19th March

Core Assurance
Core Financial Systems
Payroll

Code of Governance
Strategic & Operational Risk
Victims Services

May 2017

May 2017

July 2017

Sept 2017

Final report issued.

PCC Grants

Jan 2018

Jan 2018

Feb 2018

Mar 2018

Final report issued.

Business Continuity

June 2017

June 2017

July 2017

Sept 2017

Final report issued.

Estates Management

July 2017

July 2017

Aug 2017

Sept 2017

Final report issued.

National Undercover Policing
Enquiry

Sept 2017

Sept 2017

Sept 2017

Dec 2017

Final report issued.

Dec 2017

Dec 2017

Feb 2018

Mar 2018

Final memo issued.

Other
Payroll Project
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Auditable Area

Planned
Fieldwork
Date

Draft Report
Date

Final Report
Date

Target
JARAC

Comments

EMCHRS Learning &
Development

Aug 2017

Aug 2017

Sept 2017

Dec 2017

Final report issued.

EMCHRS Occupational Health

Oct 2017

Nov 2017

Nov 2017

Dec 2017

Final report issued.

EMSOU Forensic Services

Sept 2017

Oct 2017

Oct 2017

Dec 2017

Final report issued.

Criminal Justice (EMCJS)

Dec 2017

Jan 2018

Jan 2018

Mar 2018

Final report issued.

POCA

Jan 2018

Mar 2018

Work in progress.

Collaboration
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Appendix A3 – Definition of Assurances and Priorities
Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level

Adequacy of system
design

Effectiveness of
operating controls

Significant
Assurance:

There is a sound system
of internal control
designed to achieve the
Organisation’s objectives.

The control processes
tested are being
consistently applied.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control, there are
weaknesses, which put
some of the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

There is evidence that
the level of noncompliance with some
of the control processes
may put some of the
Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited Assurance:

Weaknesses in the
system of internal
controls are such as to
put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

No Assurance

Control processes are
generally weak leaving
the processes/systems
open to significant error
or abuse.

Significant noncompliance with basic
control processes
leaves the
processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Definitions of Recommendations
Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a moderate
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have highlighted
opportunities to implement a good or better practice, to
improve efficiency or further reduce exposure to risk.
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Appendix A4 - Contact Details

Contact Details
07552 007708
David Hoose
David.Hoose@Mazars.co.uk

07780 970200
Brian Welch
Brian.Welch@Mazars.co.uk
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A5 Statement of Responsibility

Status of our reports

The responsibility for maintaining internal control rests with management, with internal audit providing a
service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy of the
internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform testing on those controls to ensure
that they are operating for the period under review. We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a
reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone are not a
guarantee that fraud, where existing, will be discovered.
The contents of this report are confidential and not for distribution to anyone other than the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police. Disclosure to third parties cannot be made
without the prior written consent of Mazars LLP.
Mazars LLP is the UK firm of Mazars, an international advisory and accountancy group. Mazars LLP is
registered by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales to carry out company audit work.
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Final Internal Audit Report
Core Financial Systems
December 2017
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Statement of Responsibility

If you should wish to discuss any aspect of this report, please contact Brian Welch, Senior Manager,
brian.welch@mazars.co.uk or David Hoose, Partner, david.hoose@mazars.co.uk

Status of our reports
This report (“Report”) was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and
Derbyshire Police and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters raised in this Report are
only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided
in this Report is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information and documentation provided
and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that
exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police
and to the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use
or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or modification.
Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or modification by any
third party is entirely at their own risk
Please refer to the Statement of Responsibility in Appendix A1 of this report for further information about responsibilities, limitations and
confidentiality.

01 Introduction
As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2017/18 for the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police, we have
undertaken an audit of the controls and processes in place in respect of the
Core Financial Systems.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included: General Ledger,
Cash Bank & Treasury Management, Payments & Creditors and Income &
Debtors. The Payroll element of Derbyshire’s Core Financial Systems is
covered in a separate audit.
We engaged with a number of staff members across the Force during the
review and are grateful for their assistance during the course of the audit.

02 Background
The administration and management of the core financial function is the
responsibility of the Finance and Business Support team who are based at
the Police Headquarters in Ripley, with the operation being overseen by the
Head of Finance and Business Support. The Corporate Finance Manager
oversees the specific areas covered by this audit, with the Finance Support
Team dealing with day to day processing operations.
Derbyshire Police use the Agresso system to manage their General Ledger.
The system is modular in nature, with access levels and permitted user
controls embedded within the system with a number of system administrators
in Finance. It is noted that with the addition of the overtime module on
Agresso there has been an increase in users, as all officers have been added
to the system.

The management of cash and cheques that are received at HQ are
completed on a daily basis, with preparation of banking and delivery of
monies to the bank completed. A safe is held in the office and a driver is
called upon to accompany finance staff to transport funds to the bank. A
manual cash receipts book and overall cashbook is maintained, updated and
reconciled to the bank statements and the general ledger.
The Treasury Accountant ensures that funds held by the Force are controlled
and maximised to assist the Force in meeting its organisational and statutory
objectives. An annual Investment Strategy is approved by the Strategic
Governance Board (SGB) and the Treasury Accountant carries out the
strategy with oversight from the Corporate Finance Manager. Regular update
reports are provided to SGB on the performance of treasury management. A
borrowing strategy is also in place, however the Force have not undertaken
any borrowing for a number of years.
The Finance Support Team administers the payment of suppliers through the
processing of requests from other departments. They are also responsible for
managing the supplier standing data, including setting up new suppliers and
amending existing ones.
The team also raise invoices to debtors based on the information provided by
departments. If debtors fail to pay within the allotted payment period, the
Finance Support Team also carry out the agreed debt recovery process,
which includes reminder letters, before being passed to Legal for
consideration of any legal action to recover outstanding debts.

The management of the ledger is overseen by the Corporate Finance
Manager, with operational input by the Finance Support Team and budget
control carried out by Operational Management Accountants.
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03 Key Findings
Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls

Examples of areas where controls are operating reliably
•

The General Ledger is regularly and independently reconciled, with
unbalanced items investigated and suspense accounts regularly reviewed and
cleared;

•

Overall financial performance is reported to the Strategic Governance Board;

•

Banking is undertaken securely and transactions are accounted for correctly,
with appropriate cross checking of manual records, bank statements and the
Agresso Financial system;

•

Cash flow information is prepared on a daily basis to assist the decision making
process for investments undertaken by the Force;

Satisfactory Assurance

Area Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls
General Ledger

Satisfactory

Cash, Bank & Treasury Management

Significant

Payments & Creditors

Satisfactory

•

A robust bank reconciliation is in place to ensure all items are accounted for;

Income & Debtors

Significant

•

Payments are made when appropriate authorisation has been obtained to
proceed;

Priority

Number of recommendations

•

1 (Fundamental)

-

Robust processes are in place for raising debtor invoices and chasing
payments when it falls overdue;

2 (Significant)

1

•

Write offs are reviewed and authorised before being processed.

3 (Housekeeping)

1

TOTAL

2
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Risk Management
The Agresso system is key to the completion of accounts and management of
finances at the Force and the Finance function have a number of system
administrators to control access to the system. It is noted that during 2017/18 the
Force moved to submission of overtime on the system and therefore the number of
users has increased significantly as all staff, including officers, now require access.
When staff leave the Force they should be removed promptly to prevent
unauthorised access to the finance system. Audit testing found a high number of
leavers still had access to the Agresso system.
The Bottom Line system, which is used for the BACS payments that are processed,
requires one individual to submit the payment and a secondary one to authorise it.
However, a review of users showed that one individual has the ability to submit and
release payments, increasing the risk of incorrect, inappropriate or fraudulent
payments being processed. This was raised as an issue during the audit last year
but the risk was accepted by the Force as staffing levels would need to be amended
to reflect this responsibility and it was not deemed to be an appropriate use of
resources. This was discussed with management during the audit and the position
remains the same. The risk is therefore still present and whilst a recommendation
has not been raised, the retention of this risk is reflected in the audit opinion for
Payments.
The Force utilise the Agresso system to attach supporting documentation for the
processing of financial transactions, such as goods receipting or the closure of
debtor details. The supporting documentation provides a clear audit trail to the
authenticity or authorisation to proceed with transactions. Through sample testing,
we found three instances, one goods receipt and two closure of creditor details,
where supporting documentation was not attached to the system. Whilst no
recommendation has been raised, these instances have been highlighted and
discussed with management to ensure communication is made with staff to ensure
supporting documentation is attached where possible.

Sector Comparison
From our experience across our client base, we are seeing pressure on resources
and higher service demands have resulted in challenges to the existing control
environment. This often results in increased challenges to the decision making
process where conflicting priorities exist and need to be balanced with effective risk
management.
Reduced resources mean that organisations have to accept a certain degree of risk
within processes and systems in place and need to ensure this risk is identified and
managed as business as usual. Derbyshire have begun to align with similar
organisations as they move towards more electronic processing, such as the new
overtime process that is now in place.

Value for money
Value for money (VfM) considerations can arise in various ways and our audit
process aims to include an overview of the efficiency of systems and processes in
place within the auditable area.
During the review of amendments to debtor details it was noted that there appears
to be a duplication of processing. In seven out of ten instances the debtor details
were being ‘re-opened’ after being previously closed due to no longer being in use.
Staff time is wasted having to carry out this processing and audit has raised a
suggestion to review this process to ensure a more efficient use of time. See
recommendation 4.2 below.
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04 Areas for Further Improvement and Action Plan
Definitions for the levels of assurance and recommendations used within our reports are included in Appendix A1.
We identified areas where there is scope for improvement in the control environment. The matters arising have been discussed with management, to whom we
have made recommendations. The recommendations are detailed in the management action plan below.
Observation/Risk

4.1

System Security
Observation: The Agresso system is used to
maintain the Forces’ accounts and to monitor and
manage the Force budgets. Access to the system
is controlled by a number of system administrators
based in the Finance Team, who control both
access to the system and the roles users can
perform once they are within the system.
At present, when individuals leave the Force these
are processed by the shared HR services and a
report of leavers is available for the Finance team
to review and the Finance team remove user’s
access to Agresso in a timely manner.
Audit testing of all leavers between 1st April 2017
and 30th September 2017 found that 63 out of 196
leavers still have access to the Agresso system.
Compensating controls are in place prior to logging
onto the Agresso system, such as access to
buildings, access to computers and access to the
Force system. Access to the Agresso system
should be removed in a timely manner to ensure no

Recommendation

A review of existing users
versus those that have left
should be undertaken and
users removed from the
system.
The process for removing
leavers should be reviewed
and updated to ensure
leavers are removed in a
timely manner. Consideration
should be given to carrying
out a regular matching
exercise to ensure the
removal process is operating
as intended.

Priority

2

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Agreed. The number of users has Corporate
increased substantially due to Finance
Police Overtime being input Manager
through Agresso.
31st January
The System Administrator has 2018
already begun to review the system
users to remove any leavers.
The process for ensuring leavers
are removed in timely manner will
be reviewed and the team will look
to install a monthly match exercise
to ensure all leavers are captured.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Although the re-opening of debtors
is not a time consuming process,
the automatic process has been
changed to close debtors which
haven’t been used in the last 18
months rather than 3 months to
reduce the number of debtors that
need re-opening.

Corporate
Finance
Manager

unauthorised access to the system is made.
Risk: Staff have access to make unauthorised
amendments to the Forces finance system.
4.2

Debtor Amendments
Observation: When the Finance Support Team
receive instructions to make amendments to debtor
details, they complete the amendment on the
Agresso system and any necessary supporting
documentation, dependent on the type of
amendment being processed. A quarterly cull of
Debtors details is undertaken where historic debtor
details are closed.
Audit testing of ten amendments to debtor details
found:
• 1/10 was a change of address that had
supporting paperwork;
• 1/10 was a closure of debtor details due to
repayment, thus no supporting paperwork
required;
• 8/10 were the re-opening of closed debtor
details, due to certain parameters they
were re-opened as they could still be
required, thus no supporting paperwork
required.
The system closes off debtors that have not been
used for 3 months. When the same debtor is
needed again, the debtor account has to be ‘re-

The Force should consider
reviewing the process for
closing debtor details on the
system to prevent the
automatic closure of debtor
details, as this is creating
additional work for staff.

3

31st January
2018
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

opened’ on the system. This is a duplication of work
that could be prevented.
Risk: Inefficient working practices.
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A1 Audit Information
Audit Objectives

Audit Control Schedule

Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:
Primary Sponsors:

Client contacts:

Andrew Dale – OPCC Chief Finance
Officer

•

Terry Neaves, Force Director of Finance

•

Dan Fern, Force Head of Finance and
Business Support

•

Julie Burton – Corporate Finance
Manager
Claire Widdowson – Finance Support
Manager
Internal Audit Team:

David Hoose, Partner
Brian Welch, Internal Audit Senior
Manager
Mark Lunn, Internal Audit Assistant
Manager
Tom Evans, Internal Auditor

Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

9th November 2017

Draft report issued:

22nd November 2017

Management responses received:

22nd December 2017

Final report issued:

22nd December 2017

•
•
•

Clearly defined policies and/or procedures are not in place resulting in ineffective
and inefficient working practices.
Systems and data entry restrictions are not in place which could lead to
inappropriate access to the systems and data.
There are errors in accounting transactions posted on the General Ledger
resulting in inaccurate financial information.
Inaccurate cash flow information regarding investments and borrowings is
produced which could result in inappropriate levels of cash held within the Force.
The purchasing process is not complied with by staff which could lead to
fraudulent transactions that go undetected.
An ineffective debt management process is in place which could lead to
irrecoverable income and inappropriate write off of debt.

In reviewing the above risks, our audit considered the following areas:
• General Ledger
• Cash, Bank and Treasury Management
• Payments and Creditors
• Income and Debtors
The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the Core
Financial Systems with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this
area are managed. In giving this assessment it should be noted that assurance cannot be
absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can provide is reasonable assurance that there
are no major weaknesses in the framework of internal control.
We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of the Core Financial
Systems that we have tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a sample basis,
and as a result our work does not provide absolute assurance that material error, loss or
fraud does not exist.
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Definitions of Recommendations

Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level
Significant
Assurance:

Adequacy of system
design

Effectiveness of
operating controls

There is a sound system of The control processes
internal control designed to tested
are
being
achieve the Organisation’s consistently applied.
objectives.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control,
there
are
weaknesses, which put
some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

There is evidence that the
level of non-compliance
with some of the control
processes may put some
of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited
Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system
of internal controls are such
as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

No Assurance

Control processes are
generally weak leaving the
processes/systems open to
significant error or abuse.

Significant
noncompliance with basic
control processes leaves
the processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a moderate
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have highlighted
opportunities to implement a good or better practice, to
improve efficiency or further reduce exposure to risk.
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A2 Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports

We take responsibility to the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police for this report which is prepared on the basis of the
limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of
the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to
providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be
relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of
internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are
implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted
by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or reply for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its
contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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AGENDA ITEM 5A, ANNEX B, 8 MARCH 2018

Final Payroll
December 2017
01

Introduction
In line with the approved 2017/18 Internal Audit Plan for the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner
for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police, Internal Audit have carried out an audit of the Payroll function to
review the effectiveness of the internal controls in operation. There is a joint working arrangement between
Derbyshire Police and Leicestershire Police for the administration of the Payroll function and, as such,
Mazars visited both organisations as part of the audit.
A separate audit is to be completed on the payroll provider, Kier Services, later in the current financial
year. This audit will include a visit to the Kier offices in Lincolnshire where they have a team who maintain
the payroll system for Leicestershire and Derbyshire Police.

02

Background
The Leicestershire Payroll Team have responsibility for the input of data into the Payroll system
on behalf of both Derbyshire and Leicestershire Police, with requests to amend payroll standing
data being received from the East Midlands Shared Human Resources Service Centre
(EMSHRC).
The payroll system itself is provided by Kier Services. Their role includes the maintenance and
running of the Payroll System, as well as processing the monthly BACS payments. A contract is
in place for this payroll service and is managed by Leicestershire Police. The Leicestershire Payroll team
is working with Kier to replace the current payroll system, Selima, with a new system, iTrent, which is due
to come in effect in April 2018. Internal audit have recently been commissioned to carry out a review of
the project to deliver the new payroll system, which will be undertaken in December 2017.

The current payroll system is made up of four separate payrolls for each of the forces – Police
Officers, Police Staff, Pensioners and Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner Staff. Each
payroll follows the same administration processes although are paid at different times of the
month in line with the agreed payroll timetable.
The Leicestershire Payroll Team is notified of new starters, leavers and variations to existing
payroll data through a shared email inbox. These notifications are received in the form of a PIM
request, which are printed and distributed to the team to input onto the payroll system. The inputs
are checked and those involved in the processing of the request sign and date the printed form
to confirm this has been actioned from both the HR and Payroll teams. This is then checked by
a secondary officer who countersigns the printed form to confirm the secondary check has been
completed.
Whilst the processing of final payroll BACS payment is completed by the payroll provider, a clear
authorisation process is in place. The Force send pre-authorisation through to the provider for
each of the four payroll payment runs prior to these being processed.
A separate audit is to be completed of the payroll provider later in the current financial year which
will include a visit to the Kier Services offices in Lincolnshire where the team who maintain the
payroll system for Leicestershire Police are located.

03

Findings
Access to the Selima payroll system, for users at both Derbyshire and Leicestershire, are controlled by
the payroll provider. Users’ access is requested from each Force and access to the payroll system is
based on the individuals’ role at the Force. However, a review of the users, across both Leicestershire
identified seven out of a sample of ten who had access to view colleagues’ payslips, which was outside
of their role remit.
A PIM request form is completed for leavers and sent across to the Payroll department in order to update
the information. The leaving date is entered, which removes the employee from the Payroll System.
Should expense claims be delayed, only the Payroll Team Leader has authority to unlock the employee
account and re-open it for payment.
Review of twenty leavers from the Force found that in three cases employees were not removed from the
Payroll system and timesheets remained live. All three cases were included in the following month’s BACs
reports provided by Kier. Although they were not paid, this confirmed that as per the leaving procedure,
not all leavers were promptly removed from the payroll.
A process is in place for the inputting of data into the payroll system, with inputs including starters, leavers,
variations and deductions. The East Midlands Shared Human Resources Centre (EMSHRC) email a
request form to the Payroll Team and these are input by one officer and checked by a secondary officer
for accuracy. Testing of forty five inputs onto the system for both Leicestershire and Derbyshire confirmed
that in a number of cases the request form submitted by EMSHRC was not reviewed by a secondary
officer. However, entry of the data onto the Payroll System was accurate and payment was made correctly
to the officers.
The upload of payroll files into the Force’s general ledger system, Agresso, is undertaken by the Finance
Team following receipt of the payroll file directly from Kier. It was noted that the Kier BACs reports (four)
for the Derbyshire Force for the period April through to June 2017 were actually dated November 2015.
Through further discussion, it was noted that the reports (for both Leicestershire and Derbyshire) are not
currently utilised as a matter of course by the Payroll Team, for example, they are not reconciled to data
held by the force. The reports are for information only and, as such, the incorrect reports provided by Kier
had not been noted.
Derbyshire Police currently operate a paper-based system for expenses, with staff completing the request,
which is signed off by their line manager and then forwarded to their Finance Team for entry on to the
payroll system. Testing of 15 mileage claims and 15 expense claims confirmed that in all cases there was
appropriate sign off by the line manager to authorise the claim being submitted. It was noted from testing
that in one instance an incorrect entry had been made by the Finance team for a mileage claim and the
employee was underpaid by £31.83. The correction of this entry was processed by the team during the
audit. Support documentation was provided with claims in 28/30 instances. In one of the instances
appropriate explanation for lack of receipt was provided, however in the remaining instance no explanation
was provided.
Derbyshire Police previously used a paper-based system for overtime, however the Agresso system now
has a supporting module where officers can submit their claims for authorisation by their line manager.
For the regional units where some Derbyshire Officers are based, and for Staff overtime, these are still
processed on a paper-based system. Audits testing of 15 overtime claims found in all instance there was
appropriate sign off by the line manager to authorise the overtime being submitted and appropriate
supporting paperwork or electronic audit trail was found.
During last year’s audit a recommendation was raised to ensure an updated Expenses Policy is put in
place for Derbyshire. This has yet to be completed and is due to be put in place in April 2018. Moreover,
the Force is looking to move toward electronic expenses processing once the new Payroll System comes
online and consideration is ongoing as to how Derbyshire will put appropriate controls in place to manage
this new system.

Poor performance of the payroll system is a key risk to the Force as this can prevent efficient and effective
administration of the payrolls. The contract with the payroll system provider includes Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) and there are clauses which allow the Force to issue financial penalties for
underperformance against these indicators. The Payroll Provider has requested a freeze on these KPIs
as they have stated that they are unable to meet the performance targets set. Following a previous
recommendation, these KPIs have now been frozen and the Force is set to implement a new Payroll
System in April 2018, iTrent.

04

Conclusion
An audit opinion of ‘satisfactory’ has been achieved with regards to the controls in place within
Leicestershire for the delivery of the payroll service; see Appendix 1 for audit definitions of assurance
opinions.
The audit of the Payroll System found that there is a basically sound system of internal control, however
there is evidence of non-compliance with some of the control processes which may put some of the
organisations objectives at risk. The Leicestershire Payroll Team are completing the required inputs on
behalf of Derbyshire’s payroll and the system has satisfactory audit trails in place. The access of staff in
various departments to the Payroll system is an area of weakness increasing the exposure to reputational
risk. The access restrictions do not always reflect the individual’s role and operational requirements.
The outcomes of the audit have been discussed with the Finance Manager, with no recommendations
specific to Derbyshire Police being raised. Recommendations in relation to the inputting and processing
of Derbyshire Payroll by the Leicestershire Police Payroll Team can be found in the Payroll Report for
Leicestershire.

Appendix 1 – Definitions of Assurance Levels
Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level

Adequacy of system design

Effectiveness of operating
controls

Significant Assurance:

There is a sound system of internal The control processes tested are
control designed to achieve the being consistently applied.
Organisation’s objectives.

Satisfactory Assurance:

While there is a basically sound system
of internal control, there are weaknesses
which put some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system of internal The level of non-compliance puts the
controls are such as to put the Organisation’s objectives at risk.
Organisation’s objectives at risk.

No Assurance:

Control processes are generally weak Significant non-compliance with
leaving the processes/systems open to basic control processes leaves the
significant error or abuse.
processes/systems open to error or
abuse.

There is evidence that the level of
non-compliance with some of the
control processes may put some of
the Organisation’s objectives at risk.

Appendix 2 – Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports

We take responsibility to the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Leicestershire and Leicestershire Police for this report which is prepared on the basis of the
limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of
the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to
providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be
relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of
internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are
implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted
by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or reply for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its
contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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Divisional Regulatory Checks
December 2017
01

Introduction
In line with the approved Internal Audit Plan for 2017/18 for the Office of the Police & Crime Commission
for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police, Internal Audit have carried out an unannounced visit to the three
sites (Derby, Buxton and Chesterfield) to review the effectiveness of internal controls in operation with
regards to the maintenance and security of cash (petty and seized) and valuables. The site visits were
undertaken in unison with the Senior Operational Management Accountant.

02

Background
The Force moved to a two division model, North and South, during 2016, however the previous three
Divisional Head Quarters (DHQ’s) based in Derby, Chesterfield and Buxton are still being used as stores
for cash and property and, as such, audit carried out unannounced visits to all three sites.
Derbyshire OPCC and the Force have a central finance team in place that supports the three sites,
although each site also has Finance staff who deal with seized cash and valuables. Each site is provided
with a petty cash float and they maintain their own records of petty cash transactions. Petty cash is used
for purchasing ad hoc items needed in the course of business, including small office supplies or items
needed at short notice.
Each site maintains a spreadsheet for their own petty cash receipts and payments, alongside the paper
forms that are completed and submitted to the central finance function for reimbursement. The
spreadsheet also contains a reconciliation sheet that is completed to ensure there are no discrepancies
with the cash held.
When cash or valuables, such as jewellery, are seized by officers, it is counted, placed in sealed bags
and then entered into the Niche system and an appropriate reference number is given to the item before
being placed in the safe. Whilst cash should be banked frequently, it may be necessary to retain the cash
for longer if it is part of ongoing investigations or requires forensic examination.
Each site has a safe so that the seized cash and valuables can be stored securely. Access to the safes
is limited to the on-site Finance staff in each location, with appropriate controls around keys, including key
safes or dual control, needed for access to the safe.
A weekly reconciliation of the safe contents is undertaken, with two staff members verifying the items held
in the safe to the records held on Niche. They then sign and date the print out from Niche, which is a
record of the check being completed.
The objective of the visits was to provide assurance that:
•
•
•

Petty cash held on site reconciles to records held by the Force Finance Team.
Seized cash and valuables held on site reconciles to local records of seizures.
Security arrangements in respect of cash are adequate and fit for purpose.

Assurance was gained from discussion with key officers, review of supporting documentation and
verification of the cash held on site. We are grateful for the assistance from these key officers during the
course of the review.

03

Findings
Buxton Divisional Head Quarters
The Buxton site, where the on site Finance Team are housed, have a safe that holds the petty cash tin, a
statement of receipts tin and the sealed bags that house the seized valuables.
At the time of the visit the petty cash records and the statement of receipt records matched the physical
cash that was stored within the relevant tins stored on site.
The staff at Buxton were aware of the correct procedures for maintaining seized cash and valuables in
the safe and audit testing verified that all the safe contents matched to the records held.
A weekly safe contents record reconciliation is signed and dated by two members of staff and we verified
that these reconciliations took place and are maintained for evidence purposes.

Chesterfield Divisional Head Quarters
Petty cash on site is held in a locked tin inside a locked safe, with keys retained in a locked wall unit. A
petty cash spreadsheet is maintained to document payments, receipts and reimbursements that were
due. We were able to confirm that the physical cash matched the records held on site.
The staff at Chesterfield were aware of the correct procedures for maintaining seized cash and valuables
in the safe and audit testing verified that the safe contents matched to the records held.
A weekly safe record reconciliation is signed and dated by two members of staff and we verified that these
reconciliations were kept as a record of the check that was undertaken.

Derby Divisional Head Quarters
The Derby site has a small safe within the Finance Team office where the petty cash tin and the statement
of receipts tin is stored, with keys retained in a locked wall unit. We were able to confirm that the physical
cash matched the records held and the overall petty cash balance matched the records kept. The receipts
had been prepared for banking before the visit took place and, thus, no receipts where held at the time of
the visit. However, audit confirmed records of this were held.
The seized valuables are stored in a strong room on the ground floor of the building, with the keys retained
in a locked wall unit in the Finance Team office. Audit carried out testing on the seized valuables by
selecting a sample of items recorded on the Niche system and then physically locating these items within
the store. We were unable to locate two out of twenty seized items. Audit were informed that the two items
on the property list had been incorrectly recorded as being located in the safe rather than within the
temporary store room. However, audit were unable to confirm this and were unable to confirm the location
of these two items.
A weekly safe record reconciliation is signed and dated by two members of staff and we verified that these
reconciliations were retained as a record of the completed reconciliation.

04

Conclusion
The unannounced site visits confirmed that internal controls for petty cash and statement of receipts are
operating as intended, with internal audit able to reconcile the physical cash held to the records that are
maintained at each of the three sites visited.

It has been confirmed at Buxton and Chesterfield that the procedures for seized cash and valuables are
operating as intended, with staff being aware of the procedures that should be followed. Audit were able
to reconcile the seized cash and valuables held in the safes to the records held on the Niche system.
However, at the Derby site we were unable to locate two out of twenty seized items. Therefore, the team
in Derbyshire should confirm the location of the two items and communicate to staff the correct process
to be followed when recording the location of seized valuables in the stores.
Security arrangements at each of the sites are adequate and appropriate, with the use of safes and a
regular check of the safe contents being undertaken.
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Statement of Responsibility

If you should wish to discuss any aspect of this report, please contact Brian Welch, Senior Manager,
brian.welch@mazars.co.uk or David Hoose, Partner, david.hoose@mazars.co.uk

Status of our reports
This report (“Report”) was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and
Derbyshire Police and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters raised in this Report are
only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided
in this Report is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information and documentation provided
and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that
exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police
and to the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use
or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or modification.
Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or modification by any
third party is entirely at their own risk
Please refer to the Statement of Responsibility in Appendix A1 of this report for further information about responsibilities, limitations and
confidentiality.

01 Introduction
As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2017/18 for the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police, we have
undertaken an audit of the controls and processes in place in respect of
Police & Crime Commissioner Grants.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included: Application
Process, Selection & Award of Grants, Grant Payments & Budget Monitoring
and Grant Performance Monitoring.
We engaged with a number of staff members across the OPCC during the
review and are grateful for their assistance during the course of the audit.

02 Background
One of the roles of the Police and Crime Commissioner is to award grant
funding to support the delivery of the Police and Crime Plan and there are a
number of ways in which this is delivered in Derbyshire.
Community Action Grants is a fund reserved for large (between £2,501 and
£25,000 each) and small (up to £2,500) grants that are awarded to community
groups, non-profit making organisations and third sector organisations to
deliver specific projects over a 12 month period. The projects delivered are
designed to assist the Commissioner in the delivery of his Police and Crime
Plan, with grant awards made periodically throughout the year. The
Commissioner has agreed to award individual grants, totalling up to £275,000
per year, in Community Action Grants.

funding is for a three year period, to enable these groups to have stability and
allow for longer term planning and projects. In 2016/17 the total amount of
Community Safety Fund awarded was £815,000.
The Neighbourhoods Investing Criminal Earnings (NICE) Fund is open to any
organisation based in Derbyshire who can deliver a community capital project
which will leave a lasting legacy for communities. The funding for NICE
projects is derived from the income the Force retains under the Proceeds of
Crime Act (POCA). This scheme was first run during 2015 when seven
projects were awarded grants worth a total of £131,684. It has recently been
agreed that a second round of NICE funding will be made available, with
applications to be submitted by 16th February 2018.
The OPCC utilises its website and press releases, as well as circulating the
information to its partners via email to communicate the availability of grant
funding throughout the year and, in particular, when the deadline for
applications are approaching. A dedicated Grants Officer at the OPCC
handles the applications process once they are received. This includes
ensuring documentation to support applications are received and verifying
the legitimacy of the organisation applying for the grants.
A process is in place for initial review of all applications by the OPCC’s senior
management, who shortlist the applications prior to a final decision meeting
held with the Police and Crime Commissioner who has the final say on the
decision to award grants.
Once grants have been awarded, appropriate grant agreements that include
conditions of funding and the monitoring requirements for payments to be
released, are drawn up and signed by both the OPCC and the grant recipient.

Another stream of funding awarded by the Commissioner is the Community
Safety Fund, which is used to fund partnership working to deliver services
across Derbyshire. This funding is awarded to the region’s community safety
partnership groups, as well as other specific projects that they operate. The
OPCC for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police – Police & Crime Commissioner Grants – February 2018
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03 Key Findings
Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls

Satisfactory Assurance

Priority

Number of recommendations

1 (Fundamental)

-

2 (Significant)

1

3 (Housekeeping)

3

TOTAL

4

Examples of areas where controls are operating reliably
•

The OPCC communicates the availability of grant funds via its website, specific
press releases, in its bi-annual newsletter and also by circulating the details of
funding to its partners;

•

Guidance is provided to applicants of grant funding via the OPCC website,
where specific guides have been produced for Community Action Grants,
action plans have been produced for Community Safety Funds, whilst the
application form for NICE funding provides detailed guidance to applicants;

•

The guidance provided to grant applicants, as well as the application forms
themselves, have been designed to ensure that the projects that are proposed
are clearly aligned the Police & Crime Commissioners objectives;

•

The OPCC have a review process for grant applications that includes an initial
review by senior management prior to shortlisting and recommendations to the
Commissioner for final decision making;

•

Once grants have been awarded, grant agreements are drawn up and include
specific monitoring requirements that the grant receiver must comply with in
order for the grant payments to be made;

•

The OPCC reviews the grant commitments that it has agreed to through
monthly budget monitoring meetings with the Finance department, with
particular care given at year end for accruals; and

•

A monitoring report template has been created to assist the grant recipients in
being able to submit the required monitoring information in a consistent format,
which also assists the OPCC in demonstrating how the award of grants have
delivered outcomes against the Police and Crime Commissioners Objectives.
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Risk Management
One of the key risks of awarding grant funds is that funds are awarded to
inappropriate organisations and the OPCC suffers financial losses and reputational
damage through the award of funding. To mitigate this risk the Grants Officer carries
out eligibility checks on grant applications to verify the legitimacy of the organisation.
However, while these checks are conducted they are not consistently documented
as part of the process at present and need to be included within the Standard
Procedure that has been created for the awarding of grants process. The eligibility
checks are reliant on the experience of the Grants Officer and, as such, to ensure
resilience in the process and a clear audit trail of the checks undertaken these
should be formally documented.
The OPCC has a two stage process for the scrutiny of grant applications with an
initial meeting of the Grants Officer, Chief Finance Officer and Chief Executive
Officer to review applications prior to a final meeting with the Commissioner who
makes the final decision. It was clear that the review meetings had taken place but
the process was not clearly documented as to the decisions made in these meetings.
There is a risk that the Commissioner could be challenged as to the decisions taken
and a clearly documented record would assist the OPCC in maintaining a record of
the decision making process.

Partners to ensure effective monitoring and performance information is shared with
the OPCC.

Value for money
Value for money (VfM) considerations can arise in various ways and our audit
process aims to include an overview of the efficiency of systems and processes in
place within the auditable area.
The administration of grant applications can be a time consuming process and the
recommendations raised in this report are designed to assist the OPCC in the
streamlining systems whilst retaining effective internal controls. The OPCC have a
limited resource to deal with grants and must ensure that an efficient, effective and
resilient process can be delivered.

The Commissioner has limited funds to award and the areas where this funding is
awarded, both in terms of geographically and in covering the Commissioners
objectives, could be open to scrutiny and challenge. To ensure that funds are
awarded fairly over the region, a spread of funding both geographically and the
objectives covered should be available during review meetings to assist the process.
The Grant Agreements signed between the OPCC and the public bodies have been
designed to include the key deliverables and set out the required monitoring reports
that must be submitted to the OPCC prior to payments being made. A monitoring
template has been created by the OPCC and is currently utilised at the six month
and twelve month stage of the Community Action Grants. However, for the
Community Safety Funding, which covers up to three years, whilst the OPCC still
looks to receive assurance on deliverables before releasing any payments, an
agreed format is yet to be agreed. This has already been noted by the OPCC and
they have a representative who sits on a working group with Community Safety
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04 Areas for Further Improvement and Action Plan
Definitions for the levels of assurance and recommendations used within our reports are included in Appendix A1.
We identified areas where there is scope for improvement in the control environment. The matters arising have been discussed with management, to whom we
have made recommendations. The recommendations are detailed in the management action plan below.
Observation/Risk

4.1

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Eligibility Checks
Objectives: The OPCC have created a Standard
Procedure document for the processing of Grant
Applications which encompasses Receipt of
Applications, Review and Consideration of
Applications, Grant Agreements and Payments and
Monitoring.
Upon receipt of the application, the OPCC carry out
eligibility checks on the applicant to ensure they are
a legitimate organisation prior to it progressing for
consideration and review. A consistent form of
documentation needs to be adopted and the
process included within the Standard Procedure
document.
The Grants Officer is fully aware of the checks that
are required and will undertake these to verify
legitimacy of the application. However, to ensure
resilience and transparency, the eligibility checks
should be included in the Standard Procedure and
records of the checks completed should be held
with the application records.

The Standard Procedure
document should be updated
to include the eligibility
checks that are undertaken
on applications.
The checks that are
completed
should
be
documented
consistently/formally
to
confirm they have taken
place. In addition it should be
evidenced that adverse
outcomes from these checks
are appropriately acted upon.

2

It is noted that the OPCC needs to Grants Officer
build its resilience around the
Grants
process
and
fully 31st
March
documenting the process will assist 2018
in delivering this. The OPCC is
currently working with a consultant
who is leading the development of
a Quality Assurance Framework
which will focus on creating a
staged
minimum
requirements/checks approach for
grant applications within a tabled
and scored format, which will also
include a record of decisions made.
There are plans to develop
administrative support to the
existing Grants Officer to enable
this to be managed more efficiently.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

It is challenging to fully document
the review discussions without
making it an overly bureaucratic
process, however it is agreed that a
template or framework would assist
in streamlining the process. The
OPCC is currently working with a
consultant who is reviewing the
Commissioning
and
Grants
processes and is building a robust
commissioning framework covering
all areas of PCC commissioning
and grants spend. This work aims
to provide a consistent approach to
analysing requests for funding
against need/demand and is being
designed with efficiency and
controls at the core. The specific
recommendations
are
being
considered as this work is
completed. .

Chief Finance
Officer

Risk: An inappropriate application is progressed for
consideration by the OPCC.
4.2

Framework for Review
The OPCC should consider
developing a framework
template for the review of
grant applications. This could
include key criteria that each
application needs to include
and could be adapted to be
RAG rated to assist in overall
scrutiny of rounds of grant
funding.

3

Observation: The Commissioner has limited A current spread of OPCC
resources to support the seven objectives of the funding by geographical area

3

Observation: When applications for grant funding
are progressed for review and consideration, they
are recorded in a review document which
summarises the applications into a more user
friendly format when considering all applications.
Moreover, a basic scoring sheet has also been
developed to assist in scrutinising the applications.
However, to ensure a transparent process is in
place that clearly shows the decisions made
through the review and scrutiny process, a
framework template could be developed for each
round of grant funding.
A completed review framework for each round of
funding would assist in documenting the review
should a challenge to the decisions made by the
OPCC be received when awarding grants.
Risk: The OPCC cannot justify its decisions should
a challenge be received.

4.3

31st
2018

March

Spread of Funding
The
Commissioning

aforementioned Chief Finance
Framework in
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4.4

Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan. This is a
key part of each award of grant and the applications
have been designed to clearly show how the
projects will deliver on these objectives.
Moreover the Derbyshire region is a large area and
the Commissioner has to distribute resources that
benefit communities all across the region.
Whilst the commissioner and the reviewers of the
applications may be fully aware of the current
spread of funding, a document highlighting the
spread of current funding by geography and against
the seven objectives should be produced and used
to assist the review and scrutiny process.
It is noted that grant awards are one element of the
Commissioners work so other funding streams
such as commissioning also needs to be
considered.
Risk: The OPCC cannot justify its decisions should
a challenge be received. The OPCC fails to support
all elements of its objectives.

and coverage of the
commissioners
objectives
should be provided to assist
the review and decision
making on award of grants.

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

development has functionality to Officer
segment all PCC commissioning
st
March
and grant spend by both PCC 31
2018
priority and geography. The
implementation of this approach is
anticipated for 31st March 2018.

Community Safety Fund Monitoring
Objectives: The Community Safety element of
grant funding was reviewed by the Commissioner
in 2016 and a longer term approach was adopted
where three years of funding would be awarded to
assist organisations with stability and certainty of
funding.

The OPCC should consider
utilising the monitoring
templates
created
for
Community Action Grants
across the Community Safety
Fund to assist with consistent
monitoring and assist with

3

Agreed this has been identified and
is an ongoing area for
development. It is envisaged that a
12 month monitoring report for the
Community Safety Fund grants will
be used going forward. The OPCC

Chief Finance
Officer
April
2018
onwards (for
the 2017/18
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

A sizeable portion of this funding is awarded to the creating overall performance
eight Community Safety Partnerships that cover the across all grants awarded.
Derbyshire region. It has been noted that
monitoring and performance of these partnerships
needed to be improved and within the Community
Safety Fund procedure created by the OPCC it
specifically states that the OPCC are part of a
working group set up to agree the best approach to
doing this.
The OPCC has created a six monthly monitoring
report that is broadly based on the template
currently used for the Community Action Grants
Whilst testing found some evidence of monitoring
the Community Safety Grants awarded, it was
agreed that given the normal pattern of spend and
the system of paying retrospectively for services
the full 12 month monitoring report would more
accurately demonstrate the range of activities
undertaken and value for money achieved.
Risk: The OPCC cannot easily demonstrate the
outcomes from the grants awarded.

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

will work with the grantees to outturn)
ensure this takes place moving
forward.
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A1 Audit Information
Audit Objectives

Audit Control Schedule

Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:
Primary Sponsors:

Andrew Dale – OPCC Chief Finance
Officer

•

Terry Neaves, Force Director of Finance

•
•

Client contacts:

Sarah Greensmith, OPCC Grants Officer

•

Internal Audit Team:

David Hoose, Partner

•

Brian Welch, Internal Audit Senior
Manager

•

Mark Lunn, Internal Audit Assistant
Manager

•
•

Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

11th January 2017

Draft report issued:

19th January 2018

•

Management responses received:

20th February 2018

•

Final report issued:

20th February 2018

The OPCC has clearly documented and robust procedures for the processing of grant
applications.
Grant applications are processed in a fair, consistent and timely manner.
The availability of funding and the application process to be followed is clearly
communicated by the OPCC.
Grants are only awarded to organisations whose services and objectives are aligned
with the objectives set out in the Police and Crime Plan.
A robust process of review, scrutiny and due consideration is in place to ensure that
grants are awarded in a fair and transparent manner.
Only valid grant payments are made to organisations in line with the award of the grant,
and that these are made correctly and on a timely basis.
Robust procedures are in place for the monitoring of the budget on a regular basis.
Where significant variances are identified, these are investigated. The outcomes are
reported to the appropriate forum.
Grants are solely used towards financing items as set out in the grant application and
that the organisation is delivering against its key objectives. Also, the organisation
receiving funding is not breaching any of the conditions set out in grant agreements.
Timely and accurate management information is produced and reported to the
appropriate forum.
The OPCC are meeting their statutory obligations for returns to the Home Office on the
award of grants that have been made.

The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the controls
supporting the PCC Grants process with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to
which risks in this area are managed. In giving this assessment it should be noted that
assurance cannot be absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can provide is
reasonable assurance that there are no major weaknesses in the framework of internal
control. We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of the PCC
Grants process that we have tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a sample
basis, and as a result our work does not provide absolute assurance that material error, loss
or fraud does not exist.
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Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level
Significant
Assurance:

Satisfactory
Assurance:

Adequacy of system
design

Effectiveness of
operating controls

There is a sound system of The control processes
internal control designed to tested
are
being
achieve the Organisation’s consistently applied.
objectives.
While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control,
there
are
weaknesses, which put
some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

There is evidence that the
level of non-compliance
with some of the control
processes may put some
of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited
Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system
of internal controls are such
as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

No Assurance

Control processes are
generally weak leaving the
processes/systems open to
significant error or abuse.

Significant
noncompliance with basic
control processes leaves
the processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Definitions of Recommendations
Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a moderate
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have highlighted
opportunities to implement a good or better practice, to
improve efficiency or further reduce exposure to risk.
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A2 Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports

We take responsibility to the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police for this report which is prepared on the basis of the
limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of
the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to
providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be
relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of
internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are
implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted
by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or reply for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its
contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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AGENDA ITEM 5A, ANNEX E, JARAC, 8 MARCH 2018

Final Payroll Project
February 2018
01

Introduction
This audit forms part of the agreement between Mazars LLP and Derbyshire & Leicestershire
Police Force’s and Offices of the Police & Crime Commissioners. This audit has been requested
in addition to the approved Internal Audit Plan for 2017/18. The audit has been added to each
Forces’ existing internal audit plans and has been requested by Derbyshire Police to gain
independent assurance that effective project plans are in place to ensure a smooth transition to
the new payroll system.
The purpose of the audit is to undertake a review of the project that is being planned for the
replacement of the existing payroll system, Selima, by the Payroll provider, Kier. Due to ongoing
issues with the current payroll system, the plan is to move to the iTrent payroll system in April
2018 and Leicestershire Finance Team are liaising with Kier to ensure an appropriate project
plans are agreed for the implementation of the new system.

02

Background
There is a joint working arrangement between Derbyshire Police and Leicestershire Police for
the administration of the Payroll function and, a contract is in place between Leicestershire and
Kier Services to provide the Payroll System for use by both Forces.
The current payroll system provided by Kier Services is the Selima payroll system, which was
implemented in November 2015. However, audit were informed that the Selima system had failed
to deliver on expectations and Kier are replacing this system with iTrent, a system provided by
Midland HR (MHR). As Leicestershire are the administrator of the Payroll function, the Head of
Finance in Leicestershire is currently liaising with Kier to finalise the project plans.
Kier Services also have contracts in place with other Blue Light services, such as West Yorkshire
Police and Lincolnshire Police. As Kier are also implementing the iTrent system with these
organisations, the projects undertaken with these other blue light providers have formed the basis
point for the scoping and project implementation at Derbyshire and Leicestershire.
A Project Board has been set up and the members are the Project Sponsor (Kier), Head of
Finance for Derbyshire Police and Head of Finance for Leicestershire Police. The role of the
project Board is to monitor the overall direction and progress of the project and be the key
decision making forum. Beneath this, a clearly defined project team will be responsible for the
day to day operations of the project.

03

Findings
Kier provided Leicestershire with a Project Implementation Document (PID) and the latest version
was provided to Internal Audit to review. The PID makes clear references to the responsibilities
of both Kier, Midland HR (software provider), Leicestershire Police and Derbyshire Police
throughout. Moreover, it documents the roles of the Project Board, the Project Manager and the
Project Team, covering a wide range of areas for project implementation. The areas where
responsibilities are clearly defined include quality, risk management, project reporting and
deliverables.
The Project includes a number of assumptions on the resources required from all of the parties
to deliver the project. It was noted that as part of Leicestershire’s scrutiny of the plans, questions
have been raised of the resources Kier will provide during User Testing and Training stages of
the project and these were yet to be finalised.
Kier have provided draft versions of a Specification for the project, alongside a Project
Implementation Plan and individual work streams within the project that include User Acceptance
Strategy, Data Migration Strategy, Parallel Payments Run and a Training Strategy. Audit
reviewed each document and it is clear that Leicestershire have scrutinised the documentation
for errors and omissions and, at the time of the audit, are still awaiting confirmation on a number
of issues before approving and finalising the project plans. As an example, some of the
documents make reference to transferring from SAP rather than Selima. This has already been
raised as part of Leicestershire’s scrutiny of the plans and it is due to Kier using templates used
at other service providers who are moving from SAP to iTrent. It is also noted that Leicestershire
have responded quickly upon receipt of project documents from Kier, with the latest versions of
the documents received on 7th December 2017, to which Leicester reviewed, scrutinised and
responded to Kier on 11th December 2017. A teleconference to discuss remaining issues is
scheduled for 18th December 2017.
Throughout the PID and individual project plans key dates and timetables are included for the
delivery of the project work streams. It is noted that due to the plans having yet to be finalised,
some of the dates have passed and these will need to be revised. It is noted that the majority of
the project work is due to start in January 2018 and the plans need to be finalised prior to this to
ensure the go live date in April 2018 is not affected.
One element that is not currently included within the project plans are the options available to the
Force should the project not meet its timescales. Audit were informed that this has been
discussed with Kier and the fall back option would be to remain on the current Selima system.
However, this fall back plan is not currently documented within the project plans and it should be
included in the finalised plans to ensure the options can be taken in the event of project delays.
A clear communication plan has been included within the PID, which sets out the type and
frequency of communications that will be made between the key members throughout the project,
ranging from a weekly teleconference to a daily email on individual actions. Moreover, the Project
Manager’s responsibilities include the regular reporting on project progress to the Forces’.

Risk management arrangements are included within the project plan, which document risk
identification and risk escalation processes. The Project Manager has clearly defined
responsibilities for managing the risks to the project, as well as the reporting of these risks and
how they are being managed through the communication plan. A tracking spreadsheet for risks
and issues is planned to be held by Kier on a SharePoint site. At the time of audit it was unclear
if access to this would be granted to the Forces’ to allow live access to this register and this was
scheduled to be discussed with Kier.

04

Conclusion
The review of the Project Plans for the replacement of the Payroll System found that there is
appropriate scrutiny and review of plans to assist in a smooth transition to the new system.
Leicestershire have carried out appropriate review and scrutiny of the initial specification and
project plan documentation. However, at the time of the audit, these were yet to be finalised with
Kier and should be signed off prior to the start of project work streams in January 2018.
The outcomes of the audit review have been discussed with the Head of Finance in
Leicestershire and the points raised are planned to be further discussed, by the Force leads for
the project, with Kier prior to the project specification and implementation plan being finalised.

Appendix 1 – Audit Information
Audit Control Schedule
Primary Sponsors:

Terry Neaves – Director of Finance, Derbyshire Police
Paul Dawkins – ACO, Finance & Resources, Leicestershire Police

Client contacts:

Ruth Gilbert – Head of Finance, Leicestershire Police

Internal Audit Team:

David Hoose, Partner
Brian Welch, Audit Senior Manager
Mark Lunn, Audit Assistant Manager

Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

18th December 2017

Draft report issued:

22nd December 2017

Management responses received:

30th January 2018

Final report issued:

1st February 2018

Audit Objectives
Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:
• The roles and responsibilities of the Force, the Payroll Provider and the Software Provider are clearly
defined and have been communicated to all relevant parties.
• The Force have assurance that all relevant parties have committed adequate resources to enable the
effective delivery of the project to time and quality.
• The rights of the Force to amend or alter the specifications for the project are clearly included.
• The Force has scrutinised the project plans to ensure that they are reasonable and are in line with the
expectations for the project, including the provision for data migration, training of staff, parallel payment
runs and appropriate testing of the new system prior to implementation.
• Due consideration has been given to the timetables for delivery and the Force are satisfied that these are
achievable.
• The project includes specific timetables for delivery of the various elements that make up the project and
the Force has assurance from the provider that progress against the timetable will be regularly reported
upon to ensure deadlines are met.
• The project includes the Force’s right to hold the provider to account and makes provisions should
deadlines not be met.
• The project plans include identified risks and appropriate risk mitigation actions to effectively deliver the
project.
• Appropriate oversight and regular reporting arrangements are in place to ensure the Force has assurance
that risks are being managed.
The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the project to replace the payroll
system with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed. In giving this
assessment it should be noted that assurance cannot be absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can
provide is reasonable assurance that there are no major weaknesses in the framework of internal control. We
are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of the project that we have tested or reviewed.
Testing has been performed on a sample basis, and as a result our work does not provide absolute assurance
that material error, loss or fraud does not exist.

Appendix 2 – Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports

We take responsibility to the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police and the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Leicestershire and Leicestershire Police for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of
the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to
providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be
relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of
internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are
implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted
by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or reply for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its
contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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Final Internal Audit Report
Collaboration: East Midlands Criminal Justice Service (EMCJS)
January 2018
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Statement of Responsibility

If you should wish to discuss any aspect of this report, please contact Brian Welch, Manager, Mazars LLP
brian.welch@mazars.co.uk or David Hoose, Partner, Mazars LLP david.hoose@mazars.co.uk
Status of our reports
This report (“Report”) was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of the Offices of the Police and Crime Commissioners for
Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire and the respective Police Forces and terms for the
preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters raised in this Report are only those which came to
our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided in this Report
is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information and documentation provided and
consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses
that exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of the Offices of the Police and Crime Commissioners for Derbyshire,
Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire and the respective Police Forces and to the fullest extent
permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility
and disclaims
all liability
to any third
party who purports
use or rely for any
[AUDIT/REPORT
NAME]
(XX.16/17)
– November
2016 –toDRAFT
reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation,Page
amendment
and/or
modification.
2
Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or
modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk. Please refer to the Statement of Responsibility in Appendix A1 of this
report for further information about responsibilities, limitations and confidentiality.

01 Introduction
As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2017/18 for the Offices of the Police and
Crime Commissioners for Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire,
Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire and the respective Police Forces, it
was agreed that internal audits would be undertaken across the collaboration
units that are in place in the region, with each OPCC taking the lead for one
of the audits.
We have carried out an audit of the controls and processes in place in respect
of the East Midlands Criminal Justice Service (EMCJS). As part of the review,
we engaged with a number of staff members across the collaboration unit
and are grateful for their assistance during the course of the audit.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included: adequacy of
business plans, effective delivery of plans, performance reporting, value for
money considerations and managing risk.

02 Background
The East Midlands Criminal Justice Service (EMCJS) is a four force
collaboration between Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire and
Nottinghamshire Police. The Collaboration Unit formed as a four Force
collaboration in April 2015 when each force agreed to progress with a regional
approach to criminal justice.
The Unit is divided into North and South Divisions, with Nottinghamshire and
Lincolnshire in the North and Leicestershire and Northamptonshire in the
South, with a Head of Prosecutions and Head of Custody for each division.
The EMCJS also has a business support unit that includes project officers,
auditors and custody trainers.

The Criminal Justice Unit aims to support each regional force through the
delivery of a number of services, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Custody Function – provision of trained custody sergeants and
civilian detention officers to maintain custody for detainees;
Custody Audit Compliance – EMCJS undertake its own compliance
regime;
File Administration – EMCJS will provide a service for file receipt and
file transfers between investigators and the CPS;
Warrant Management; and
Secretariat support for the East Midlands Criminal Justice Board.

There is a Section 22 (S22) collaboration agreement for EMCJS, signed by
the Police and Crime Commissioners and Chief Constables of each Force,
which was updated in June 2016. The Unit has a Strategic Management
Board (SMB) that oversees it, with representation from the four forces on the
Board. The Unit also has a Strategic Custody Group and Senior Management
Team who deal with operational issues across EMCJS.
EMCJS is financed through direct contributions from the four Forces, with
recharges to the forces based upon their proportion of central policing grant
that they receive. The approved budget for the EMCJS for 2017/18 is
documented below, together with each Force’s contribution.
Force
Leicestershire
Lincolnshire
Northamptonshire
Nottinghamshire
TOTAL

Contribution
£249,237 (29.3%)
£143,758 (16.9%)
£160,770 (18.9%)
£296,872 (34.9%)
£850,637
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03 Key Findings
Assurance on adequacy & compliance of internal controls
Priority
Satisfactory Assurance

Number of recommendations

1 (Fundamental)

-

2 (Significant)

1

3 (Housekeeping)

2

TOTAL

3

Examples of areas where controls are operating reliably
•

The Unit has an appropriate governance structure that is in line with the section
22 agreement, together with a Management Board that oversees the Unit with
representation from all four Forces.

•

A monitoring process is in place for the custody and prosecution contracts, with
regular meetings, performance reporting and regular review of contractors
service provision.

•

An annual business plan for the Unit sets out its objectives for the year, detailing
specific activities over the course of the year that will be completed to achieve
the business plan.

•

There is a monitoring process in place, with reporting through the governance
hierarchy to review EMCJS performance activity at the Unit’s Senior Leadership
Team and Management Board meetings.

•

The Unit have adopted a Risk Management approach to ensure risks are
appropriately managed, regularly reviewed and reported into the Forces’ Risk
Management Leads.

Sector Comparison
In line with other collaboration’s across the East Midlands Police Forces, the EMCJS
collaboration has a signed Section 22 agreement that clearly defines the
governance structure and scope of the Unit.
The collaboration is financed similar to other collaboration units, with funding
received from contributions from the four Forces, split based upon the proportion of
Policing Grant they receive. This has been designed to ensure Forces pay
proportionally for their use of the collaboration unit. The Forces’ do, however,
contribute some of their central funding to pay for the provision of custody and
prosecution in addition to the contribution paid to EMCJS for the management of
services.

Collaboration: East Midlands Criminal Justice Service (EMCJS)
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agenda however update on risks are provided in the Head of Service reports to the
SMB.

Risk Management
There is a sound system of internal control designed to achieve the Organisation’s
objectives. We have, however, highlighted opportunities to implement good or better
practice, improve efficiency or further reduce exposure to risk.
There is a clearly defined governance structure, with a Strategic Management Board
(SMB) meeting on a quarterly basis to oversee the Unit, supported by monthly
Senior Leadership Team (SLT) meetings and a Strategic Custody Group (SCG) who
review the operations of the Unit.
The Terms of Reference for the SMB is set out in the Section 22 agreement and the
Unit has created terms of reference for the SCG, however there are no terms of
reference for the SLT. To ensure a consistent approach is in place, and there are
no duplication of responsibilities, terms of reference for all governance forums
should be stated.

Value for Money
Value for money (VfM) considerations can arise in various ways and our audit
process aims to include an overview of the efficiency of systems and processes
within the auditable area.
Due to the nature of the collaboration units work, it is not easy to quantify the savings
it is providing versus an alternative method of delivery however, in line with all
regional units budget setting process, they are striving to achieve budget savings
and working with the Head of Finance & Corporate Service at EMSOU to support
them to do this.

The collaboration unit has one joint procedure – the Custody Procedure – and this
is to be reviewed by the business support unit annually to ensure it stays up to date
and in line with current working practices. At the time of audit the procedures’ review
was overdue, however audit were informed that this was due to a staffing shortage
and a new officer had recently been recruited and had been tasked to review and
update the procedure.
The Section 22 Agreement states that a three year business plan should be in place
for the Unit, however for 2017/18 a one year business plan was adopted as it was
felt a three year plan was difficult to adopt due to the regular changes to the custody
and prosecution environment in which EMCJS operate. To ensure the Unit remains
sustainable over the medium term, three year planning should be taking place.
The collaboration unit has adopted an appropriate risk management approach, with
risks identified throughout the unit and an EMCJS risk register is maintained. This is
reviewed monthly and the Forces are kept informed of the Unit’s risks so they can
add to their risk registers if required. Whilst the monthly SLT has ‘Risks’ as a set
agenda item, they are not currently included on the Strategic Management Board
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04 Areas for Further Improvement and Action Plan
Definitions for the levels of assurance and recommendations used within our reports are included in Appendix A1.
We identified areas where there is scope for improvement in the control environment. The matters arising have been discussed with management, to whom we
have made recommendations. The recommendations are detailed in the management action plan below.
Observation/Risk

4.1

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Governance Structure
Observation: The Unit has a Strategic Management EMCJS should agree a terms of reference
Board (SMB), in line with the Section 22 requirement, for the Senior Management Team. This
which oversees the strategic and operational should include, but not be limited to:
direction of the Unit and meets on a quarterly basis.
Additionally, there are monthly Senior Management
• Purpose
Team (SMT) meetings and monthly Strategic
• Scope
Custody Group meetings (SCG).
• Membership
• Decision making authority
Audit found that there were terms of reference for the
• Reporting Requirements
SMB and the SCG, however the SMT has no terms
• Frequency of meetings
of reference. To ensure responsibilities are clearly
• Review
set, and there are no duplications, the SMT should
have clear terms of reference aligned to the other
governance groups.

3

Agreed that this should be undertaken Head of EMCJS
to ensure consistency across the
30th April 2018
governance structure for EMCJS.

Risk: There is a lack of clarity and consistency in the
Governance structure leading to errors, duplications
and poor decision making.
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Observation/Risk

4.2

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Policies & Procedures
Observation: EMCJS have created one common The overdue review should be carried out
procedure, the Custody Procedure, to ensure and the Unit should consider putting a
consistency in working practices across the Unit.
process in place to ensure that the annual
review of the procedure is undertaken in a
This procedure is listed in the Section 22 agreement
timely manner in future.
under the common policies and procedures.
Audit reviewed the Custody Procedure and noted
that it included an annual review of the document.
The procedure was last reviewed in June 2016, with
a review due in April 2017. Audit were informed that
the review was overdue because of staff shortages
in the business support team. However, a new
Business Support Officer had recently been
recruited and the review was due to be undertaken
by this new officer.

3

Agreed.

Head of EMCJS

Per audit comments, this was 30th April 2018
something that the unit was aware of
however due to difficulties in back
filling some vacancies this has
delayed the review of the procedure.
This is due to be completed shortly.

Risk: The policies and procedures are out of date
and, as a consequence, incorrect working practices
maybe followed.
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Observation/Risk

4.3

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Business Plan
Observation: The Section 22 agreement for the Unit The Unit should ensure that business plans
states that there should be a three year business are signed off in a timely manner prior to the
plan that sets out what will be achieved over the short start of the period they are intended to cover.
to medium term.
The EMCJS unit has adopted a one year business
plan that acts as a live document, with a number of
agreed objectives that are actively tracked and
monitored throughout the year. However, it was
noted that the 2017/18 Business Plan was not
approved until September 2017, halfway through the
year.
Audit were informed that the Unit adopted a one year
plan due to the ever-changing nature to the custody
and prosecution environment and therefore an
annual plan was more achievable. However, to
ensure that the Unit has continuous development in
line with the regional strategic aims, longer term
planning should be considered per the Section 22
agreement.

The Unit should adopt a three year plan in
addition to its annual plan to ensure that it
complies with the Section 22 agreement and
that relevant planning into the future is
considered.

2

The delay in approving last years Head of EMCJS
business plan was due to the SMB
th
meetings being cancelled / re- 30 April 2018
arranged. The unit is ahead of
schedule in its 2018/19 planning and
will be presented to the SMB prior to
the start of the next meeting.

The nature of EMCJS means that the
unit are dependent on a wide range of
organisations across the Criminal
Justice System and as such much of
the future work is outside of our control
and this makes three year planning a
difficult task. This will be tabled for
discussion at the next Strategic
Management Board meeting, to
decide what approach should be
adopted moving forward.

Risk: Where there is lack of medium term planning
there is a risk that the unit fails to align itself with
regional strategic aims.
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A1 Audit Information
Scope and Objectives
Audit Control Schedule

Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:
•

Client contacts:

Julie Flint – OPCC Chief Financial Officer,
Lincolnshire

•

Mark Harrison – Head of EMCJS
Leah Johnson, Head of Business Support,
EMCJS
Internal Audit Team:

David Hoose, Partner
Brian Welch, Internal Audit Senior
Manager
Mark Lunn, Internal Audit Assistant
Manager

Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

12th January 2018

Draft report issued:

15th January 2018

Management responses received:

17th January 2018

Final report issued:

17th January 2018

•
•
•
•

A Section 22 agreement is in place that clearly sets out the decision making and
governance framework that is in place;
A clearly defined Business Plan is in place that sets out the statutory duties,
objectives and the key performance indicators for the services to be provided;
The Business Plan is set in line with the Section 22 agreement and it is regularly
reviewed to ensure it remains ‘fit for purpose’;
There are effective reporting processes in place to provide assurances to the
Forces on the performance of the unit;
Value for money considerations are regularly reviewed and reported to the Forces;
and
The unit has procedures in place to ensure that risks are identified, assessed
recorded and managed appropriately.

The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the
management of EMCJS with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this
area are managed. In giving this assessment it should be noted that assurance cannot be
absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can provide is reasonable assurance that there
are no major weaknesses in the framework of internal control.
We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of EMCJS that we have
tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a sample basis, and as a result our work
does not provide absolute assurance that material error, loss or fraud does not exist.
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Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level

Adequacy of system
design

Definitions of Recommendations
Effectiveness of
operating controls

Significant
Assurance:

There is a sound system of The control processes
internal control designed to tested
are
being
achieve the Organisation’s consistently applied.
objectives.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control,
there
are
weaknesses which put
some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

There is evidence that the
level of non-compliance
with some of the control
processes may put some
of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited
Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system
of internal controls are such
as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

No Assurance:

Control processes are
generally weak leaving the
processes/systems open to
significant error or abuse.

Significant
noncompliance with basic
control processes leaves
the processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a
moderate degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have
highlighted opportunities to implement a good or better
practice, to improve efficiency or further reduce exposure
to risk.
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A2 Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports

We take responsibility to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire and the
respective Police Forces for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of
the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to providing
an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be
relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of
internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are
implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted by
law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or reply for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents,
conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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Part I For Publication

AGENDA ITEM 5B
JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
8 MARCH 2018

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
8 MARCH 2018
JOINT REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND THE CHIEF FINANCE
OFFICER

5B: STRATEGY FOR INTERNAL AUDIT 2018/19 TO 2020/21 AND 2018/19
INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To review and advise on the draft annual internal audit plan for 2018/19 to
2020/21, ensuring that this :
•

is consistent with professional standards;

•

meets the audit needs of the PCC and the Chief Constable; and

•

provides the JARAC with adequate coverage for the purpose of obtaining
appropriate levels of assurance over the adequacy of the risk
management, governance and internal control environment of both the
PCC and Chief Constable.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Police Reform & Social Responsibility Act introduced in November 2012
the legal concept of 2 corporations sole for the Police and Crime
Commissioner and the Chief Constable with two Annual Governance
Statements to support the relevant statements of accounts and the group
accounts.

2.2

As part of a robust risk management process, internal controls are reviewed in
several ways; one such assurance is provided by the work of the internal audit
function.

2.3

Given that the systems and process for both corporations sole are aligned, it
has been agreed, in consultation with both internal and external auditors, that
there will be one common audit strategy addressing all internal control review
requirements.
1
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2.4

Our internal audit is currently provided by Mazars as part of a regional
contract.

2.5

Each year an annual audit plan is compiled which the JARAC will review,
comment on and approve. It is an important feature of the governance
function that this Committee, with the advice of the Chief Finance Officer and
the Director of Finance, can influence and direct those areas of review which
it thinks are appropriate.

2.6

The work of External Audit is dependent to a certain extent on the assurances
provided by internal audit, especially on the key financial controls in place in
both the organisations. This avoids duplication of cost and effort.
Attached at APPENDIX A to this report are the draft Internal Audit Strategy
2018/19 to 2020/21 and the Internal Audit Plan 2018/19.

2.7

The JARAC is required to consider
•

if the detailed internal audit plan for the coming financial year (see
Appendix A) reflects the areas that the Committee believes should be
covered as a priority, taking into account the assurance work that been
carried out

•

if the audit strategy includes all those areas that the Committee would
expect to be subject to internal audit coverage for both the Chief
Constable and the Police and Crime Commissioner, in terms not only of
professional responsibilities but also covering areas of concern flagged
by management

•

if the level of audit resource is accepted by the Committee and agreed
as appropriate, given the level of assurance required

•
2.8

the detailed audit plan at Appendix A.

Members are requested to consider the proposals and to suggest any
changes they think are appropriate before recommending the 2018/19 audit
plan to the Chief Constable and the Police and Crime Commissioner for their
respective approvals.
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2.9

From time to time, it may be appropriate to amend the audit plan or to
commission work within the plan from any pooled resource/contingency
allocation. Where this might need to be actioned outside the cycle of JARAC
meetings, the Chief Finance Officer or the Director of Finance will make minor
changes to the audit plan. Changes will be reported through the audit update.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

To review and make comments on the adequacy of the proposed Strategy for
Internal Audit 2018/19 to 2020/21 and the Internal Audit Plan 2018/19

ii.

To recommend, subject to any amendments, the final plan to the Chief
Constable and the Police and Crime Commissioner for their respective
approvals.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

√

Environmental

√

Equality & Diversity

√

HIGH

√

Financial
Health & Safety

√

Human Rights

√
√

Legal
Personnel

MEDIUM

√
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Contact details

Name: Andrew Dale

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None
ATTACHMENTS
Internal Audit Strategy 2018/19 to 2020/21 and the 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan.
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Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police
Draft Internal Audit Strategy 2018/19 to 2020/21 and 2018/19 Internal Audit
Plan
January 2018
This report has been prepared on the basis of the limitations set out on page 13.

This report and the work connected therewith are subject to the Terms and Conditions of the Framework Agreement dated 21 April 2015 between The Police and Crime
Commissioner for Nottinghamshire and Mazars LLP and Order Form dated 12 May 2015 between Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Mazars LLP. This report
is confidential and has been prepared for the sole use of Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire. This report must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in
whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we accept no responsibility or liability to any third party who purports to use or rely, for
any reason whatsoever, on this report, its contents or conclusions.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

A three-year proposed Strategic Audit Plan has been prepared on behalf of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police
(the OPCC and Force) for the period 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2021, together with an operational audit plan for 2018/19.

1.2

As part of fulfilling the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee’s (JARAC) responsibilities, the JARAC require assurance that it is focusing its attention
on the key risks to the OPCC and Force and that it is receiving timely and effective assurance with regards the management of those risks. As Internal
Audit is a one source of this assurance, Internal Audit were requested to carry out an assurance mapping exercise which would identify where the
OPCC / Force obtains this assurance and that the Internal Audit plan is suitably focused and aligned with other sources of assurance. The results of
this exercise were considered when drawing the audit plan.

1.3

Appendix A contains our proposed Annual Audit Plan 2018 – 2019.

1.4

Appendix B sets out our proposed Strategic Audit Plan 2018 – 2021.

2.

The Scope and Purpose of Internal Audit

2.1

Internal Audit’s primary role is to provide the organisation’s management with independent assurance on the effectiveness of the internal control systems
that contribute to the achievement of the organisation’s business objectives. In so doing, this will support the OPCC and Force in signing the Annual
Governance Statement. It is also Internal Audit’s role to provide the OPCC and Force with assurance that they have in place effective processes for
the management of risk.

2.2

In drawing up the internal audit work programme it should be noted that:
•

The OPCC and Force are accountable for internal control. The OPCC and Force are responsible for maintaining a sound system of internal
control that supports the achievement of the organisation’s objectives, and for reviewing its effectiveness;

•

The system of internal control is designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failure to achieve these objectives;

•

The system of internal control can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness; and

•

The system of internal control is based on an on-going risk management process designed to identify the principal risks to the achievement of the
organisation’s objectives; to evaluate the nature and extent of those risks; and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.
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2.3

As set out in the Audit Charter, Internal Audit fulfils its role by:
•

Coordinating assurance activities with other assurance providers (such as the external auditors and HMICFRS) such that the assurance needs of
the OPCC and Force, regulators and other stakeholders are met in the most effective way.

•

Evaluating and assessing the implications of new or changing systems, products, services, operations and control processes.

•

Carrying out assurance and consulting activities across all aspects of the OPCC and Force’s business based on a risk-based plan agreed with the
Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee (JARAC).

•

Providing the Police & Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the adequacy and
effectiveness of the key controls associated with the management of risk in the area being audited.

•

Issuing periodic reports to the JARAC and Senior Management Team summarising results of assurance activities.

•

Re-enforcing an anti-fraud, anti-bribery and anti-corruption culture within the OPCC and Force to aid the prevention and detection of fraud.

•

Assisting in the investigation of allegations of fraud, bribery and corruption within the OPCC and Force and notifying management and the JARAC
of the results.

•

Assessing the adequacy of remedial action to address significant risk and control issues reported to the JARAC. Responsibility for remedial action
in response to audit findings rests with line management.

3.

Approach

3.1

As part of fulfilling the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee’s (JARAC) responsibilities, the JARAC require assurance that it is focusing its attention
on the key risks to the OPCC and Force and that it is receiving timely and effective assurance with regards the management of those risks. As Internal
Audit is a one source of this assurance, Internal Audit have reviewed the OPCC / Force Risk Register with the aim of identifying where the OPCC /
Force obtains this assurance and that the Internal Audit plan is suitably focused and aligned with other sources of assurance. The results of this exercise
were considered when drawing the audit plan.
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3.2

The Assurance Framework provides a top-down identification and analysis of the assurance needs of the JARAC, and aims to provide a co-ordinated
view of the activity of the various assurance providers and therefore the right combination of direct, risk and independent assurance activities as shown
below:
1s t Lin e of D e fe nc e
D e p a rtm e nt s

2 nd Line of D e fe nce
C o m p lia n ce an d L e g al
C o rp o ra te R isk

D e p ar tm e n t a l
co n tro l a ctivitie s

3.3

3 rd L in e of De fe nc e

A u d it F un c tio n s

S e cu rity, I nv es tig a tio n s et c

In drawing up the operational and strategic audit plan, the assurance mapping exercise identified where the OPCC / Force obtained assurance it was
managing its key risks, with the aim of aligning the Internal Audit plan with other sources of assurance. The review was carried out through discussions
with appropriate staff and review of documents to confirm the adequacy of the assurance processes in place. In particular we:
Agreed the key strategic risks (OPCC and Force) that the JARAC require assurance on.
Identified and met with the nominated risk owners.
Through discussions and the review of relevant documents, using the ‘three lines of defence’ model referred to above, determined the key
sources of assurance that the risks are being effectively managed.
Identified and agreed gaps in assurance.
Agreed whether the gaps should be addressed and, if so, the likely sources of assurance available.
In determining Internal Audit’s current and future role in the ‘assurance landscape’, we noted that Internal Audit has a wider remit than purely focusing
on just those risks set out in the Strategic Risk Registers of the OPCC and Force, and is required to provide assurance on the systems of internal
control, risk management and governance arrangements. For this reason, we also considered other key areas of assurance including those relating to
Finance, Governance, Procurement, Information Technology and Risk Management.
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3.4

Through a focused approach to assurance, the internal audit service can be utilised to provide the right level of assurance, it can avoid unnecessary
use of its finite resources and it can support the OPCC and Force in maintaining an effective Assurance Framework. Internal Audit, through its support
for the Assurance Framework, should:
•
•
•
•

3.5

support the OPCC and Force in managing its risks through the establishment (and, more importantly, the maintenance) of an Assurance
Framework that is fit for purpose;
look to other sources of assurance and assurance providers, including third party assurance, to supplement the resources of the internal audit
team;
work alongside other assurance providers, such as External Audit, to more effectively provide assurance and avoid duplication; and
through risk-based auditing, focus internal audit resource on what is really important to each organisation.

Further to the above risk identification process, it should also be remembered that Derbyshire form part of the East Midlands Policing Region and, as
such, collaborate on a wide variety of services. The aim will therefore be to, wherever possible, align the audit plans across the region in order to secure
efficiencies through collaborative auditing.

4 External Audit Consultation
4.1

We liaise closely with your external auditors in preparing, and then delivering, a co-ordinated approach to the provision of assurance.

4.2

We speak regularly with the External Auditors to consult on audit plans; discuss matters of mutual interest; discuss common understanding of audit
techniques; methods and terminology; and to seek opportunities for co-operation in the conduct of audit work. In particular, we will offer the External
Auditors the opportunity to rely on our work where appropriate, provided this does not prejudice our independence.

4.3

Internal audit forms a significant part of the organisation’s governance arrangements and it is therefore also important that Internal and External Audit
have an effective working relationship. To facilitate this relationship we included in the Audit Charter liaison arrangement with the external auditors
under the Public Internal Audit Standards. The key principles behind this agreement are:
•

a willingness and commitment to working together;

•

clear and open lines of communication; and

•

avoidance of duplication of work where possible.
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Appendix A – Annual Audit Plan 2018-19
AUDITABLE AREA

PROPOSED
TIMING1

JARAC2

PLAN
DAYS

RISK REF /
CAT.

Commentary on Coverage

Core Assurance
To provide assurance with regards the adequacy and effectiveness of the
systems of internal control in operation to manage the core financial systems.
The scope of the work will include, but not be limited to:

Core Financial Systems
Assurance:
• General Ledger
• Cash, Banking & Treasury
Management
• Payments & Creditors
• Income & Debtors

Payroll

Regulatory Checks - Divisions

Procurement

Q3

14

Core

•
•
•
•
•
•

Policies and procedures
Access controls
Amendments to standing data
Reconciliations
Authorisation routines
Reporting

Q3

5

Core

To provide assurance that there are effective controls in place for delivering the
payroll service. Testing will be primarily be carried out on site at Leicestershire
Police, who deliver the service on behalf of Derbyshire. However, we also cover
‘front end’ processes at Derbyshire and arrangements in place within the payroll
bureau, Kier, in respect of access controls, payroll reporting and approval / signoff routines.

Q2 & Q4

6

Core

We will undertake regulatory checks with the aim of providing assurance with
regards the maintenance and security of cash and property at a divisional level.
There will two sets of visits, one focusing on cash and the other property.

Q2

7

The audit will seek to provide assurance that value for money is being
considered when procuring goods / services through the effective use of contract
STR1956
procurement rules.
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AUDITABLE AREA

PROPOSED
TIMING1

JARAC2

PLAN
DAYS

RISK REF /
CAT.

Commentary on Coverage

Strategic & Operational Risk Assurance
Information Technology GDPR

Q3

9

Using computer specialist resource, the objective will be to provide assurance
STR1046 with regards the force’s implementation of, and adherence to, the new General
Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) that will apply from 28th May 2018.

Business Continuity – Followup

Q1

3

To provide assurance that the Force has effective controls in place with regards
STR1039 / business continuity arrangements. The audit will follow-up on the
1089
recommendations made in the 2017/18 audit report which provided a limited
assurance opinion.

IT Strategy

Q4

8

To provide assurance that the force has an agreed and effective strategy in
place for the management of its IT infrastructure and that it is being consistently
STR1913
applied.

Recruitment

Q2

6

To provide assurance that effective systems of internal control in place with
STR1422/
regards the recruitment of officers and staff, with particular attention paid to the
1983/1099
manner in which equality and diversity is addressed.

Health & Safety

Q1

7

STR1100

Data Quality

Q4

6

To provide assurance that the Force has effective processes in place in respect
of health and safety and these are being consistently applied.

To provide assurance that effective governance, policies, procedures and data
quality auditing routines are in place for ensuring data quality, for example,
STR1046/
through such systems as Niche. The audit will include dip sampling of the quality
1033
of records.
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AUDITABLE AREA

PROPOSED
TIMING1

JARAC2

PLAN
DAYS

RISK REF /
CAT.

Commentary on Coverage

Collaboration

Collaboration

STR1105

Resources have been allocated across each OPCC / Force in order to provide
assurance with regards to the systems and controls in place to deliver specific
elements of regional collaboration.

Q3 & Q4

10

Ongoing

14

This includes audit planning, production of progress and annual reports, and
attendance at progress and JARAC meetings. Time will also be set aside to
provide training to JARAC members.

5

To provide assurance
recommendations.

Consideration will be given to assessing whether the area of collaboration is
delivering against its original objectives and what arrangements are in place,
from an OPCC / Force perspective, for monitoring and managing the service.

Other

Audit Management
Follow Up of
Recommendations
TOTAL
1
2

100

Proposed timings for each audit to be agreed, with any changes reported to the JARAC.
Dates for delivery to the JARAC to be included within future progress reports when known.
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that

management

have

implemented

audit

Appendix B – Strategic Audit Plan 2018-21
Audit Assignment

2018/2019

2019/2020

2020/2021

RISK REF /
CAT.

Core Assurance
Core Financials Systems

Core

Payroll

Core

Regulatory Checks - Divisions

Core

Risk Management

Core

Governance

STR1104

Procurement

STR1956

Strategic & Operational Risk
STR1960 / 1033

IT Security
Information Technology - GDPR

STR1046

Victims Support

STR1978

Business Continuity

STR1039 / 1089

Medium Term Financial Planning

STR1029

Firearms Licencing

OPS1930

Property Management

STR1937
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Audit Assignment

2018/2019

2019/2020

2020/2021

RISK REF /
CAT.
STR1984

Commissioning

STR1803/1786/
1979

Partnerships
IT Strategy

STR1913

Recruitment

STR1422/
1983/1099

Estates Management

STR1035

Fleet Management

STR1091

Health & Safety

STR1100

Data Quality

STR1046/ 1033

Absence Management

STR1098

Project Management

STR1832

Collaboration
STR1105

Collaboration
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Other
Follow-up of Recommendations

General

Audit Management
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Appendix C – Levels of Assurance & Opinions
Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level

Adequacy of system design

Effectiveness of operating
controls

Significant
Assurance:

There is a sound system of internal The control processes tested are being
control designed to achieve the consistently applied.
Organisation’s objectives.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically sound
system of internal control, there are
weaknesses which put some of the
Organisation’s objectives at risk.

Limited Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system of internal The level of non-compliance puts the
controls are such as to put the Organisation’s objectives at risk.
Organisation’s objectives at risk.

No Assurance:

Control processes are generally weak Significant non-compliance with basic
leaving the processes/systems open control
processes
leaves
the
to significant error or abuse.
processes/systems open to error or
abuse.

There is evidence that the level of noncompliance with some of the control
processes may put some of the
Organisation’s objectives at risk.

Definitions of Recommendations
Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control weaknesses, which expose the
organisation to a high degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control weaknesses which expose the
organisation to a moderate degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have highlighted opportunities to
implement a good or better practice, to improve efficiency or further reduce
exposure to risk.

Page 11
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Appendix D – Contact Details

Contact Details
07552 007708
David Hoose
David.Hoose@mazars.co.uk

07780 970200
Brian Welch
Brian.Welch@mazars.co.uk
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Statement of Responsibility
We take responsibility for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of
our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or
all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed
by you for their full impact before they are implemented. The performance of our work is not and
should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound
management practices. We emphasise that the responsibility for a sound system of internal
controls and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with management
and work performed by us should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in
internal controls, nor relied upon to identify all circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound
systems of internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not
be proof against collusive fraud. Our procedures are designed to focus on areas as identified by
management as being of greatest risk and significance and as such we rely on management to
provide us full access to their accounting records and transactions for the purposes of our work
and to ensure the authenticity of such material. Effective and timely implementation of our
recommendations by management is important for the maintenance of a reliable internal control
system.
Mazars LLP
London
January 2018
This document is confidential and prepared solely for your information. Therefore you should not,
without our prior written consent, refer to or use our name or this document for any other purpose,
disclose them or refer to them in any prospectus or other document, or make them available or
communicate them to any other party. No other party is entitled to rely on our document for any
purpose whatsoever and thus we accept no liability to any other party who is shown or gains
access to this document.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United
Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 4585162.
Mazars LLP is the UK firm of Mazars, an international advisory and accountancy group. Mazars
LLP is registered by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales to carry out
company audit work.
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AGENDA ITEM 6A
JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
8 MARCH 2018

JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
8 MARCH 2018
JOINT REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER
AND THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

6A:

EXTERNAL AUDIT PLAN 2017/18

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To advise the Committee of the proposed external Audit Plan for the financial
year 2017/18 and the audit of the statements of accounts.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

An External Audit Plan covering the work that will be carried out to support the
Audit opinion for the Statements of Accounts for 2017/18 has been provided
to and reviewed by the two statutory Chief Finance Officers.

2.2

The plan details the audit approach which covers planning, the control
evaluation, substantive procedures and other audit matters. A copy of the plan
is attached as APPENDIX A to this report.

2.3

The fee for the activity is £46,035. This is split into £15,000 for the Chief
Constable and £31,035 for the Commissioner.

2.4

The plan identifies three audit risks relating to pension liabilities, valuation of
PPE (property, plant and equipment) and the impacts of a faster year-end
deadline for accounts production. The plan outlines KPMG’s intended
approach to these risk areas.

2.5

Mr Cardoza, the Director, KPMG, will be present to talk to this paper and
answer Members’ questions.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

To receive the External Audit Plan 2017/18

ii.

To raise any matters of further concern with the Audit Director.
1
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4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

√

Environmental

√

Equality & Diversity

√

MEDIUM

HIGH

√

Financial
Health & Safety

√

Human Rights

√
√

Legal
√

Personnel

Contact details

Name: Andrew Dale

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. External audit plan 2017/18 KPMG
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External
Audit Plan
2017/2018
(Draft)
Police and Crime Commissioner
for Derbyshire
&
Chief Constable for Derbyshire
January 2018

Summary for Joint Audit Risk and
Assurance Committee
Financial statements

There are no significant changes to the Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting (“the Code”) in 2017/18, which provides stability in terms of the
accounting standards local authority bodies need to comply with. Despite this, the
deadline for the production and signing of the financial statements has been
significantly advanced in comparison to year ended 31 March 2017.
This represents a significant change for the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable and will need to be carefully managed in order to ensure the new
deadlines are met. As a result we have recognised a significant risk in relation to
this matter.
In order to meet the revised deadlines it will be essential that the draft financial
statements and all prepared by client documentation is available in line with
agreed timetables. Where this is not achieved there is a significant likelihood that
the audit report will not be issued by 31 July 2018.
Materiality
Materiality for planning purposes has been set at £3.8million for both the Police
and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable.
We are obliged to report uncorrected omissions or misstatements other than
those which are ‘clearly trivial’ to those charged with governance and this has
been set at a level of £190,000 for both the Police and Crime Commissioner and
the Chief Constable.
Significant risks
Those risks requiring specific audit attention and procedures to address the
likelihood of a material financial statement error have been identified as:
– Pension Liabilities – The valuation of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable’s pension liabilities, as calculated by the Actuary, is dependent
upon both the accuracy and completeness of the data provided and the
assumptions adopted. We will review the processes in place to ensure
accuracy of data provided to the Actuary and consider the assumptions used in
determining the valuation.
– Valuation of PPE – Whilst the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief
Constable operates a cyclical revaluation approach, the Code requires that all
land and buildings be held at fair value. We will consider the way in which the
PCC and CC ensures that assets not subject to in-year revaluation are not
materially misstated.
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Summary for Joint Audit and
Assurance Committee (cont.)
Financial Statements
(cont.)

– Faster Close – As set out above, the timetable for the production of the
financial statements has been significantly advanced with draft accounts having
to be prepared by 31 May 2018 (2017: 30 June) and the final accounts signed
by 31 July 2018 (2017: 30 September). We will work with the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Chief Constable in advance of our audit to understand the
steps being taken to meet these deadlines and the impact on our work
See pages 4 to 10 for more details.

Value for Money
Arrangements work

Our risk assessment regarding your arrangements to secure value for money has
identified the following VFM significant risk to date:
– Medium Term Financial Planning – The Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable continue to face significant financial pressures and
uncertainties in relation to its future funding levels with grant allocations for
future years not yet being published. The Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable need to have effective arrangements in place for managing
their annual budgets, generating income and identifying and implementing any
savings required to balance its medium term financial plan. We will consider
the way in which the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable
identify, approve, and monitor both savings plans and how budgets are
monitored throughout the year.
See pages 11 to 15 for more details.
Our team is:

Logistics

– Andrew Cardoza – Director
– Anita Pipes – Manager
More details are in Appendix 2.
Our work will be completed in four phases from December to July and our key
deliverables are this Audit Plan, an Interim Report/Letter and a Report to Those
Charged With Governance as outlined on page 18.
Our fee for the 2017/18 audit of the Police and Crime Commissioner is £31,035
(£31,035 2016/17) and for that of the Chief Constable £15,000 (£15,000 2016/17).
See page 17. These fees are in line with the scale fees published by PSAA.
Acknowledgements

We would like to take this opportunity to thank officers and Members for their
continuing help and co-operation throughout our audit work.
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Introduction
Background and Statutory responsibilities
This document supplements our Audit Fee Letter 2017/18 presented to you in April 2017, which also sets
out details of our appointment by Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA).
Our statutory responsibilities and powers are set out in the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014, the
National Audit Office’s Code of Audit Practice and the PSAA Statement of Responsibilities.
Our audit has two key objectives, requiring us to audit/review and report on your:

01
02

Financial statements :
Providing an opinion on your accounts. We also review each Annual Governance Statement and
Narrative Report and report by exception on these; and
Use of resources:
Concluding on the arrangements in place for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
your use of resources (the value for money conclusion).

The audit planning process and risk assessment is an on-going process and the assessment and fees in this
plan will be kept under review and updated if necessary. Any change to our identified risks will be reported
to the JARAC.
Financial Statements Audit
Our financial statements audit work follows a four stage audit process which is identified below. Appendix 1
provides more detail on the activities that this includes. This report concentrates on the Financial Statements
Audit Planning stage of the Financial Statements Audit.
Financial
Statements
Audit
Planning

Substantive
Procedures
Control
Evaluation

Completion

Value for Money Arrangements Work
Our Value for Money (VFM) Arrangements Work follows a six stage process which is identified below. Page 11
provides more detail on the activities that this includes. This report concentrates on explaining the VFM
approach for 2017/18 and the findings of our VFM risk assessment.
Risk
Assessment
Linkages
with other
audit work

Identification
of significant
VFM risks

VFM review
work
(by ourselves
or other
bodies)

Conclude
Reporting
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Financial statements audit planning
Financial Statements Audit Planning
Our planning work takes place during December 2017 to January 2018. This involves the following key
aspects:
— Determining our materiality level;
— Risk assessment;
— Identification of significant risks;
— Consideration of potential fraud risks;
— Identification of key account balances in the financial statements and related assertions, estimates and
disclosures;
— Consideration of management’s use of experts; and
— Issuing this audit plan to communicate our audit strategy.
Risk assessment
Auditing standards require us to consider two standard risks for all organisations. We are not elaborating on
these standard risks in this plan but consider them as a matter of course in our audit and will include any
findings arising from our work in our ISA 260 Report.
Management override of controls

01
02

Management is typically in a powerful position to perpetrate fraud owing to its ability to
manipulate accounting records and prepare fraudulent financial statements by overriding
controls that otherwise appear to be operating effectively. Our audit methodology incorporates
the risk of management override as a default significant risk. In line with our methodology, we
carry out appropriate controls testing and substantive procedures, including over journal entries,
accounting estimates and significant transactions that are outside the normal course of
business, or are otherwise unusual.

Fraudulent revenue recognition
We do not consider this to be a significant risk for the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief
Constable as there are limited incentives and opportunities to manipulate the way income is
recognised. We therefore rebut this risk and do not incorporate specific work into our audit plan in
this area over and above our standard fraud procedures.
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Financial statements audit planning (cont.)
The diagram below identifies significant risks and other areas of audit focus, which we expand on overleaf.
The diagram also identifies a range of other areas considered by our audit approach.

Disclosure

Telling the
Story

Financial
instrum ents
disclosures

Pension
liability

Provisions

Judgement

Keys:

Significant risk

Valuation

Rem uneration
disclosures
Com pliance to
the Code’s
disclosure
requirem ents

Valuation of
Property, Plant
and
Equipm ent

Pension
assets

New financial
system

Key financial
system s

Consolidation
of a subsidiary

Faster Close

Change in
significant
outsourced
providers

Accounting for
leases

Budgetary
controls

Bad debt
provision

Managem ent
override of
controls

Other area of audit focus

Process

Exam ple other areas considered by our approach
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Financial statements audit planning (cont.)
Significant Audit Risks
Those risks requiring specific audit attention and procedures to address the likelihood of a material financial
statement error in relation to the Police and Crime Commissioner or Chief Constable.
Pension Liabilities
Risk:

The net pension liability represents a material element of the Police and Crime Commissioner
and Chief Constable’s balance sheets.
The valuation of the pension liabilities rely on a number of assumptions, most notably around
the actuarial assumptions, and actuarial methodology which results in the overall valuations.
There are financial assumptions and demographic assumptions used in the calculations of the
valuations, such as the discount rate, inflation rates, mortality rates etc. The assumptions
should also reflect the profile of the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable’s
employees, and should be based on appropriate data. The basis of the assumptions is derived
on a consistent basis year to year, or updated to reflect any changes.
There is a risk that the assumptions and methodologies used in the valuations of the Police
and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable’s pension obligations are not reasonable. This
could have a material impact to net pension liabilities accounted for in the financial
statements.

Approach:

As part of our work we will review the controls in place over the information sent directly to
the schemes’ actuary. We will also liaise with the auditors of the Local Government Pension
Fund in order to gain an understanding of the effectiveness of those controls operated by the
Pension Fund. This will include consideration of the process and controls with respect to the
assumptions used in the valuation. We will also evaluate the competency, objectivity and
independence of Hymans Robertson.
We will review the appropriateness of the key assumptions included within the valuation,
compare them to expected ranges, and consider the need to make use of a KPMG actuary.
We will review the methodology applied in the valuation by Hymans Robertson.
In addition, we will review the overall actuarial valuations and consider the disclosure
implications in the respective financial statements of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable.
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Financial statements audit planning (cont.)
Significant Audit Risks
Those risks requiring specific audit attention and procedures to address the likelihood of a material financial
statement error in relation to the Police and Crime Commissioner or Chief Constable.
Valuation of PPE
Risk:

The Code requires that where assets are subject to revaluation, their year end carrying value
should reflect the appropriate fair value at that date. The Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable have adopted a rolling revaluation model which sees all land and buildings
revalued over a five year cycle. As a result of this, however, individual assets may not be
revalued for four years.
This creates a risk that the carrying value of those assets not revalued in year differs
materially from the year end fair value. In addition, as the valuation is undertaken as at the end
of December there is a risk that the fair value is different at the year end.

Approach:

We will review the approach that the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable
have adopted to assess the risk that assets not subject to valuation are materially misstated
and consider the robustness of that approach. We will also assess the risk of the valuation
changing materially during the year.
In addition, we will consider movement in market indices between revaluation dates and the
year end in order to determine whether these indicate that fair values have moved materially
over that time.
In relation to those assets which have been revalued during the year we will assess the
valuer’s qualifications, objectivity and independence to carry out such valuations and review
the methodology used (including testing the underlying data and assumptions).
.
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Financial statements audit planning (cont.)
Significant Risks
Those risks requiring specific audit attention and procedures to address the likelihood of a material financial
statement error in relation to the Police and Crime Commissioner or Chief Constable
Faster Close
Issue:

In prior years, the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable have been required to
prepare draft financial statements by 30 June and then final signed accounts by 30
September. For years ending on and after 31 March 2018 however, revised deadlines apply
which require draft accounts by 31 May and final signed accounts by 31 July.
These changes represent a significant change to the timetables that the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Chief Constable have previously worked to. The time available to produce
draft accounts has been reduced by one month and the overall time available for completion
of both accounts production and audit is two months shorter than in prior years.
In order to meet the revised deadlines, the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief
Constable may need to make greater use of accounting estimates. In doing so, consideration
will need to be given to ensuring that these estimates remain valid at the point of finalising
the financial statements. In addition, there are a number of logistical challenges that will need
to be managed. These include:
— Ensuring that any third parties involved in the production of the accounts (including
valuers, actuaries and the LLP) are aware of the revised deadlines and have made
arrangements to provide the output of their work in accordance with this;
— Revising the closedown and accounts production timetables in order to ensure that all
working papers and other supporting documentation are available at the start of the audit
process;
— Ensuring that the JARAC meeting schedules have been updated to permit signing in July;
and
— Applying a shorter paper deadline to the July meeting of the JARAC meeting in order to
accommodate the production of the final versions of the accounts and our ISA 260 report.
In the event that the above areas are not effectively managed there is a significant risk that
the audits will not be completed by the 31 July deadline.

Approach:

We will continue to liaise with officers in preparation for our audit in order to understand the
steps that the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable are taking in order to
ensure they meet the revised deadlines. We will also look to advance audit work into the
interim visit in order to streamline the year end audit work.
Where there is greater reliance upon accounting estimates we will consider the assumptions
used and challenge the robustness of those estimates.
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Financial statements audit planning (cont.)
Materiality
We are required to plan our audit to determine with reasonable confidence whether or not the financial
statements are free from material misstatement. An omission or misstatement is regarded as material if it
would reasonably influence the user of financial statements. This therefore involves an assessment of the
qualitative and quantitative nature of omissions and misstatements.
Generally, we would not consider differences in opinion in respect of areas of judgement to represent
‘misstatements’ unless the application of that judgement results in a financial amount falling outside of a
range which we consider to be acceptable.
For both the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable, materiality for planning purposes has
been set at £2.85 million, which equates to 1.8 percent of the forecast gross expenditure.
We design our procedures to detect errors in specific accounts at a lower level of precision.
Prior Year Gross Expenditure: £190m (2016/17: £190m)
Materiality

£3.8m
2% of
Expenditure
(2016/17:
£4m, 2.1%)

£19 0k

£2.85m
Procedures designed
to detect individual
errors
(2016/17: £3m)

Misstatements
reported to the
JARAC
(2016/17: £200k)

£3 .8m
Materiality for the
financial statements
as a whole
(2016/17: £4m)
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Financial statements audit planning (cont.)
Reporting to the Joint Audit and Risk Assurance Committee (JARAC)
Whilst our audit procedures are designed to identify misstatements which are material to our opinion on the
financial statements as a whole, we nevertheless report to the JARAC any unadjusted misstatements of
lesser amounts to the extent that these are identified by our audit work.
Under ISA 260(UK&I) ‘Communication with those charged with governance’, we are obliged to report
uncorrected omissions or misstatements other than those which are ‘clearly trivial’ to those charged with
governance. ISA 260 (UK&I) defines ‘clearly trivial’ as matters that are clearly inconsequential, whether taken
individually or in aggregate and whether judged by any quantitative or qualitative criteria.
In the context of both the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable, we propose that an
individual difference could normally be considered to be clearly trivial if it is less than £190,000.
If management has corrected material misstatements identified during the course of the audit, we will
consider whether those corrections should be communicated to the JARAC to assist it in fulfilling its
governance responsibilities.

We will report:
Non-Trivial
corrected audit
misstatements

Non-trivial
uncorrected audit
misstatements

Errors and omissions in disclosure
(Corrected and uncorrected)
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Value for money arrangements work
VFM audit approach
The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 requires auditors of local government bodies to be satisfied that
an authority ‘has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use
of resources’.
This is supported by the Code of Audit Practice, published by the NAO in April 2015, which requires auditors
to ‘take into account their knowledge of the relevant local sector as a whole, and the audited body
specifically, to identify any risks that, in the auditor’s judgement, have the potential to cause the auditor to
reach an inappropriate conclusion on the audited body’s arrangements.’

Overall criterion
In all significant respects, the audited body had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed
decisions, deployed resources and worked with partners and third parties to achieve planned and
sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people.

The VFM approach is fundamentally unchanged from that adopted in 2016/17 and the process is shown in
the diagram below. The diagram overleaf shows the details of the sub-criteria for our VFM work.

1

Identification of
significant VFM risks
(if any)

VFM audit risk
assessment

2

Continually re-assess
potential VFM risks

Reassess risks throughout
the audit.
Assessment of work by
other review agencies

Financial
statements and
other audit work

3

VFM
conclusion

Conclude on
arrangements
to secure VFM

Specific local risk-based
work

No further work required subject to reassessment
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Value for money arrangements work (cont.)
Value for Money sub-criterion
Informed decision making

Sustainable
resource deployment

Working with partners and
third parties

Proper arrangements:

Proper arrangements:

Proper arrangements:

– Acting in the public interest,
through demonstrating and
applying the principles and
values of sound governance.

– Planning finances effectively
to support the sustainable
delivery of strategic
priorities and maintain
statutory functions.

– Working with third parties
effectively to deliver
strategic priorities.

– Understanding and using
appropriate and reliable
financial and performance
information to support
informed decision making
and performance
management.
– Reliable and timely financial
reporting that supports the
delivery of strategic
priorities.

– Managing and utilising
assets to support the
delivery of strategic
priorities.
– Planning, organising and
developing the workforce
effectively to deliver
strategic priorities.

– Commissioning services
effectively to support the
delivery of strategic
priorities.
– Procuring supplies and
services effectively to
support the delivery of
strategic priorities.

– Managing risks effectively
and maintaining a sound
system of internal control.
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Value for money arrangements work (cont.)
VFM audit stage

VFM audit
risk assessment

Linkages with financial
statements and other
audit work

Identification of
significant risks

Audit approach

Audit approach

Audit approach

We consider the relevance and
significance of the potential
business risks faced by all local
authority bodies, and other risks
that apply specifically to the
Police and Crime Commissioner
and Chief Constable. These are
the significant operational and
financial risks in achieving
statutory functions and
objectives, which are relevant to
auditors’ responsibilities under
the Code of Audit Practice.

There is a degree of overlap
between the work we do as part
of the VFM audit and our financial
statements audit. For example,
our financial statements audit
includes an assessment and
testing of the organisational
control environment, including the
financial management and
governance arrangements, many
aspects of which are relevant to
our VFM audit responsibilities.

The Code identifies a matter as
significant ‘if, in the auditor’s
professional view, it is reasonable
to conclude that the matter would
be of interest to the audited body
or the wider public. Significance
has both qualitative and
quantitative aspects.’

In doing so we consider:
– The Police and Crime
Commissioner and Chief
Constable’s own assessment
of the risks it faces, and its
arrangements to manage and
address its risks;
– Information from Her
Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary and Fire &
Rescue Service VFM profile
tool;

We have always sought to avoid
duplication of audit effort by
integrating our financial
statements and VFM work, and
this will continue. We will
therefore draw upon relevant
aspects of our financial
statements audit work to inform
the VFM audit.

– Evidence gained from previous
audit work, including the
response to that work; and
– The work of other
inspectorates and review
agencies.

If we identify significant VFM
risks, then we will highlight the
risk to the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Chief
Constable and consider the most
appropriate audit response in
each case, including:
– Considering the results of
work by the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Chief
Constable, inspectorates and
other review agencies; and
– Carrying out local risk-based
work to form a view on the
adequacy of the Police and
Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable’s
arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of
resources.
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Value for money arrangements work (cont.)
VFM audit stage

Assessment of work by other
review agencies, and
Delivery of local risk based
work

Concluding on VFM
arrangements

Reporting

Audit approach

Audit approach

Audit approach

Depending on the nature of the
significant VFM risk identified, we
may be able to draw on the work
of other inspectorates, review
agencies and other relevant
bodies to provide us with the
necessary evidence to reach our
conclusion on the risk.

At the conclusion of the VFM
audit we will consider the results
of the work undertaken and
assess the assurance obtained
against each of the VFM themes
regarding the adequacy of the
Police and Crime Commissioner
and Chief Constable’s
arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in the use of
resources.

On the following page, we report
the results of our initial risk
assessment.

We will also consider the
evidence obtained by way of our
financial statements audit work
and other work already
undertaken.
If evidence from other
inspectorates, agencies and
bodies is not available and our
other audit work is not sufficient,
we will need to consider what
additional work we will be
required to undertake to satisfy
ourselves that we have
reasonable evidence to support
the conclusion that we will draw.
Such work may include:
– Additional meetings with
senior managers;
– Review of specific related
minutes and internal reports;
and
– Examination of financial
models for reasonableness,
using our own experience and
benchmarking data from
within and without the sector.

If any issues are identified that
may be significant to this
assessment, and in particular if
there are issues that indicate we
may need to consider qualifying
our VFM conclusion, we will
discuss these with management
as soon as possible. Such issues
will also be considered more
widely as part of KPMG’s quality
control processes, to help ensure
the consistency of auditors’
decisions.

We will report on the results of
the VFM audit through our ISA
260 Report. This will summarise
any specific matters arising, and
the basis for our overall
conclusion.
The key output from the work will
be the VFM conclusion (i.e. our
opinion on the arrangements for
securing VFM), which forms part of
our audit report.
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Value for money arrangements work (cont.)
Significant VFM Risks
Those risks requiring specific audit attention and procedures to address the likelihood that proper
arrangements are not in place to deliver value for money.
Risk:

Medium Term Financial Planning
The Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable identified the need to make savings
of £4.984 million in 2017/18 of which £1.025m related to PBB savings. The revised revenue
budget presented to SGB in November 2017 forecasts a budget overspend of less than 1% of
the budget for the financial year. The original budget anticipated using £1.024m from the
operational fund and investment reserve but this has since increased to £1.765m but this will
be dependent on remaining expenditure.
In December 2017 the Government announced the funding settlement for Police for 2018/19.
The flat cash grant settlement and ability to increase precepts by up to £12 has put
Derbyshire in an improved financial position moving forward and ensures its budget is broadly
balanced up to 2021/22. In 2018/19 Derbyshire Police will have an additional £4.4m available
compared to 2017/18, although a deficit of £1.5m will still have to be met from reserves even
if the precept increase is agreed by the Commissioner. Moving forward the force will continue
to have to identify further efficiencies and ensure resources are reshaped so that they
address new and emerging policing risks.

Approach:

VFM Subcriterion:

As part of our VFM work, we will review the controls the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable have in place to ensure financial resilience, specifically that the Medium Term
Financial Plan has duly taken into consideration factors such as recent funding changes, precept
increases, salary and general inflation, demand pressures, restructuring costs and sensitivity
analysis given the degree of variability in the above factors.
This risk is related to the following Value For Money sub-criterion:
- Sustainable resource deployment
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Other matters
Whole of government accounts (WGA)
We are required to issue an assurance statement to the
National Audit Office confirming the income, expenditure,
asset and liabilities of the Police and Crime Commissioner
and Chief Constable at a group level. Deadlines for
completion of this for 2017/18 have not yet been confirmed.

Elector challenge
The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 gives electors
certain rights. These are:
— The right to inspect the accounts;
— The right to ask the auditor questions about the
accounts; and
— The right to object to the accounts.
As a result of these rights, in particular the right to object to
the accounts, we may need to undertake additional work to
form our decision on the elector's objection. The additional
work could range from a small piece of work where we
interview an officer and review evidence to form our
decision, to a more detailed piece of work, where we have
to interview a range of officers, review significant amounts
of evidence and seek legal representations on the issues
raised.
The costs incurred in responding to specific questions or
objections raised by electors is not part of the fee. This
work will be charged in accordance with the PSAA's fee
scales.
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Other matters
Reporting and communication
Reporting is a key part of the audit process, not only in communicating the audit findings for the year, but
also in ensuring the audit team are accountable to you in addressing the issues identified as part of the audit
strategy. Throughout the year we will communicate with you through meetings with the Finance team and
the JARAC. Our communication outputs are included in Appendix 1.

Independence and Objectivity
Auditors are also required to be independent and objective. Appendix 3 provides more details of our
confirmation of independence and objectivity.

Audit fee
Our Audit Fee Letter 2017/18 presented to you in April 2017 first set out our fees for the 2017/18 audit. This
letter also set out our assumptions. We have not considered it necessary to seek approval for any changes
to the agreed fees at this stage.
Should there be a need to charge additional audit fees then these will be agreed with the respective s.151
Officers and PSAA. If such a variation is agreed, we will report that to you in due course.
The planned scale audit fees for 2017/18 are:
— Police and Crime Commissioner : £31,035, compared to 2016/17 of £31,035; and
— Chief Constable : £15,000, compared to 2016/2017 of £15,000.
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Appendix 1:

Key elements of our financial statements audit
approach
Communication
Driving more value from the audit through data
and analytics
Technology is embedded throughout our audit
approach to deliver a high quality audit opinion. Use
of Data and Analytics (D&A) to analyse large
populations of transactions in order to identify key
areas for our audit focus is just one element. Data
and Analytics allows us to:
— Obtain greater understanding of your
processes, to automatically extract control
configurations and to obtain higher levels
assurance.

Continuous communication involving regular
meetings between the JARAC, Senior
Management and audit team.

Oct

Initial planning
meetings and risk
assessment

Dec

— Focus manual procedures on key areas of risk
and on transactional exceptions.
— Identify data patterns and the root cause of
issues to increase forward-looking insight.
We anticipate using data and analytics in our work
around journals.

Nov
Audit strategy
and plan

Jan

Interim audit

Feb

Mar

Interim report
(if required) or
letter

Apr

D&A
enabled
audit
methodology

May
Year end audit of
financial statements
and annual report

Jun

Jul
Sign audit opinion

ISA 260 (UK&I)
Report

Aug
Annual Audit Letter
Sep
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Appendix 1:

Key elements of our
financial statements audit
approach
Audit workflow
Planning
— Determining our materiality level;
— Risk assessment;
— Identification of significant risks;
— Consideration of potential fraud risks;
— Identification of key account balances in the financial
statements and related assertions, estimates and
disclosures;
— Consideration of managements use of experts; and
— Issuing this audit plan to communicate our audit strategy.
Control evaluation
— Understand accounting and reporting activities;
— Evaluate design and implementation of selected controls;
— Test operating effectiveness of selected controls; and
— Assess control risk and risk of the accounts being misstated.
Substantive testing
— Plan substantive procedures;
— Perform substantive procedures; and
— Consider if audit evidence is sufficient and appropriate
Completion
— Perform completion procedures;
— Perform overall evaluation;
— Form an audit opinion; and
— JARAC reporting.
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Appendix 2:

Audit team
Your audit team has been drawn from our specialist public sector assurance department. Our audit
team were all part of the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable audits last year.

Andrew Cardoza
Director

Anita Pipes
Manager

T: 0121 23 2 3 869
E: andrew.cardoza@kpmg.co.uk

T: 0115 945 4481
E: anita.pipes@kpmg.co.uk

‘My role is to lead our team
and ensure the delivery of a
high quality, valued added
external audit opinion.
I will be the main point of
contact for the JARAC and
Chief Finance Officers.’

‘I provide quality assurance for
the audit work and specifically
any technical accounting and
risk areas.
I will be responsible for the
on-site delivery of our work
and will supervise the work of
our audit assistants.’
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Appendix 3:

Independence and objectivity requirements
ASSESSMENT OF OUR OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE AS AUDITOR OF POLICE AND CRIME
COMMISSIONER FOR DERBYSHIRE AND CHIEF CONSTABLE FOR DERBYSHIRE
Professional ethical standards require us to provide to you at the planning stage of the audit a written
disclosure of relationships (including the provision of non-audit services) that bear on KPMG LLP’s objectivity
and independence, the threats to KPMG LLP’s independence that these create, any safeguards that have
been put in place and why they address such threats, together with any other information necessary to
enable KPMG LLP’s objectivity and independence to be assessed.
In considering issues of independence and objectivity we consider relevant professional, regulatory and legal
requirements and guidance, including the provisions of the Code of Audit Practice, the provisions of Public
Sector Audit Appointments Ltd’s (‘PSAA’s’) Terms of Appointment relating to independence and the
requirements of the FRC Ethical Standard and General Guidance Supporting Local Audit (Auditor General
Guidance 1 – AGN01) issued by the National Audit Office (‘NAO’).
This Appendix is intended to comply with this requirement and facilitate a subsequent discussion with you
on audit independence and addresses:
— General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity;
— Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the provision of non-audit services; and
— Independence and objectivity considerations relating to other matters.
General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity
KPMG LLP is committed to being and being seen to be independent. As part of our ethics and independence
policies, all KPMG LLP partners, Audit Directors and staff annually confirm their compliance with our ethics
and independence policies and procedures. Our ethics and independence policies and procedures are fully
consistent with the requirements of the FRC Ethical Standard. As a result we have underlying safeguards in
place to maintain independence through:
— Instilling professional values
— Communications
— Internal accountability
— Risk management
— Independent reviews.
We are satisfied that our general procedures support our independence and objectivity.
Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the provision of non-audit services
Sum mary of fees
We have considered the fees charged by us to the Police and Crime Commissioner, Chief Constable and its
affiliates for professional services provided by us during the reporting period.
There are no fees in relation to the provision of non-audit services which need to be disclosed to the JARAC.
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Appendix 3:

Independence and objectivity requirements
(cont.)
Independence and objectivity considerations relating to other matters
There are no other matters that, in our professional judgement, bear on our independence which need to be
disclosed to the JARAC.
Confirmation of audit independence
We confirm that as of the date of this report, in our professional judgement, KPMG LLP is independent
within the meaning of regulatory and professional requirements and the objectivity of the Director and audit
staff is not impaired.
This report is intended solely for the information of the JARAC of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable and should not be used for any other purposes.
We would be very happy to discuss the matters identified above (or any other matters relating to our
objectivity and independence) should you wish to do so.

KPMG LLP
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This report is addressed to the Police and Crim e Com m issioner and Chief Constable and has been
prepared for the sole use of the Police and Crim e Com m issioner and Chief Constable. We take no
responsibility to any m em ber of staff acting in their individual capacities, or to third parties. We draw
your attention to the Statem ent of Responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies, which is available on
Public Sector Audit Appointm ent’s website (www.psaa.co.uk).
External auditors do not act as a substitute for the audited body’s own responsibility for putting in place
proper arrangem ents to ensure that public business is conducted in accordance with the law and
proper standards, and that public m oney is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used
econom ically, efficiently and effectively.
We are com m itted to providing you with a high quality service. If you have any concerns or are
dissatisfied with any part of KPMG’s work, in the first instance you should contact Andrew Cardoza, the
engagem ent lead to the Police and Crim e Com m issioner and Chief Constable, who will try to resolve
your com plaint. If you are dissatisfied with your response please contact the national lead partner for all
of KPMG’s work under our contract with Public Sector Audit Appointm ents Lim ited, Andrew Sayers, by
em ail to Andrew.Sayers@ kpm g.co.uk. After this, if you are still dissatisfied with how your com plaint
has been handled you can access PSAA’s com plaints procedure by em ailing
generalenquiries@ psaa.co.uk by telephoning 020 7072 7445 or by writing to Public Sector Audit
Appointm ents Lim ited, 3rd Floor, Local Governm ent House, Sm ith Square, London, SW1P 3HZ.
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Section B
Part I For Publication

JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
8 MARCH 2018
REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

7A:

UPDATE ON THE OPCC RISK REGISTER

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

The JARAC received a report on the OPCC Risk Register in November 2017
which set out both how risk was being managed in the OPCC (by the Chief
Executive and Chief Finance Officer in the main) but also provided detail on
the strategic risks that had been identified and scored together with the
existing and additional control measures put in place.

1.2

The JARAC provided views and feedback to the Chief Finance Officer (CFO)
on these risks and specifically the relative score of each in November’s
meeting. The CFO agreed to conduct a further review with the Chief
Executive (CEO) and report back to March 2018’s JARAC on progress.

1.3

This report therefore provides an update on this review whilst also identifying
a new risk that has been added since the last report (STR2010) which relates
to the PCC’s emerging role as an appellant for police complaints.

2.

COMMENTARY

2.1

On reviewing the list of risks that the OPCC is managing and consulting the
Commissioner, it was felt by both the CEO and CFO that risk STR1983
(diversity / representation policy) needed a more tangible time-period over
which to measure the relative likelihood of that risk occurring. The risk has
been amended to cover a 7 year period which coincides with the 2025
policing vision. As a result of that tighter timeline, the CEO is of the view that
the risk likelihood should rise to medium (from low) which has increased the
overall risk score to 6 / amber (from 3 / green).

2.2

The remaining risks have also been reviewed but it is felt that the mitigations
in place are sufficient to maintain the risks at their current scores/levels. That
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will remain under regular review by the CEO and CFO in consultation with the
PCC.
3.

CURRENT OPCC RISKS

3.1

In descending order of risk ‘score’ (we use the same Red/Amber/Green
scoring matrix as the Force), the specific risks and some further narrative on
each are as follows:

Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1983
Diverse
community
3
2
6
3
High
Medium
representation policy
Amber
Green
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to achieve a policing service that in diversity-terms is representative of the
communities that it serves within the next 7 years (aligned to the 2025 policing vision)
Existing Controls:
• Use of grants programme to support community engagement around this priority
• PCC Deputy national portfolio lead for EDHR (Equality, Diversity & Human Rights)
• Specific objective within the Police & Crime Plan
• 'Positive Action' work with the Force to improve representation
• OPCC Representation at Valuing People & Valuing Difference (VPVD) board
• VPVD Strategy & Plan underpinning work of the Board
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A
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Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1986
3
2
6
PCC’s Media Strategy
n/a
n/a
High
Medium
Amber
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Current media strategy (very proactive approach) creating potential for reputational
issues
Existing Controls:
• Role of the Statutory Officers (CEO & CFO) in the OPCC regarding media issues
• Key role for members of the OPCC in use of social media / new media
• Scrutiny by the Police & Crime Panel on the role of the PCC and the conduct of the
current post holder
• Publically transparent decision-making by the PCC
• Contracted service for external media engagement & comms
• Review media training needs for the PCC and Deputy PCC regularly
• Facilitated Presentation training
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A
Risk

STR1977
Keeping communities
2
2
4
safe from crime and
Green
n/a
n/a
Medium
Medium
harm
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to keep the most vulnerable in our communities safe from crime and harm and
supporting those who unfortunately find themselves a victim of crime
Existing Controls:
• Police & Crime Plan AND Police & Crime Delivery Plan published
• Police attendance at PCC Strategic Commissioning Group
• Regular reports to Strategic Governance Board (SGB)
• Regular Chief Officer 'scorecards' reviewed at SGB
• SGB changed to Strategic Priorities Assurance Board (SPA) from May 2018
• Consultation with local delivery partners to assess performance across policing and
crime activities
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Continual review of SPA forward plan
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Risk

(NEW)

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR2010
PCC as appellant body
3
1
3
n/a
n/a
for complaints
Green
High
Low
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to comply with new complaints legislation/responsibilities for PCCs
Existing Controls:
• Established appeals procedure
• National representation by Chief Exec on stakeholder groups including the Home
Officer and IPCC that will review implementation
• PCC has chosen to adopt ‘model 1’ (PCC acts as appellant body only) leaving
complainant contact and triage with the Force
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Head of Compliance building an appeals procedure to satisfy the requirements of the
2017 Policing and Crime Act and underpin the chosen model

Risk

STR1982
Failure to meaningfully
3
1
3
High
Low
engage with young
Green
n/a
n/a
people
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to meaningfully engage and work with young people, including those who have
been either a victim of crime or offenders, to understand their needs and prevent them
from becoming involved in criminal activity
Existing Controls:
• OPCC Representation on Force's Young Peoples Engagement meeting
• Role of the OPCC's engagement function to obtain feedback from young people
• Key objective within the Police & Crime Plan 2016-2021
• Ongoing PCC involvement/funding of national Street Games initiative
• Thematic reports into SPA (formerly SGB)
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Work to further develop the participation of young people in the governance
arrangements of the PCC (target date 31st May 2018)
• Comparison between current approach in Derbyshire and that of other OPCCs
nationally (target date 31st May 2018)
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Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1978
Failure to deliver single
2
1
2
n/a
n/a
Medium
Low
CORE victim service
Green
Owner: CFO
Description:
• Failure to bring contracted services together to deliver a single CORE (Cope and
Recover) victim service in accordance with specifications and compliance with the
Victims Code of Practice (VCOP)
Existing Controls:
• Facilitating joint publicity raising events, sharing of governance and reporting systems
• Joint Victims working group chaired by Superintendent attended by service providers
• Regular contract management meetings with all providers
• Regular thematic reports considered at SPA (formerly SGB)
• Co-location of key victims services providers at FHQ
• Service delivery partners increasing inter-organisational communication
• Strategic Victims Pathway Board (SVPB) established
• Force-led "Think Victim" campaign
• User satisfaction surveys
• Implement CORDIS Bright Quality Assurance for CORE
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Understand referral levels and look to boost numbers (target date 30th June 2018)
• Develop marketing strategy to improve public awareness of victims services (target
date 30th June 2018)
Risk

STR1980
Impact of drugs and
2
1
2
n/a
n/a
Medium
Low
alcohol on communities
Green
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to demonstrate progress on reducing the effects of alcohol and drugs on
communities
Existing Controls:
• PCC National Portfolio raises profile of the issues and potential solutions
• Regular reports submitted to SPA (formerly SGB)
• Scrutiny by the Police & Crime Panel
• Ongoing Intoxicated campaign
• Existing funding of Drug Intervention programmes
• Safe Night Out campaign
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Partnership working with Public Health and other partners within Derby City regarding
this area (ongoing)
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Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1985
Impact/success of the
2
1
2
n/a
n/a
Medium
Low
Police & Crime Plan
Green
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to demonstrate impact or success against the seven Police & Crime Plan
objectives
Existing Controls:
• Increased robustness of Grants process in linking to Police & Crime Plan objectives
• Publication of PCC's Annual Report
• JARAC oversight
• Specific report to SGB on impact and value of the grants process
• Internal Audit review of grants process
• OPCC Business Plan used to monitor work of the office
• Police & Crime Panel scrutiny
• Police & Crime Delivery Plan published by the Force
• Regular reports to SPA (formerly SGB) on achievement against objectives
Additional/Planned Controls:
• OPCC staff restructure to align resources to PCC's objectives (target date 31st March
2018)
Risk

STR1981
Failure to support
2
1
2
Medium
Low
those with mental
Green
n/a
n/a
health issues
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to support those with mental health issues within the CJS whether victim or
offender
Existing Controls:
• Environment/Horizon scanning of emerging government policy
• Co-chair of Mental Health Crisis Care Concordat (CCC)
• Mental Health triage resource within CCMC
• Regular thematic reports into SPA (formerly SGB)
• Reports into Mental Health Steering Group
• Current Grants process allows PCC to support Mental Health initiatives
• Existing PCC's experience in the CJS arena
• Commissioner attends Criminal Justice Board
• Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB) structure revised in June 2015
• Internal OPCC Commissioning update meetings with the PCC
• Environment/horizon scanning of emerging government policy
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Emerging issues due to implementation of Taylor review recommendations (target date
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•
Risk

31st March 2018)
Mental Health Blue-Light Hub being worked on (target date 31st March 2018)
Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1984
VFM re commissioned
2
1
2
n/a
n/a
Medium
Low
services and grants
Green
Owner: CFO
Description:
• Failure to achieve VFM and meaningful outcomes from commissioned services or grants
Existing Controls:
• Regular Internal Audit review of Commissioning/Grants
• Victim & User Satisfaction reviews embedded within contractual arrangements
• Experienced Head of Commissioning / current Consultant arrangements
• Existing Commissioning Principles
• Grants & Partnerships Officer managing grants process
• Potential opportunities around Social Value Act provisions
• Strategic Victims Pathway Steering Group
• Thematic reports into SPA (formerly SGB)
• Police & Crime Panel scrutiny
• Scrutiny of VFM arrangements by JARAC
• External Audit assessment of VFM
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Implement Quality Assurance Framework for Commissioning (target date 30th April
2018)
• Commissioning Consultant working with CFO to review and enhance the Commissioning
function and team capability (target date 30th April 2018)
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Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1979
Working to provide
2
1
2
strong and effective
Green
n/a
n/a
Medium
Low
partnership working
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to manage and develop key relationships with partners and demonstrate due
regard to their strategic plans
Existing Controls:
• OPCC participate in the Force’s Business Futures event
• Annual review of the Engagement Strategy
• Regular reports to SPA (formerly SGB)
• Scrutiny by Police & Crime Panel
• Ongoing review within OPCC of partners' agendas and strategic policy
• OPCC Partnership & Stakeholder management a key part of the OPCC’s work at both
executive and senior management level
• PCC Engagement Programme & #D383
• Publication of Police & Crime Plan 2016-2021
• Partners attend Joint Threat and Risk seminar
• PCC represented on main partnership boards
• Internal Audit scrutiny into Partnership working (OPCC)
• Ongoing review of Police & Crime Plan during the term of office
Additional/Planned Controls:
• New OPCC structure agreed with PCC (target date 31st March 2018)

4.

HOW THE OPCC WILL MANAGE RISKS AND REPORT BACK

4.1

Both the Chief Executive (CEO) and CFO have ownership of risks as set out
above. The CFO, in particular, leads on risk management for the PCC and
maintains an oversight of the OPCC’s risk register.

4.2

The Risk Register features as a standing item on the agendas for the key
meetings within the OPCC (Team meeting, Heads of Department, Senior
Management Team and Exec Team) to ensure that the opportunity to discuss
the risk register, including any emerging risks, is available.

4.3

Political, reputational and financial risks in particular are embedded in how the
Exec Team (PCC, Deputy PCC, Chief Executive and CFO) work. They meet
regularly and jointly consider strategic risk areas and agree suitable
mitigations or responses.
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4.4

The CFO attends the Force’s Risk Management Board and will keep any
possible cross-over or duplication of risks under review. Where the Force is
already managing a given risk, the CFO will seek assurance from that process
rather than duplicate the work. In addition to this, the Chief Constable
provides an overview of operational risk areas to the PCC at their regular
catch-up meeting which is also attended by the OPCC’s Exec Team.

4.5

A strong line of communication already exists with the Chair of JARAC.
Where the CFO identifies an area of concern or risk that the Chair needs to
be urgently made aware of, a briefing will be provided to the Chair
(confidentially if necessary) and consideration made to how the JARAC
should be updated in due course.

5.

REPLACEMENT RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

5.1

The Force is in the process of procuring and implementing a replacement
Risk Management software solution. A decision should be reached during
March 2018. The CFO has been fully consulted with during the process of
identifying a preferred system by the Force’s Corporate Risk Manager and will
act as a key stakeholder during the implementation phase.

6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the JARAC note the review of risk scores having taken place and provide
any feedback that it considers necessary

ii.

That the JARARC note the new/additional risk concerning the PCC’s role in
the complaints process and advise the CFO if a further briefing is required on
this area.

iii.

That the JARAC review the identified risks, their score and controls to provide
any feedback or input that it feels would benefit the Commissioner’s
management of risk.

iv.

That the JARAC consider whether it can take assurance from the OPCC’s risk
management arrangements.
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7.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM

HIGH

Andrew Dale
External telephone number: 0300122 6000
Email
address: andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None
ATTACHMENTS
None
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Part I For Publication

JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE (JARAC)
8 MARCH 2018
JOINT REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND CHIEF FINANCE
OFFICER FOR THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER

8A

VALUE FOR MONEY PROFILES 2017

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To provide the Committee with the latest VFM profiles for Derbyshire Police.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

HM Inspectorate of Constabulary publishes annual value for money profiles
for all police forces. The VFM profiles for Derbyshire Police were published in
November 2017 and cover the period 2016/17.

2.2

The profiles make comparisons with a range of “most similar forces”, which
are considered to be the closest match to Derbyshire. The comparator forces
are Wiltshire, Kent, Essex, Northamptonshire, Cheshire, Avon & Somerset
and Staffordshire.

2.3

It is worth noting that the comparator forces vary significantly in size to
Derbyshire and only 1 of the other comparator forces is in the East Midlands.
Both our main Neighbouring forces Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire are
excluded. Comparator forces can also vary from year to year and indeed this
year Essex has been added for the first time.

2.4

Annex A provides a useful summary of the headline comparisons, although
these need to be treated with some caution given that these are made with
most similar forces, with the shortcoming identified above. The Commission
also published a far more detailed set of indicators, which are available on its
web-site.

2.5

Comparisons are further complicated by the fact that the figures for
Derbyshire include the regional counter terrorism unit, EMCTIU, which is
Page 1 of 5
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funded nationally. This inflates the cost of Derbyshire but this is then offset by
the national grant that covers this cost.
3.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
VFM Profiles 2016

3.1

Overall the profiles continue to demonstrate that Derbyshire Police is an
efficient force.
•

11th lowest spending forces

•

Allocate the same share of our budget as the national average on
operational and “frontline” services

3.2

3.3

•

Spend less than the national average on support costs

•

Police Officer overtime is well below the national average.

It is also worth noting that
•

Our formula grant is below the national average

•

We generate less funding locally than the national average.

•

Our council tax is in line with the national average

Given that overall Derbyshire spends less than other forces then it is to be
expected that this will follow through in terms of how we allocate that funding
across the range of services we provide.

3.4

The table below shows how our spending on the range of our serves
compares with the national average. It also shows how this has changed
since the last profiles were produced in 2016.
Derbyshire Spend per Head v National Average

30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%

2016

2017
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3.5

For completeness the next table also shows comparisons with our most
similar forces, which the HMIC profiles focus upon.
Derbyshire Spend per Head v MSG Average

30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%

2016

2017

3.6

It is useful to compare and contrast the two tables above. For example an
initial comparison with our Most Similar Forces gives the impression that we
spend considerably more on roads policing. The National comparison shows
that our spending is actually in line with most other forces nationally.

3.7

Generally there is evidence that over the last year our spending has diverged
less from both our most similar forces and the national average. Dealing with
the Public, Support Services, Public Protection and Roads Policing are all
areas where this is the case.

3.8

The main outlier at either end of the spectrum are:
•

Operational Support – again Derbyshire has continued to spend a
similar amount on Operational Support. The main reason its spend
has fallen further below national levels and most similar forces is
mainly due to spending on Firearms Units, which have been increased
in some but not areas of the country based on risk and threat.

•

Investigations – the amount that Derbyshire Police spends in this area
has not changed significantly.

The change is due to a general

reduction in spending nationally and amongst “similar” forces.

The

main areas where Derbyshire spends more than other forces is on
Serious and Organised Crime, where it has also been graded by the
HMIC as outstanding.
3.9

The summary at Appendix A sets out a number of outliers where Derbyshire
is different to other forces.
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•

Derbyshire has already made a number of changes to the way it
manages and identifies call for service. In particular it is looking at how
it grades calls where it is an outlier to other forces.

•

Derbyshire is the lead force for the EMCTIU, which means that it has a
disproportionately high level of national funding for this regional unit.
Again this appears as an outlier in the summary report.

•

Serious organised crime is another outlier and represents the
investment that Derbyshire continues to make in this area both locally
and regionally

•

ICT is another areas where we spend less than similar forces. But this
does not take into account the significant capital investment that we
have made in recent years to upgrade our core policing systems.

•

Neighbourhood Policing is another outliers where Derbyshire spends
less than the national average but this is compensated by the amount
that Derbyshire spends on response policing at a more local level.

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

That the Committee can take assurance that Derbyshire Police continues to
deliver value for money in the service that it provides.

5.

IMPLICATIONS
LOW

Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X
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Name: Chief Superintendent Steve Wilson
External telephone number: 0300 122 4140
Contact details

Email address: sgb@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

in the event

Name: Andrew Dale

of enquiries

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005
Email
address: andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS:
Appendix A. HMIC Summary Value for Money Profile 2017
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HMICFRS Summary Value for Money Profile 2017
Derbyshire Constabulary
compared with:
Wiltshire, Kent, Essex, Northamptonshire, Cheshire, Avon & Somerset, Staffordshire and Derbyshire.

Comparisons are one of the most powerful ways of making data about the police service transparent. They expose important differences between forces and enable
those without specialist knowledge of policing to find answers to questions and understand how the service provides value for public money.
HMICFRS’ Value for Money (VfM) profiles provide comparative data on a wide range of policing activities. Rather than showing all of the details, this summary profile is
designed to show you how this force differs from other similar forces. Does it spend more or less than the average? How differently does it invest its resources? Does it
face greater or fewer demands? How does the crime rate differ from from those in comparable force areas?
From these starting points, the full profiles allow you to investigate further those differences identified by this summary and we encourage readers to probe further in
areas of data where the information prompts particular questions. However, the full profiles also raise additional questions. Why are some forces spending over four
times more per head of population on criminal justice than others? Why does one force have a noticeably greater number of officers working in business support,
compared to similar forces?

How to use this summary
Bar charts show the percentage difference between your force’s income, expenditure or demand (known as the value), and the average for those forces which are most
similar to it (known as its peers). The figures to the left or right of the bars are not the values themselves; rather they show the net 'cost' or impact of the variation. For
example, they show the number of additional 999 calls a 10% difference to the average rate makes or how many fewer recorded crimes visible officers are dealing with
in the force. Two illustrative examples (for a 'dummy' force) are shown below:
Net revenue
expenditure

Victim-based
crime

£32m

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

-1,200

-30% -20% -10%
0%
10%
20%
30%
% difference from peer average (illustrative example)

% difference from peer average (illustrative example)
This force's net revenue expenditure per head of population is 25% above the average of its
peers. This difference equates to a cost of £32m compared to if the force was spending the
average of its peers.

This force's level of recorded victim-based crime is 10% lower than the average of its peers.
This equates to 1,200 fewer victim-based crimes compared to if the force had the average
recorded crime rate of its peers.

In all cases, details of the data used and relevant caveats can be found in the full profiles document (available from HMICFS’ website,
http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/ ).
On the final page of this summary, we provide a list of all of the categories from the full VfM profile in which the force's spend is an outlier. The force's figures are
compared to the spend of other forces. To be flagged as an outlier, the spend must be one of the highest 10 percent or lowest 10 percent of any force, and the effect of
the difference must be at least £1 per head of population.

HMICFRS
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Income and expenditure in Derbyshire
Force's estimated expenditure and income in 2017/18.
1. How does the force's income and expenditure compare with peers?

2. Where is the force spending money compared with peers?

The chart belows shows how total net revenue expenditure, and spending on staff costs (police officers,
staff, PCSOs), non staff costs and earned income compares with other forces in its most similar group.

The chart below shows how the proportion of the force's spend across frontline, frontline support and
business support functions compares with the average of its peer group of forces:

Net revenue
expenditure
per head
population

0

£0.2m

Visible
frontline

Officers

0

£2.5m

Non-visible
frontline

0

£1.4m

Staff

0

£2.1m

Frontline
support

0

£1.0m

0

Business
support

-£0.7m

PCSOs

-£0.5m

-£1.7m

0

0
-10%

Non-staff
costs

0

Earned
income*

0

-5%

0%

5%

10%

% difference from peer average

£3.4m

For more information on the data used here, please see 'Income & Expenditure - Spend by function' in the
full profile document.

3. How is the local policing body funded compared with peers?

-£7.4m
-100%

-75%

-50%

-25%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

The chart below shows how the local policing body's funding per head of population compares with the
average of its peer group of forces:

% difference from peer average

For more information on the data used here, please see 'Income & Expenditure - Overview'.
* When considered next to areas of expenditure, below average income can be considered as
a net cost to the force compared to other forces. Similarly, above average income can be
considered as a net saving to the force compared to elsewhere.

Central funding

Local funding

0

£9.0m

-£3.1m

0

-10%

-5%

0%

5%

10%

% difference from peer average

For more information on the data used here, please see 'Income and expenditure - Financing' in the full
profile document.
POA estimates are used for all cost and workforce data unless stated otherwise.

HMICFRS
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Demand in Derbyshire

Crime in Derbyshire

Demands on the force in 2016/17.

Crimes and outcomes recorded in the force in 2016/17.

4. Is the force experiencing higher demand than peers?

6. How does the level of recorded crime in the force compare with peers?

The chart below shows how the number of 999 calls received and emergency and priority incidents
recorded by the force per head of population compares with its peer group of forces:

The chart below shows how the number of recorded crimes per head of population in the force compares
with the average of its peer group of forces:

999 calls

0

0.8k

Victim-based
crime

Emergency
incidents

0

37.8k

Other crimes
against society

-11.9k

0

-3.2k

0
-40%

Priority
incidents

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% difference from peer average

0

11.0k
-80%

-60%

-40%

-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

For more information on the data used here (including a break down by crime type), please 'Offences and
Outcomes' in the full profile document.

80%

% difference from peer average

For more information on the data used here, please see 'Demand 999 calls/Emergency & Priority incidents'.
Note that these categories do not cover all of the demands on the force.

5. Are the force's police officers dealing with more crimes compared with peers?

7. How do the investigative outcomes in the force compare with peers?

The chart below shows how the number of recorded crimes per visible officer in the force compares with the
average of its peer group of forces:

The chart below compares formal investigative outcomes per crime for crimes (excl fraud) in the force with
the average of its peer group of forces.

Victim-based
crime

Other crimes
against society

-11.2

0

Suspect
identified

-7.2k

0

-3.0

0

Action taken

0

0.9k

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% difference from peer average

% difference from peer average

"n/a" means outcome data was not available for the force.
For more information on the data used here, please see 'Demand - Recorded crimes per visible officers' in
the full profile document.

HMICFRS

For more information on the data used here, please see 'Offences and Outcomes' in the full profile
document.
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Outliers
This page provides the areas in which the force is an outlier in costs. The force's figures are compared to the spend of other forces. To be flagged as an outlier, the spend must be
one of the highest 10% or lowest 10% of forces and the effect of the difference is greater than £1 per head of population. The difference (Diff) calculations are the net cost of the
difference in spend to the average per head of all forces.

£m

£/head

Avg

Diff £m

-16.0

-15.3

-8.1

-7.5

OVERALL COSTS
Earned income

Earned Income
Total earned income
COSTS BY OBJECTIVE

£m

£/head

Avg

Diff £m

-16.0

-15.3

-8.1

-7.5

£m

£/head

Avg

Diff £m

12.9

12.4

23.0

-11.1

5.6

5.4

2.3

3.2

Local policing
Neighbourhood policing
Investigations
Serious and organised crime unit
Support functions
ICT

HMICFRS

7.8

7.4

9.7

-2.4

Performance review

1.2

1.1

2.4

-1.3

All other support functions

3.0

2.9

4.0

-1.2
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JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
8 MARCH 2018
REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER
9A: SUMMARY OF REVENUE BUDGET AND PRECEPT PROCESS 2018/19

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To provide a summary of the revenue budget and precept process 2018/19

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The JARAC will be aware of the continued campaigning by the police service
nationally as well as the PCC and Chief Constable locally for an improved
funding settlement for policing. The PCC and Chief Constable have made the
case for Derbyshire needing an improved funding settlement after years of
austerity, grant cuts and capping of council tax increases.

2.2

On 19th December 2017, Mr Nick Hurd, the Policing Minister announced the
funding settlement for police forces. The key elements were as follows:•

An extra £450m investment in policing

•

Flat cash settlement i.e. police grant will be the same as in 2017/18

•

PCCs enabled to raise their precept by up to £12 a year. This will generate
up to £270m

2.3

•

Investment in national policing priorities of up to £130m

•

Extra funding for counter-terrorism of £50m

The Minister provided some indications for the following year 2019/20. It
appears that this will be linked to as yet undefined efficiency targets.

2.4

•

Flat cash settlement

•

Repeat precept flexibility of up to £12

On a less positive note, the Minister also indicated that there would be no
further change to the funding formula before the next spending review and
that capital grants would continue at their current restricted level.
1
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2.5

Nevertheless, the settlement was better than many predicted and gives police
forces some flexibility to plan for the future. There will now be greater
expectations placed on policing nationally and locally. It is worth noting that
the year 2 offer is conditional on delivering against a number of efficiency
targets which as yet are undefined and therefore the impact unknown.

2.6

The Commissioner, whilst welcoming additional funding, regrets the burden
having been transferred to the public of Derbyshire. The Commissioner has
consulted with the public of Derbyshire concerning his proposal to increase
the precept by £12 in 2018/19. This consultation ran until January 17th 2018
and generated 1,229 results. 71.6% of respondents supported a precept
increase of £12 or more.

2.7

Following consideration of the proposed revenue budget and precept for
2018/19 at the Strategic Governance Board held on 22 January 2018, the
Police & Crime Panel were asked to consider the PCC’s proposed precept on
25 January 2018.

2.8

The Panel gave their unanimous support for the precept and confirmed it in
writing, also dated 25 January 2018. A copy of the formal confirmation is
available at: https://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/Document-Library/FinanceGrants/How-Your-Money-is-Spent/Precept-Proposals-2018/Police-and-CrimePanel-response-to-precept-2018.pdf

2.9

As expected, the referendum principles which restrict the increase in the level
of council tax were confirmed to align with the £12 flexibility afforded to PCCs.
Derbyshire has therefore complied with these principles.

2.10

The Commissioner has approved the final budget for 2018/19 of £169.170m,
a council tax requirement of £60.093m and a Band D council tax of £192.60,
an increase of £12 from its 2017/18 equivalent.

2.11

Formal precept letters to the billing authorities have been issued by the
Commissioner’s Chief Finance officer. Information has been provided to each
billing authority to assist them in finalising their council tax billing processes.
2
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2.12

In addition, a leaflet has been produced by the PCC which gives interested
parties further information on the budget for 2018/19, the council tax (precept)
increase and future plans. Please see appendix A for a copy of this leaflet.
Members may also wish to visit the Commissioner’s website to view further
information concerning the budget and precept at http://www.derbyshirepcc.gov.uk/Precept2018-19

2.13

All papers relating to the setting of the budget and the precept are available
on the Commissioner’s website. Please see: https://www.derbyshirepcc.gov.uk/precept2018#precept2018 for further information.

2.14

As this process and its satisfactory outcome is fundamental to an efficient and
effective force, it was considered that the JARAC may wish to be advised of
the process and final outcome.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

To gain assurance that due process has been completed in the revenue
budget and precept report process.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
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LOW
Crime & Disorder

√

Environmental

√

Equality & Diversity

√

MEDIUM

HIGH

√

Financial
Health & Safety

√

Human Rights

√
√

Legal
√

Personnel

Contact details

Name: Andrew Dale

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS:
•

Reports to the Strategic Governance Board – available at:
https://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/precept2018#precept2018

ATTACHMENTS:
•

Appendix A – Council Tax leaflet for Derbyshire
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Council Tax

Budget

for Policing

Derbyshire is rightly regarded as one of the safest
places to live in the country. It’s my primary duty
to keep it that way with a well-resourced and
technologically-enabled police force.
Wherever I visit in Derbyshire, a visible police
presence is top of the list of local priorities. I’ve
listened to your views and my budget for policing
in 2018-19 incorporates a series of improvements
including 25 additional police officer posts over
the next 12 months. These new positions will
help us tackle growing crime threats such as child
abuse and sexual exploitation, modern slavery,
human trafficking and cybercrime.
We’ll also invest in technology to increase
the amount of time officers can spend out in
communities while enhancing our investigative
capabilities. This will take place alongside a
change programme which will release even more
officers to frontline duties to tackle pressing areas
of demand.
I’ve fought a long and tough battle to
increase Derbyshire’s central funding grant.
Disappointingly, the government has not obliged,
opting instead to place the onus on local people
who are being asked to pay more for policing in
their Council Tax contributions. It’s a regrettable
situation. However, the extra income generated by
a £12 increase for a Band D household, a solution
put forward by policing minister Nick Hurd, will
give us the flexibility to strengthen our services.
Without this increase, we would have had to
reduce our officer numbers still further.

Hardyal Dhindsa
Police & Crime Commissioner
for Derbyshire

I’m enormously grateful for the overwhelming
support I’ve received from local people. More
than 70% of you said you were willing to pay an
additional £12 or more towards policing in my
recent survey. There is no doubt this money will
raise vital funds which can be invested in public
safety this year and in the years ahead – the
benefits of which will be felt by us all.

Investing in
the future

The 25 additional police

police part of the council tax

officers means that numbers

has increased and now totals

will rise for the first time since

£60.5m and there has been

austerity began and the Chief

a contribution from police

This year’s increase in our

Constable is also committed

reserves of £1.5m.

budget means that we are able

to redistributing another

to avoid cuts in police officers

25 police officers to tackle

and staff posts that would

new policing risks and threats.

have impacted negatively on

Police & Crime element
of the Council Tax
What you pay

This means that the
annual amount of

Band

2017/18 £

2018/19 £

Difference £

A

120.40

128.40

8.00

This year’s settlement is by no

council tax paid by a

means a permanent solution

Band D (the average)

B

140.47

149.80

9.33

Since 2010, Derbyshire’s

to our funding challenges,

household towards

171.20

10.67

but it is a very welcome move

policing in 2018/19

C

160.53

budget has been cut by £25m
which is equivalent to £40m in

that will help to keep our

will increase from

D

180.60

192.60

12.00

real terms. During this period,

communities safe.

the £180.60 paid in

E

220.73

235.40

14.67

an increase of £12

F

260.87

278.20

17.33

per annum (6.6%).

G

301.00

321.00

20.00

H

361.20

385.20

24.00

local community policing.

we’ve saved in excess of £38m
while protecting the delivery
of services. However, after
a sustained period of falling
crime figures the levels are
now beginning to creep up.
The additional funds in
2018-19 (£4.4m) allow us
to plan ahead and to invest
in our people and resources
to keep crime at bay. We will

What this
means to
you
The budget for policing

The amount you will pay
depends on your property
Band.

Derbyshire in 2018/19 has
been set at £167.656m,

Budget Requirement

2017/18 £m

2018/19 £m

Police and Crime Commissioner

4.625

5.976

Chief Constable

159.646

163.194

Use of Reserves to fund the budget deficit

(1.023)

(1.514)

Net Budget Requirement

163.248

167.656

an increase of £4.4m from
2017/18.

also focus our attention on

Of this, £98.437m is provided

reshaping our organisation to

by the Government’s

keep pace with the changing

Police Grant which remains

and emerging policing risks

unchanged from last year. The

that we now face.

amount contributed by the

“

2017/18 to £192.60,

Where the money comes from
£m

£m

120

120

100

Derbyshire is a safe place to live,
visit and work. I believe that together
we can make it even safer. Hardyal Dhindsa

”

108.533

100

2017/18

£m

107.137

100

80

80

60

60

60

40

40

2018/19

120

80

54.259

Grants from
Government
(includes Police
Grant)

56.111

40

20

20

20

0

0

0

107.137

Income from
local tax-payers

60.519

2018/19

How the Money is Spent
1.50

%

9.10

15.37
50.92

Positive
Progress
•

and staff to enable
more time in local

Police staff pay
& allowances

that Derbyshire

communities.

Premises, transport
& services

continues to be a

Commissioner’s
Office, Commissioning
& Grant Activity

force.

Constabulary

•

2018/19

service has been

issues in Derby

or ‘excellent’

City Centre.

police recorded
crime figures put
Derbyshire as

Training Centre has

having the second

been built which is

lowest rate of

helping these two

violent crime in

emergency services

England & Wales.

The Constabulary

started sharing
premises across
the county to serve
local communities
better.

•

Recent national

joint Fire & Police

Service have

IT & other

•

A state-of-the-art

and Fire and Rescue

Vehicles & equipment

vulnerable people

judged as ‘good’

to work more

•

funded to help
with dependency

closely together.
Property

A new support

Consistently

Inspectors.

Capital Spending

•

high-performing

•

The Commissioner
has committed to
share £275,000
among community

18.81

issued to officers
them to spend

23.12

49.93

devices have been

confirmation

by Government

31.26

Over 1,600 mobile

Official

Police officers pay
& allowances

Other

%

•

safety organisations
that will help him
to deliver his Police
and Crime Plan
priorities.

#D383 tour of Derbyshire
I have now visited over 160 villages and towns across Derbyshire
on my #D383 tour which gives me the opportunity to listen to the
different views and concerns of communities in urban, suburban
and rural areas. I’ve attended parish meetings, police surgeries,
county shows and annual events as part of this countywide tour,
when anyone with a local concern can come and talk to me.
There are 383 towns and villages in the county and I have pledged
to visit each and every one to find out more about the challenges
faced by different communities so that we work together to
overcome them and make everybody feel safer.
Details of the Commissioner’s journey can be found on his website
www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/D383

My main objectives
My key objectives for policing and community safety will be
supported through this budget.

They are:
• Keeping vulnerable people safe and supporting
victims of crime

•

Working to provide multi-agency solutions

•

Tackling the impact of drugs and alcohol misuse
on communities

•

Protecting Communities,
Fighting Crime

Supporting those with mental health issues to
help keep them safe

•

Working to keep young people out of the
criminal justice system

•

Increasing diversity within the Constabulary

•

Maximising the opportunities from developments
in technology

Your Police and Crime Commissioner

Getting in touch
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
for Derbyshire
Butterley Hall
Ripley
Derbyshire
DE5 3RS
0300 122 6000

I have been elected for a term of four years. My role is to represent the public and to hold the police

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

to account on their behalf. I set the budget, appoint the Chief Constable, set local policing priorities,

@derbysPCC

commission services to improve community safety and ensure victims receive a quality support service.

DerbyshirePCC

I do not get involved in operational policing such as crime investigation or the day to day management
of police officers, PCSOs and staff, all of which are the responsibility of the Chief Constable.

www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk
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Section B
Part I For Publication

JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE (JARAC)
8 MARCH 2018
JOINT REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND CHIEF FINANCE
OFFICER FOR THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER

2017/18 YEAR END ACCOUNTING ARRANGEMENTS AND ACCOUNTING
POLICIES

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To advise of changes to the final accounts process both nationally and locally
with particular emphasis on the role of the Committee.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

The 2017/18 Statement of Accounts is prepared in accordance with the
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s (CIPFA) Code of
Practice on Local Authority Accounting 2017/18 (the Code). The Accounts
reflect the current legislative framework as well as the local arrangements
operating in practice. Key elements of this framework include: •

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the Act).

•

Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015.

•

The Home Office Financial Management Code of Practice for the Police
Service of England and Wales 2013.

•

Joint Corporate Governance Framework – Scheme of Delegation and
consent between the Commissioner and Chief Constable.

•

The Financial Handbook of the Commissioner and Chief Constable.
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2.2

Each year a timetable is prepared setting out the key processes that must be
followed and respective deadlines to ensure the accounts are prepared in
accordance with the framework and by the statutory deadline. For 2017-18,
under the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015, the date by which the
unaudited accounts must be published moves forward to 31 May 2018 and
the date by which the accounts must be published along with the auditor’s
opinion moves forward by two months to 31 July 2018. The year-end
timetable is attached at Appendix A.

3.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
Preparation of the 2017/18 Accounts

3.1

We are required, under statute to publish the annual audited statement of
accounts before the end of July of the following financial year. The primary
financial statements within this document comprise:-

3.2

•

Movement in Reserves Statement.

•

Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

•

Balance Sheet.

•

Cash Flow Statement.

In addition to these primary statements the accounts include a Narrative
Report providing context and explanations of key issues and a series of notes
providing further detail to the primary statements.

3.3

The Annual Governance Statements (AGS) also accompany the statements
of accounts. The AGS sets out the management’s view of its governance
arrangements, issues to be addressed and actions to be taken to strengthen
governance.
Changes for the 2017/18 Accounts

3.4

Last year CIPFA introduced changes to the accounting code designed to
make it easier to understand financial statements through its ‘Telling the Story
project’. These introduced: •

a requirement to report on the same basis as internal management
reports. This removed the requirement for the Service Report Code of
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Practice (SeRCOP) to be applied to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement (CIES); and
•

an Expenditure and Funding Analysis (EFA), which provides a direct
reconciliation between the way the police are funded and prepare their
budget and the CIES. This analysis is supported by a streamlined
Movement in Reserves Statement (MIRS) and replaced some elements of
the previous segmental reporting note.

3.5

For 2017-18, CIPFA has supplemented these changes as part of its
‘Understanding Local Authority Financial Statements project’. Changes to the
narrative report have been made to ensure that it tells the individual story of
an authority’s financial performance, financial position and cash flows. The
guidance is principles-based, drawing on elements of the International
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) framework.

3.6

CIPFA regard these changes as key to supporting effective accountability.
This means carefully considering how the narrative report is developed in line
with the principles outlined in the Code.

Also, the changes mean

strengthening the link between the narrative report and the disclosures in the
financial statements, to present the financial statements in a manner that is
understandable to the public.
3.7

Whilst the format and structure of the narrative report is not prescribed, the
changes to the accounting code now require consideration of the following
elements in developing the narrative report: •

Organisational overview and external environment.

•

Governance.

•

Organisational model.

•

Risks and opportunities.

•

Strategy and resource allocation.

•

Performance – whereby it is recommended that the outturn is used to
provide additional narrative context for the performance reported in the
analysis, including appropriate budgetary information where relevant to
provide additional context.
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•

Outlook – to contain information to assess future sustainability including
cash flows during the year and factors that may affect future cash flows.

•

Basis of preparation – explaining how materiality and group accounting
boundary decisions are made and their impact on the financial statements.

3.8

The 2017/18 Code has also introduced updates to: •

Section 3.4 (Presentation of Financial Statements) to clarify the reporting
requirements for accounting policies and going concern reporting.

•

Sections 4.2 (Lease and Lease Type Arrangements), 4.3 (Service
Concession Arrangements: Local Authority as Grantor) and 7.4 (Financial
Instruments – Disclosure and Presentation Requirements).

3.9

Since the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the Act) came
into effect, we have to publish two sets of financial statements: -

3.10

•

The Commissioner’s Statement of Accounts (including Group Accounts).

•

The Chief Constable’s Statement of Accounts.

This requirement was brought about by the creation of two separate legal
entities under the Act.

3.11

Even though the Commissioner receives all income and funding and makes
all payments from the Police Fund it is necessary to publish two sets of
financial statements. This is because we are required to apply the accounting
principle of ‘Substance Over Form’. The accounting principle is used to
ensure that financials statements present a complete, relevant and accurate
picture of transactions and events by accounting for the financial reality (the
‘economic substance’) rather than the legal form of a transaction.
Accounting Policies

3.12

Accounting policies are the specific principals, conventions, rules and
practices that are applied in preparing and presenting the annual accounts.
The Commissioner and Chief Constable follows broadly the standards and
policies contained in the Code when preparing their final accounts.

3.13

It is recommended that the Accounting Policies are approved by the Joint
Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee, so setting the framework for final
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accounts to be prepared and the Statements produced.

Attached at the

Appendices B and C are the Statements of Accounting Policies for the
2017/18 Statement of Accounts for the Committee’s approval.
4.

RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

That the Committee can take assurance that plans, including the draft
timetable for the closure of accounts and the production of the Statements for
2017/18 are robust.

4.2

The Statements of Accounting Policies for the Chief Constable and for the
Police & Crime Commissioner are approved. To note the information and
analysis as set out in this report and Appendix A.
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5.

IMPLICATIONS
LOW

Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Name: Chief Superintendent Steve Wilson
External telephone number: 0300 122 4140
Contact details

Email address: sgb@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

in the event

Name: Andrew Dale

of enquiries

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005
Email
address: andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s (CIPFA) Code of Practice
on Local Authority Accounting 2017/18
Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015

ATTACHMENTS:
Appendix A. 2017/18 Year-end closedown plan
Appendix B. Statement of Accounting Policies for the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire
Appendix C. Statement of Accounting Policies for the Chief Constable for
Derbyshire
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Draft Final Accounts Closedown Plan for the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner 2017/18
Day

Date

Sep-Mar
Sep-Mar
Nov/Dec
Nov/Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec/Feb
Dec/Feb
Dec-Mar
Jan
Tuesday
09-Jan
Friday
19-Jan
Saturday
20-Jan
Sunday
21-Jan
Wednesday
24-Jan
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

27-Jan
28-Jan
29-Jan
30-Jan

Wednesday
Thursday

31-Jan
01-Feb

Friday

02-Feb

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

03-Feb
04-Feb
05-Feb

Tuesday

06-Feb

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

07-Feb
08-Feb
09-Feb

Leave

Task/Comment

Responsible Task Complete

Put Payments in advance, receipts in advance, creditors, debtors into system where possible. Raise debtor invoices for 2017/18
where possible
Ensure any miscodings are corrected, orders closed, reconciliations are up to date etc…
Set up proforma accounts for 2017/18
Prepare Capital working Papers
GAD issue data requirements and deadlines for police pensions plus Commissioning letter
Scan all grant notifications & precepts for final accounts working papers
Set up Asset Registers for 2017/18, calculate depreciation, prepare spreadsheets to send out for disposals
Review Code of Practice for new requirements
Finance Support to ensure that creditors,debtors and aged registrations are monitored and cleared as soon as possible
Finance Support/Legal to review debtor invoices for write off during January - deadline for return 26 January
Deadline for return of GAD commissioning letter
DCC issue data requirements and deadlines for LGPS

Strat Finance
Strat Finance
JC
JC
GAD/PS/MC
FS
SM/JC
JC
Fin Support
CW
MC/PS
DCC

Ongoing
Ongoing
01/12/2017
13/11/2017
01/12/2017
10/11/2017
Ongoing
Feb 2018
Ongoing
30/01/2018
09/01/2018
19/01/2018

Police FAN Final Accounts
Email sent out to SS about property sales

KF
JC

24/01/2018
24/01/2018

Prepare information this week for interim Audit
Meeting with CW re Final Accounts Timetable
Email to IS re asset disposals - deadline for return 23 February

JC
CW
JC/SM

02/02/2018
30/01/2018
30/01/2018

CW to check that mileage details are up to date for Chief Officers
Meeting with Strategic Finance re Final Accounts Timetable
Written Instructions issued to users re year end procedures
Deadline for acceptance of demographic assumptions to GAD
Deadline for DCC IAS19 information

CW
Strat Finance
JC
MC/PS
PS/MC

01/02/2018
01/02/2018
02/02/2018
02/02/2018
01/02/2018

Interim Audit for 2 weeks (5-16 February)
List of aged orders and registrations to be sent out to check if any need closing/chasing
Draft Closing down timetable issued to External Auditors.
Send out email re CDC % to staff deadline 6 March
Strategic Finance to review old orders and close by 2 March
Finance Support to review old registrations to clear by 2 March

Ext Audit
JPJ
JC
KF
Strat Finance
Fin Supp

Check with Leicestershire that they can provide us with overtime/expenses (March) information by 13 April for accrual
Check debtors reconciliation of 0325 in anticipation of year end
Meeting with Regional Accountants -Final Accounts Issues
Assets registers to be complete for start of year position

JC
KB/JC

05/02/2018
06/02/2018
05/02/2018
02/02/2018
06/02/2018
06/02/2018
Depends on
payroll system
07/02/2018
09/02/2018
Ongoing
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Draft Final Accounts Closedown Plan for the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner 2017/18
Day

Date

Leave

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

10-Feb
11-Feb
12-Feb
13-Feb
14-Feb

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

15-Feb
16-Feb
17-Feb
18-Feb
19-Feb

Tuesday

20-Feb

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

21-Feb
22-Feb
23-Feb

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

24-Feb
25-Feb
26-Feb
27-Feb
28-Feb

CW
CW
CW

Thursday
Friday

01-Mar
02-Mar

CW
CW

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

03-Mar
04-Mar
05-Mar

Tuesday

06-Mar

Wednesday

07-Mar

Task/Comment

Responsible Task Complete

Send out emails re leases and embedded arrangements to IS, Assets Team and Procurement.
Emails Assets Team (SS) re new leases or terminated leases in 2017/18
Email LLP (Derbyshire Fire) re deadlines for accruals and other information

JC
JC/KB
JC

Send Email to DCC re backlog of DCC Maintenance Invoices

SM/JC

13/02/2018
13/02/2018
Meeting 08/02 Em
Procurement
having meeting
with DCC

Written request sent to Finance (CW) & Divisions & CTIU for Petty Cash Imprest Account Reconciliations and a request to bank
income on 31 March
JC/TW

19/02/2018

Written request sent to Business Services Support (EW) and Legal for Vehicle and Liability Insurance Claims deadline 4 April
Meeting with Assets (DP) re recharge to LLP for costs of New HQ's
Balance all reconciliation accounts in anticipation of year end (eg collection accounts, salaries Interims etc)
Written request to Lampton Smith Hamptons re valuation requirements
Deadline for return of lists for IS Disposals

KF
SM/Assets
LS/CW
DF/JC
SM/JC

22/02/2018
19/02/2018
Ongoing
22/02/2018
21/02/2018

Check with Director of Finance any changes to Chief Officer scheme
Email to HR re TOIL, Annual Leave for Police Officers and Staff on DMS system as at 31/03/18
Send email to Claire for information on Police Property Fund Balances as at 31/03/18
Deadline for JARAC - Report on Final Accounts incl Accounting Policies
Action write off any items in collection accounts and salaries interims (04's)
Email to District/Borough Councils re Accounting for Council Tax - deadline Wednesday 2 May
Email Assets Team re assets held for sale, surplus assets and impairments
Period 11 Monitoring reports run

TW
TW
AC
DF/MC
LS/JC/CW
MC
JC
JPJ

Strategic Finance to work on Draft Outturn this week for Carry Forward meetings w/c 12 March
Finance Support/Legal to review debtor invoices for write off during March - deadline for return 23 March
Email to Assets Team (TH) re reports from Vehicle Management System re purchases and disposals up to 31/03/18. Deadline
6 April 2018.
Remind DCC to send debt charges and early retirement invoices before 31 March 2018
Deadline for CDC% information
Email Business Support (EW) re deadlines (9 April) for Fuel and Hire Cars (12 April)
Email Finance Support (CW) re deadlines (12 April) for Barclaycard, CW to email departments with deadline
Email Finance Support (CW) re deadlines (9 April) for POCA information

Strat Finance
CW
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Draft Final Accounts Closedown Plan for the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner 2017/18
Day
Thursday

Date

Leave

08-Mar

Friday

09-Mar

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

10-Mar
11-Mar
12-Mar
13-Mar
14-Mar
15-Mar

Friday

16-Mar

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

17-Mar
18-Mar
19-Mar

JC

Tuesday

20-Mar

JC

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

21-Mar
22-Mar
23-Mar

JC
JC
JC

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

24-Mar
25-Mar
26-Mar
27-Mar

Wednesday

28-Mar

Thursday

29-Mar

Task/Comment

Responsible Task Complete

JARAC
Cleaning Recharges to be actioned
Prepare utility accruals
Provide GAD with a record of the summary data and cashflows during 17/18
Send Information to LSH re capital spend

SM
SM
PS/MC
JC/SM

Draft outturn/Carry forward meetings with formations
Draft outturn/Carry forward meetings with formations
Draft outturn/Carry forward meetings with formations
Draft outturn/Carry forward meetings with formations
Review out of date cheques and write-off actioned by 27 March.
Draft outturn/Carry forward meetings with formations
Last day for virement requests from Divisions/Departments to be actioned by 23 March.
Deadline for Divisions/Departments/Strat Finance to send any invoices they might receive to Finance Support
All recharges to be sent to EMSOU (estimate for March)

DF/Strat Finance
DF/Strat Finance
DF/Strat Finance
DF/Strat Finance
LS
DF/Strat Finance
Strat Finance
Divs/Depts/Strat Finance
AC/MC

Email to Leicestershire/Business Support re salaries over £40,000 and P11D information.
Email Finance Support (CW), Divisions and CTIU to remind about banking on 29 March 2018
Deadline for Divisional Petty Cash to be received by Finance Support
Email Business Support re deadline for repair costs Chief Officer Vehicles (6 April) for P11D calculation
Cheque/BACS run to pick up most invoices
BACS run for Widows payments required
Last day for debtor invoice details to reach Finance Support for input deadline 29 March 2018

TW/JC
JC
Divisions/Fin Supp
CW
Fin Supp
Fin Supp
Divs/Depts/Strat Finance

Email to Sheila Sismey re Derby PFI CCR's
Email TH re number of Fleet Vehicles as at 31 March & calculate Additional Vehicles recharge (Insurance) by 03 April
List of Debtors to be written off/credited to be established

PS
MC
CW

Action Debtor Write offs (JC) and credit notes (CW) by this date
Out of date cheques In Agresso
Extra Cheque/BACS run if required
Email to Chief offIcers and Office of PCC re related party transactions
Email to Force Solicitor, Director of Finance and Office of PCC (Chief Finance Officer & Chief Executive) re contingent liabilities
Income (cash receipts) to be banked. Divisions to send Statement of Receipts and Banking slip to Fin Supp by 2.30pm
Emails sent to Force Managers re force assets as at 31/03/2018 due back 6 April
Cash Receipts to be registered in Agresso for HQ and Divisions.
Debtor invoices to be input.
All handdrawn cheques to be posted (Manual Payments)

JC/CW
LS
Fin Supp
KF
MC
Fin Supp
JC
Fin Supp
Fin Supp
Fin Supp
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Day

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Date

30-Mar
31-Mar
01-Apr
02-Apr
03-Apr

Wednesday

04-Apr

Thursday

05-Apr

Friday

06-Apr

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

07-Apr
08-Apr
09-Apr

Tuesday

10-Apr

Wednesday

11-Apr

Thursday

12-Apr

Leave

Task/Comment
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Responsible Task Complete

Last Cheque/BACS run for 2017/18 and HQ Petty Cash.
Period/Year end routines and Agresso system default period changed to 201801.
Run report of invoices registered but not approved (posted) plus other year end reports

Fin Supp
MC/JPJ
JC

Open Purchase Orders as at 31 March carried forward to 201801
Auditors to request third-party verifications for bank balances. AC/JPJ to send letters for investments as at 31 March 2018 to be
returned to auditors- schedule to be sent to Auditors (D Campbell KPMG)
Deadline for vehicle and legal claims information
Email PFI provider about lifecycle expenditure - capital/revenue
Calculate and post Additional Vehicles (insurance)
GAD send out financial assumptions
Check all Cash Receipts input
Email sent re capital orders to accrue
Income banked (Manual Credits and Debits) up to 31 March 2018 posted within Agresso. Manual Receipts to be posted.
Final reconciliation of Account code 0325 - debtors income - Liase with Finance Support if necessary
Final Bank Reconciliation for 2017/18 completed. Save copy in excel (Final Accounts Balance Sheet Working Papers)
Send out Bad Debt Provision information to Fin Support (CW) deadline for return 13 April
Deadline for information from Vehicle Management System re purchases and Disposals
Police Officer/staff TOIL,RDIL, Flexi and Annual Leave to be obtained from HR system (DMS Staff only)
Deadline for Petty Cash Reconciliation Information
Cancelled cheques (no reissue) relating to old year to be posted
Deadline for repair costs Chief Officer vehicles
Deadline for Force Asset information from Assets
Finance Support to sort all queries on Police overtime

MC/JPJ
AC/JPJ
Bus Ser/Legal
PS
MC
GAD
JC/CW
JC/SM
Fin Supp
KB
LS
KF/JC/CW
Assets/SM
TW
Fin/Bus Supp/CTIU
CW
Bus Supp
Assets/JC
Fin Supp

Balance System Debtors and Creditors and summarise in different formats
Deadline for Fuel recharges
Deadline POCA information
Overtime and 10% allowance submission to Kier
Send email out re Grants to be checked for conditions
Fuel Charges to be input into Agresso
Reconcile POCA to Finance Support records and post journals
Cheque/BACS Run
Run report of invoices posted in 2018/19 to check which need accrueing into 2017/18. Send out to Strategic Finance
EMSOU to send final spreadsheet, Notts to send Arrow Recharge
Download Year End PWLB Information from internet
Deadline for Long/Short term hire vehicles for March transactions

KF
Bus Supp
CW/KB
JPJ
JC
JPJ
KB/Fin Supp
Fin Supp
JC/SM
EMSOU/Notts
MC
Bus Supp
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Draft Final Accounts Closedown Plan for the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner 2017/18
Day

Friday

Date

13-Apr

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

14-Apr
15-Apr
16-Apr

Tuesday

17-Apr

Wednesday

18-Apr

Thursday
Friday

19-Apr
20-Apr

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

21-Apr
22-Apr
23-Apr

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

24-Apr
25-Apr
26-Apr
27-Apr

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

28-Apr
29-Apr
30-Apr
01-May
02-May
03-May

Leave

Task/Comment
Deadline for Barclaycard Expenditure spreadsheet to be received for March transactions
Bad Debt provision deadline
Finalise system accruals spreadsheet & input into Agresso
Hire Cars and Barclaycard Expenditure to be input into Agresso
Pensions Deficit information input into Agresso
Vehicle Reconciliation Complete
Require overtime and expenses information from Leicestershire for accrual
Information back from DCC - IAS19 information
Amounts for Police Officers' &staff overtime/10% allowances in April 2018 payroll posted to period 201713. Also accrue March
registered Overtime.
Amounts for Travel Expenses in April 2018 Police Officer and Police Staff payrolls posted to period 201713

Responsible Task Complete
Fin Supp
CW
SM/JC
JPJ
JPJ
SM
Leics
DCC
JPJ
JPJ

Final reconciliation of salaries interims/collection accounts
LS/CW
DCC Maintenance recharges to be done
SM
Last journal entries to revenue codes (Final outturn position) by 4pm
Strat Finance
Excelerator Reports run for final outturn position
JPJ/MC
Check Final Outturn Reports and send out
Strat Finance
Capital Accounting 18 April to 4 May
JC/SM
Collaboration Accounting 18 April to 27 April (lead force information to others in region), 4 May for Derbyshires Accounts
TW/SL/KF/MC
Information provided to Chief Finance Officer (PCC) re Police Property Fund. CFO to agree amounts and CW to prepare report t CW
GAD issues the consolidate results re IAS19
GAD
Information back from Valuer
LSH

Balance Manual Debtors and Creditors and analyse for Debtor/Creditors note Deadline 11 May
Sponsorship balances in ledger balanced to Sponsorship register

KB
AC

Deadline for Provisional Outturn Figures for TN to report to PCC & Chief Finance Officer
IAS19 figures to be posted in ledger.
All other IAS19 Information back from DCC
Lead Force Information to be sent/received from region re collabaration

KF/DF
MC
DCC
TW/SL/KF/MC

Prepare Annual Governance Statement - Chief Constable and PCC for Audit Committee (JARAC) on 17 May
Review Partnerships re Group accounts
Accounting for Council Tax Information received from Councils
Accounting for Council Tax Information posted in ledger
Accumulated Absences information to be posted

DF/AD
JC/TW
MC
MC
TW
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Draft Final Accounts Closedown Plan for the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner 2017/18
Day

Date

Friday

04-May

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

05-May
06-May
07-May
08-May
09-May
10-May
11-May

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

12-May
13-May
14-May
15-May
16-May
17-May

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

18-May
19-May
20-May
21-May

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

22-May
23-May
24-May
25-May
26-May
27-May
28-May
29-May
30-May
31-May

Friday

01-Jun

Leave

Task/Comment
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Responsible Task Complete

Last day for our share of EMSOU/Collaborations to be entered into Derbyshire's Accounts
Information required for Chief Officer renumeration note re P11D information (Chief Officers cars etc..)
Final day for Capital journal entries
Last journal entries for contributions to/from Reserves and Balance Sheet (final position)

TW
CW/TW
JC/SM
JC/PS

Reconciliation of Balance Sheet Codes complete
Preparation of Statement of Accounts
Preparation of Statement of Accounts
Preparation of Statement of Accounts
Information for Debtors/Creditors note complete

Strat Finance
JC/PS/TW/MC/KF
JC/PS/TW/MC/KF
JC/PS/TW/MC/KF
KB

Preparation of Statement of Accounts
Preparation of Statement of Accounts
Preparation of Statement of Accounts
Preparation of Statement of Accounts
JARAC
Preparation of Statement of Accounts

JC/PS/TW/MC/KF
JC/PS/TW/MC/KF
JC/PS/TW/MC/KF
JC/PS/TW/MC/KF
JC/PS/TW/MC/KF

Draft Statement of Accounts Finalised including Group Accounts -sent to be checked
SGB to include Provisional Outturn report
Draft Statement of Accounts Checked
Draft Statement of Accounts Checked
Changes to Statement of Accounts finalised
Statement of Accounts completed

TN/DF/AD
TN/DF/AD
JC/PS
JC/PS

Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
Chief Finance Officer for PCC/Director of Finance to sign off Accounts by this date
Set of signed Accounts to be provided to Auditors and published on website
Statement of Public Rights to be published on Internet
Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
Deadline for Outturn Reports (Revenue & Capital) for SGB on 25 June
Deadline for Treasury Management Annual Report SGB 25 June
Deadline for Annual Debtors report for SGB 25 June

Strat Finance
Strat Finance
Strat Finance
TN/AD
JC
AD
Strat Finance
DF/JC
MC/JC
KB/JC
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Draft Final Accounts Closedown Plan for the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner 2017/18
Day

Date

Leave

Task/Comment

Responsible Task Complete

Accounts open to public inspection for 30 working days
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

02-Jun
03-Jun
04-Jun

Start Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) Return - for completion by 29 June?? - Date not known yet
Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
05-Jun
Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
06-Jun CW, KF Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
07-Jun CW, KF Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
08-Jun CW, KF Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
09-Jun
10-Jun
11-Jun CW, KF Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
12-Jun CW, KF Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
13-Jun CW, KF Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
14-Jun
CW
Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
JARAC Final Accounts Workshop
15-Jun
CW
Compilation of Final Accounts files/completion of Audit Checklist
16-Jun
17-Jun
18-Jun
JC
19-Jun
JC
20-Jun
JC
21-Jun
JC
22-Jun
JC
23-Jun
24-Jun
25-Jun
Strategic Governance Board (SGB)
26-Jun
All debtor invoices that relate to old year to be sent to Finance Support to be raised
27-Jun
28-Jun
29-Jun
Completion of CO Forms (Deadline 07 July)
Completion of WGA Return
30-Jun
01-Jul
02-Jul
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts. Electronic working papers including Accounts to be ready to give to auditors
03-Jul
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
04-Jul
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
05-Jul
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
06-Jul
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
Completion of RO Forms
07-Jul
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JC/KF
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Strat Finance
Strat Finance
Strat Finance

Strat Finance
Strat Finance
Strat Finance
Strat Finance
JC
Strat Finance

Strat Finance

SM/JC
KF

MC
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Draft Final Accounts Closedown Plan for the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner 2017/18
Day

Date

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

08-Jul
09-Jul
10-Jul
11-Jul
12-Jul

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

13-Jul
14-Jul
15-Jul
16-Jul
17-Jul
18-Jul
19-Jul
20-Jul
21-Jul
22-Jul
23-Jul
24-Jul
25-Jul
26-Jul
27-Jul
28-Jul
29-Jul
30-Jul
31-Jul
01-Aug
02-Aug
03-Aug
04-Aug
05-Aug
06-Aug
07-Aug
08-Aug
09-Aug
10-Aug

Leave

Task/Comment
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Responsible Task Complete

Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts
Conclusion of Pubic inspection of Accounts
Audit of 2017/18 Accounts

Deadline for Audited SOA for JARAC??

JARAC Accounts signed off

Opinion of Auditors required
Publish Accounts on Internet by this date
Conclusion of Audit publised on Internet

Auditors
JC
AD

Audited WGA sent off - not been given dates yet ??

Weekend
Bank Holiday
Annual leave
High risk - management attention required
Medium risk - review by management required
Low risk - no action required
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Day

Date

Leave

Task/Comment
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Responsible Task Complete
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER AND GROUP
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Accounting Policies
General Principles
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Code of Practice (the Code) on
Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom issued by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance
and Accountancy (CIPFA) and the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015. The accounting policies
contained in the Code apply International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adapted for the
public sector by the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS).
The accounts have been prepared on a going concern basis using an historic cost convention, modified
to account for the revaluation of certain categories of tangible fixed assets and financial liabilities.
With the introduction of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 on 22 November 2012 two
‘corporation sole’ bodies, the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and the Chief Constable
for Derbyshire were formed. Both bodies are required to prepare separate Statements of Accounts.
The Financial Statements included here represent the accounts for the Commissioner and also those for
the Group. The financial statements cover the 12 months to 31 March 20172018. The term ‘Group’ is
used to indicate individual transactions and policies of the Commissioner and Chief Constable for the
year ended 31 March 20172018. The identification of the Commissioner as the holding organisation
and the requirement to produce group accounts stems from the powers and responsibilities of the
Commissioner under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.
The principal accounting policies adopted are set out below: -

Accruals of Income and Expenditure
Activity is accounted for in the year that it takes place, not simply when cash payments are made and
received. Whilst all expenditure is paid for by the Group including the pay costs of police officers and
staff, the actual recognition in the respective Commissioner and Chief Constable Accounts is based on
economic benefit.
Debtors – these are recognised in the accounts when the ordered goods or services have been
delivered or rendered by the Group in the financial year but the income has not yet been received.
Income has only been included in the accounts when it can be realised with reasonable certainty. Where
there is evidence that the Group may not be able to collect all amounts due to it, a provision for bad
debts is established. The provision made is the difference between the current carrying value of the debt
and the amount likely to be collected. These amounts are set on an individual debtor basis. The
provision for bad debts is recognised as a charge to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement for the income that might not be collected.
Creditors – these are recorded where goods or services have been supplied to the Group by 31 March
but payment is not made until the following financial year.

Fair Value Measurement
Some of the non-financial assets, such as surplus assets and some financial instruments are measured
at fair value at each reporting date. Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid
to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.
The fair value measurement assumes that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes
place either: •
•

In the principal market for the assets or liability; or
In the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.

The fair value of an asset or liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants would
use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in their economic interest.
When measuring a non-financial asset, the market participant’s ability to generate economic benefits by
using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another market participant that would use
the asset in its highest and best use is taken into account.

PCC and PCC Group for Derbyshire Statement of Accounts 2017/18
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Valuation techniques used are those appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient data is
available, maximising the use of relevant observable inputs and minimising the use of unobservable
inputs.
Inputs to the valuation techniques in respect of assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or
disclosed in the financial statements are categorised within the fair value hierarchy, as follows: •
•
•

Level 1 – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that can be
accessed at the measurement date.
Level 2 – inputs other than quoted process included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset
or liability, either directly or indirectly.
Level 3 – unobservable inputs for the assets or liability.

Accounting for Local Taxes
The collection of council tax is, in substance, an agency arrangement with the Derbyshire District and
Derby City Authorities (billing authorities) collecting council tax on behalf of the Commissioner (the
Police Precept).
The council tax income is included in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement on an
accruals basis and includes the precept for the year plus a share of Collection Fund surpluses and
deficits from the billing authorities.
The difference between the income reported in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
and the amount required by regulation to be credited to the General Reserve shall be taken to the
Collection Fund Adjustment Account through the Movement in Reserves Statement.
The year-end Balance Sheet includes the share of year end debtors (arrears and collection fund
surpluses) and creditors (prepayments, overpayments and collection fund deficits) attributable to the
Group

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an
insignificant risk of changes in value. Cash equivalents are held for the purpose of meeting short-term
commitments rather than for investment or other purposes. The following have been classed as cash
and cash equivalents:
•
•
•

Cash on hand.
Cash in bank (Current Account, Call Account and Business Premium Account).
Temporary investments with instant access and no penalties.

Exceptional Items
When items of income and expense are material, their nature and amount is disclosed separately, either
on the face of the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement or in the notes to the accounts,
depending on how significant the items are to an understanding of the Group’s financial performance.

Prior Period Adjustments, Changes in Accounting Policies and Estimates and Errors
Prior period adjustments may arise as a result of a change in accounting policies or to correct a material
error. Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for prospectively, i.e. in the current and future
years affected by the change and do not give rise to a prior period adjustment.
Changes in accounting policies are only made when required by proper accounting practices or the
change provides more reliable or relevant information about the effect of transactions, other events and
conditions on the Group’s position or financial performance. Where a change is made, it is applied
retrospectively (unless stated otherwise) by adjusting opening balances and comparative amounts for
the prior period as if the new policy had always been applied.
Material errors discovered in prior period figures are corrected retrospectively by amending opening
balances and comparative amounts for the prior period.
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Employee Benefits
The Accounts are prepared in accordance with IAS19 Employee Benefits. This is a complex accounting
standard but it is based on a simple principle that:
“An organisation should account for employment and post-employment benefits when employees earn
them and the authority is committed to give them, even if the actual giving will be many years into the
future”.
IAS 19 applies to all types of employee benefits paid including benefits payable during employment,
termination benefits and post-employment benefits.

Benefits Payable During Employment
Short-term employee benefits are those due to be settled within 12 months of the year end. They
include such benefits as salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave, expenses, bonuses and nonmonetary benefits (e.g. cars) for current employees and are recognised as an expense for services in
the year in which employees render service to the Group. An accrual is made for the cost of holiday
entitlements (or any form of leave, e.g. time off in lieu) earned by employees but not taken before the
year end which employees can carry forward into the next financial year. The accrual is charged to
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, but then reversed out through the Movement in
Reserves Statement to the Short Term Accumulating Compensated Absences Account so that holiday
benefits are charged to revenue in the financial year in which the holiday absence occurs but have no
impact on the level of council tax.

Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by the Group to terminate
employment before the normal retirement date or a decision to accept voluntary redundancy and when
the Group is demonstrably committed to the termination of the employment of an individual or group or
making an offer to encourage voluntary redundancy.
Post-employment Benefits (Pensions)
The main effect of IAS19 in relation to post-employment benefits is the recognition of the net liability in
the Balance Sheet (offset by an unusable Pension Reserve) for benefits earned but not yet paid, and
entries in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement for in-year movements in the liability.
Reconciling entries in the Movement in Reserves Statement bring back the cost of pensions to the
amount chargeable to the General Fund for the purposes of grant and local taxation).
IAS19 relies on the recognition of pension’s liabilities (being the retirement benefits promised measured
on an actuarial basis) and assets (being the Group’s share of investments (if any)).
The Group participates in two different pension schemes both of which are “defined benefit schemes” as
they are both based on employees earning benefits from years of service;
a) Police Officers
This scheme is unfunded. This means it provides pensions and other retirement benefits for police
officers based on pensionable salaries but there are no investment assets built up to meet the pensions
liabilities.
The funding arrangements for the police officers pension scheme changed on 1 April 2006. Before April
2006 each Police Authority was responsible for paying the pensions of its former officers on a “pay as
you go” basis. From April 2006 there is now an employer’s contribution instead (currently the equivalent
of 24.2% of pensionable salary) which is charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
The Group is required by legislation to operate a Pension Fund Account and the amounts that must be
paid into and paid out of the Pension Fund are specified by regulation. Officer’s contributions and the
employer’s contribution are paid into the pension’s account from which pension payments are then
made. The account is topped up as necessary by a grant from the Home Office if the contributions are
insufficient to meet the cost of pension’s payments. Any surplus is recouped by the Home Office. Injury
awards and the capital costs associated with ill health retirements are paid from the Group’s
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
The pension fund account does not take account of the obligation to pay pensions and benefits which
fall due after the end of the financial year.
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b) Police Staff and PCSO’s
Police staff and PCSO’s, subject to certain qualifying criteria, are eligible to join the Local Government
Pension Scheme administered by Derbyshire County Council. It is a defined benefit occupational
pension scheme. Pensions and other retirement benefits earned prior to 1 April 2014 are based on final
salaries, benefits earned after that date are calculated on earnings accrued in a scheme year.
Employers and employees make regular contributions into the fund, which are invested in various types
of asset, so that the liabilities are paid for evenly over the employment period. Actuarial valuations of the
fund are undertaken every three years to determine the contributions rates needed to meet its liabilities.
For both schemes the liabilities are included in the Balance Sheet on an actuarial basis using the
projected unit method (an assessment of the future payments that will be made in relation to retirement
benefits earned to date by employees, based on assumptions about mortality rates, employee turnover
rates, etc., and projections of projected earnings for current employees). Liabilities are discounted to
their value at current prices, using a discount rate. The Discount Rate used is based on the ‘current rate
of return on a high quality corporate bond of equivalent currency and term to the scheme liabilities’,
which is often referred to as AA Corporate Bond Rate.
Assets in the Local Government Pension scheme are included in the net pension liability in the Balance
Sheet at their fair value: •
•
•

Quoted and Unitised Securities – Current Bid Price.
Unquoted Securities – Professional Estimate.
Property – Market Value.

The changes in the net pensions liability is analysed into the following components:
Service cost comprising:
•
•

•

Current service cost – the increase in liabilities as a result of one additional year of service earned
this year – allocated to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
Past service cost – the increase in liabilities as a result of scheme amendment or curtailment whose
effect relates to years of service earned in earlier years – debited to the Surplus or Deficit on the
Provision of Services in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement as part of nondistributed costs.
Net interest expense – the change during the period in the net defined liability (asset) arising from
the passage of time charged to Financing & Investment Income & Expenditure line, taking into
account changes in net defined benefit liability (asset) during the period as a result of contribution
and benefit payments

Remeasurements comprising:
•
•

•

Return on plan assets – excluding amounts included above in net interest, charged to Pensions
Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income & Expenditure
Actuarial gains and losses – changes in the net pensions liability that arise because events have
not coincided with assumptions made at the last actuarial valuation or because the actuaries have
updated their assumptions – debited to the Pensions Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income &
Expenditure.
Contributions paid to the pension fund.

Discretionary Benefits
The Group also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement benefits in the event
of early retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member of staff are
accrued in the year of the decision to make the award.

Events after the Balance Sheet Date
These are events that occur between the end of the reporting period and the date when the financial
statements are authorised for issue. The Group will report these in the following way if it is determined
that the event has had a material effect on the Group’s financial position: •

Events which provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of the reporting period will be
adjusted and included within the figures in the accounts.

•

Events that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting will be reported in the narrative
notes to the accounts.
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Events taking place after the date of authorisation for issue are not reflected in the Statement of
Accounts.

Financial Instruments - Liabilities and Assets
Financial liabilities are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the Group becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured at fair value and carried at
their amortised cost. Annual charges to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement for interest payable are based on the carrying
amount of the liability, multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument. For most of the
borrowings that the Group has, this means that the amount presented in the Balance Sheet is the
outstanding principal repayable (plus accrued interest) and interest charged to the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement is the amount payable for the year in the loan agreement.
The Group has not undertaken any repurchasing or early settlement of borrowing.
Financial assets are classified into two types: •
Loans and receivables – assets that have fixed or determinable payments but are not quoted in an
active market.
•
Available-for-sale assets – assets that have a quoted market price and/or do not have fixed or
determinable payments.
The Group only has financial assets based on the first category of loans and receivables.
Loans and receivables are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the Group becomes party to the
contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured at fair value and carried at
their amortised cost. Annual credits to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement for interest receivable are based on the carrying
amount of the asset multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument. For most of the loans
that the Group has made, this means that the amount presented in the Balance Sheet is the outstanding
principal receivable (plus accrued interest) and interest credited to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement is the amount receivable for the year in the loan agreement.

Government Grants & Contributions
Whether paid on account, by instalments or in arrears, Government Grants and third party contributions
and donations are recognised as due to the Group when there is reasonable assurance that: •
•

The Group will comply with the conditions attached to the payments.
The grants or contributions will be received

Amounts recognised as due to the Group are not credited to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement until conditions attached to the grant or contribution has been satisfied.
Conditions are stipulations that specify that the future economic benefit or service potential embodied in
the asset acquired using the grant or contribution are required to be consumed by the recipient as
specified, or future economic benefits or service potential must be returned to the transferor.
Monies advanced as grants and contributions for which conditions have not been satisfied are carried in
the Balance Sheet as creditors. When conditions are satisfied, the grant or contribution is credited to the
Net Cost of Services (attributable revenue grants and contributions) or Taxation and Non-Specific Grant
Income (non ring fenced grants and all capital grants) in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
Where capital grants are credited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, they are
reversed out of the General Reserve Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement. Where the grant
has yet to be used to finance capital expenditure, it is posted to the Capital Grants Unapplied Reserve.
Where it is applied, it is posted to the Capital Adjustment Account. Amounts in the Capital Grants
Unapplied reserve are transferred to the Capital Adjustment Account once they have been applied to
fund capital expenditure.

Non-Current Assets - Property, Plant and Equipment
Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the provision of services or for
administrative purposes and that are expected to be used during more than one financial year are
classified as Property, Plant and Equipment.
Recognition and Measurement
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Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of assets is capitalised on an accruals basis,
provided that it yields benefits to the Group and the services it provides for more than one financial year
and that the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising the purchase price and any costs attributable to
bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner
intended by management. Assets are then carried in the Balance Sheet using the following
measurement bases:
•

•
•

Land, property and other operational assets are included in the Balance Sheet at fair value (existing
use value). Operational assets can either be specialised or non-specialised. Specialised Assets,
where there is no particular market or demand for their specific use, are valued at Depreciated
Replacement Cost (DRC) as an estimate for fair value. The only assets to be classified as
specialised property relate to the operational custody suites situated within the various properties.
In cases where there is only a small number of cells, or where cells are now out of use, these have
not been treated as specialised properties.
Surplus assets are included at the current value measurement base (fair value), estimated at
highest and best use from a market participant’s perspective.
Assets under construction are held in the Balance Sheet at historical cost until completed,
whereupon they will be valued and included in the Balance Sheet as operational assets.

Where non property assets have short useful lives or low values (or both), depreciated historical cost
basis is used as a proxy for fair value e.g. Vehicles, IT and Communications equipment and other
equipment.
Revaluation
Assets included in the Balance Sheet at fair value are revalued sufficiently regularly to ensure that the
carrying amount is not materially different from their fair value but as a minimum every five years.
Increases in valuations are matched by credits to the Revaluation Reserve to recognise unrealised
gains. Occasionally, gains might be credited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
where they arise from the reversal of an impairment loss previously charged to the account.
Where decreases in value are identified, they are accounted for by: •
•

Where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the carrying
amount of the asset is written down against that balance (up to the amount of the accumulated
gains)
Where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an insufficient balance, the carrying
amount of the asset is written down in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

The Revaluation Reserve contains revaluation gains recognised since 1 April 2007 only, the date of its
formal implementation. Gains arising before that date have been consolidated into the Capital
Adjustment Account.
Impairments
Assets are assessed at each year end as to whether there is any indication that an asset may be
impaired. Where indications exist and any possible differences are estimated to be material, the
recoverable amount of the asset is estimated and, where this is less than the carrying amount of the
asset, an impairment loss is recognised for the shortfall. Where impairment losses are identified, they
are accounted for by:
•
•

Where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the carrying
amount of the asset is written down against that balance (up to the amount of the accumulated
gains).
Where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an insufficient balance, the carrying
amount of the asset is written down in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

Where an impairment loss is reversed subsequently, the reversal is credited to the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement, up to the amount of the original loss, adjusted for depreciation that
would have been charged if the loss had not been recognised.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis for on all Property, Plant, Vehicles and Equipment
assets by the systematic allocation of their depreciable amounts over their useful lives, as advised by a
suitably qualified advisor. An exception is made for assets without a determinable finite useful life (i.e.
freehold land) and assets that are not yet available for use (i.e. assets under construction).
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Component Accounting – where an item of Property, Plant and Equipment asset has major components
whose cost is significant in relation to the total cost of the item, the components are depreciated
separately. The component is judged to be significant werewhere the replacement value is above
£0.5m or 25% of the asset.
It is the Group’s policy not to charge depreciation in the year of acquisition but a full year’s charge is
made in the year of disposal. Depreciation is charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement and is reversed out through the Movement in Reserves Statement.
Revaluation gains are also depreciated, with an amount equal to the difference between current value
depreciation charged on assets and the depreciation that would have been chargeable based on their
historical cost being transferred each year from the Revaluation Reserve to the Capital Adjustment
Account.
Disposals and Assets held for sale
When a non-current asset is planned to be disposed of, it is reclassified as an Asset held for sale. To be
reclassified it must meet the following criteria: •
•
•
•

The asset must be available for immediate sale in its present condition subject to terms that are
usual and customary for sales of such assets.
The sale must be highly probable (with management commitment to sell and active marketing of the
asset initiated).
It must be actively marketed for a sale at a price that is reasonable in relation to its current fair
value.
The sale should be expected to qualify for recognition as a completed sale within one year.

The asset is revalued immediately before reclassification and then carried at the lower of this amount
and fair value less costs to sell. Where there is a subsequent decrease to fair value less costs to sell,
the loss is posted to the Other Operating Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement. Gains in fair value are recognised only up to the amount of any previous losses
in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
Depreciation is not charged on Assets Held for Sale.
If assets no longer meet the criteria to be classified as Assets Held for Sale, they are reclassified back to
non-current assets and valued at the lower of their carrying amount before they were classified as held
for sale; adjusted for depreciation, amortisation or revaluations that would have been recognised had
they not been classified as Held for Sale, and their recoverable amount at the date of the decision not to
sell.
Assets that are abandoned or scrapped are not reclassified as Assets Held for Sale.
When an asset is disposed of or decommissioned, the carrying amount of the asset in the Balance
Sheet is written off to the Other Operating Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement as part of the gain or loss on disposal. Receipts from disposals are credited to
the same line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement as part of the gain or loss on
disposal (i.e. netted off against the carrying value of the asset at the time of the disposal). Any
revaluation gains accumulated for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve are transferred to the Capital
Adjustment Account.
Amounts received for a disposal in excess of £10,000 are categorised as capital receipts. The balance
of receipts is required to be credited to the Capital Receipts Reserve, and can then only be used to
finance new capital investment or set aside to reduce the Group’s underlying need to borrow (the capital
financing requirement). Receipts are appropriated to the Reserve from the General Reserve Balance in
the Movement in Reserves Statement.
The written off value of disposals is not a charge against council tax, as the cost of fixed assets is fully
provided for under separate arrangements for capital financing. Amounts are appropriated to the Capital
Adjustment Account from the General Reserve Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement.

Non-Current Assets - Intangible Assets
Expenditure on non-monetary assets that do not have physical substance but are identifiable and
controlled by the Group as a result of past events (e.g. software licences), are capitalised when it is
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expected that future economic benefits or service potential will flow from the intangible asset to the
Group.
Expenditure on the development of websites is not capitalised if the website is solely or primarily
intended to provide information on policing matters.
Intangible assets are measured at cost. Amounts are only revalued where the fair value of the assets
held by the Group can be determined by reference to an active market. In practice, no intangible asset
held by the Group meets this criterion, and they are therefore carried at amortised cost. The depreciable
amount of an intangible asset is amortised to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
over its useful life. Amortisation, as with depreciation, commences in the financial year following that in
which they are received. Amortisation is not permitted to have any impact on the General Reserve
Balance; it is therefore reversed through the Movement in Reserves Statement and posted to the
Capital Adjustment Account.

Charges to Revenue for Non-Current Assets
The Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement is debited with the following amounts to record
the cost of holding non-current assets during the year: •
•
•

Depreciation attributable to the assets used.
Revaluation and impairment losses on assets where there are no accumulated gains in the
Revaluation Reserve against which the losses can be written off.
Amortisation of intangible fixed assets.

The Group is not required to raise council tax to cover depreciation, revaluation and impairment losses
or amortisations. However, it is required to make an annual provision from revenue to contribute towards
the reduction in its overall borrowing requirement (Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP)). An annual
statement for the policy on making MRP is required in accordance with statutory guidance; this should
be calculated on a prudent basis. The policy for Derbyshire is: •
•
•

For Supported Capital Expenditure, the MRP Policy will be based on the Capital Financing
Requirement at 4% of the opening balance
For unsupported borrowing the MRP policy will be based on the Asset Life Method, equal
instalment over the life of the asset
For PFI contracts and leases that are deemed to be on Balance Sheet, the MRP requirement would
be regarded as met by a charge equal to the element of the charge that goes to write down the
Balance Sheet liability.

Depreciation, revaluation and impairment losses and amortisations are therefore replaced by revenue
provision in the Movement in Reserves Statement, by way of an adjusting transaction with the Capital
Adjustment Account in the Movement in Reserves Statement for the difference between the two.

Revenue Expenditure Funded from Capital under Statute
Expenditure incurred during the year that may be capitalised under statutory provisions but does not
result in the creation of a non-current asset has been charged as expenditure to the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement in the year. Where the Group has determined to meet the cost of
this expenditure from existing capital resources or by borrowing, a transfer in the Movement in Reserves
Statement from the General Reserve Balance to the Capital Adjustment Account then reverses out the
amounts charged so there is no impact on the level of council tax.

Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks
and rewards incidental to ownership of the property, vehicles, plant or equipment from the lessor
(landlord) to the lessee (tenant). All other leases are classified as operating leases.
The Group has looked at material property leases over £10,000 and for more than 10 years. IAS 17
‘Leases’ includes indicators for the classification of leases as a finance lease. Material leases have
been judged against these indicators.
a) Finance Leases
i) Lessee – Property, Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
An asset identified as a finance lease and where the Group is the lessee will be recognised on the
Balance Sheet at an amount equal to the fair value of the asset, or if lower, the present value of the
minimum lease payments, determined at the inception of the lease.
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The asset recognised is matched by a liability for the obligation to pay the lessor. This liability is reduced
as lease payments are made. Minimum lease payments are to be apportioned between the finance
charge (interest) and the reduction of the deferred liability.
The finance charge (interest) will be charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
(Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line).
Finance lease assets recognised on the Balance Sheet are revalued and depreciated in the same way
as property, plant and equipment owned by the Group. Depreciation to be charged over the lease term if
this is shorter than the asset’s estimated useful life.
ii) Lessor – Property, Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
Where an asset is identified as a finance lease, and where the Group is the lessor, it will be written out
of the Balance Sheet as a disposal. The carrying amount is written off to Other Operating Expenditure
as part of the gain or loss on disposal. A gain, representing the authority’s net investment in the lease, is
credited to the same line, matched by a lease (long-term debtor) asset in the Balance Sheet. The lease
rentals received write-down the lease debtor and the finance income is credited to the Financing &
Investment Income & Expenditure line.
Rental income from finance leases entered into after 1 April 2010 should be treated as a capital receipt.
b) Operating Leases
i) Lessee – Property, Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
An asset identified as an operating lease and where the Group is the lessee, the rentals will be charged
to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. Charges are made on a straight line basis
over the term of the lease.
ii) Lessor – Property, Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
An asset identified as an operating lease, and where the Group is the lessor, shall be retained in the
Balance Sheet. Rental income is credited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
Credits are made on a straight line basis over the term of the lease.

Private Finance Initiative (PFI) and Similar Contracts
The Group has entered into two PFI arrangements, Ilkeston Police Station and St Mary’s Wharf DHQ at
Derby. The first affected the accounts from 1998/99, the second from 2000/01. Both have a continuing
commitment by the Group for 30 years. PFI contracts are agreements to receive services, where the
responsibility for making available the non-current assets needed to provide the services passes to the
PFI contractor. As the Group is deemed to control the services that are provided under its PFI schemes
and has control over the residual interest in the property at the end of the arrangement (if exercised), the
Group carries the non-current assets under the contracts on the Balance Sheet as part of Property,
Plant and Equipment.
The original recognition of these assets at fair value was balanced by the recognition of a liability for
amounts due to the scheme operator to pay for the capital investments.
PFI assets recognised on the Balance Sheet are revalued and depreciated in the same way as property,
plant and equipment owned by the Group.
The amounts payable to the PFI operators each year should be analysed into five elements: •

Fair value of the services received during the year – debited to the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement.

•

Finance cost – an interest charge of 9.114% for Ilkeston PFI and 7.917% for Derby PFI on the
outstanding Balance Sheet Liability, debited to the Financing and Investment Income and
Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

•

Contingent rent – increases in the amount to be paid for the property arising during the contract. For
both the Group’s PFI schemes there is no contingent rent as the property element of the fee paid to
the PFI operator is not indexed.

•

Payment towards liability – applied to write down the Balance Sheet liability towards the PFI
operator. This is also the MRP charge for PFI schemes.

•

Lifecycle replacement costs – recognised as fixed assets on the Balance Sheet if the costs are of a
capital nature or if the costs are revenue debited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
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Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
Provisions – these are required for liabilities that have been incurred, but are of uncertain timing or
amount. There are three criteria:
•
•
•

The Group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event.
It is more likely than not that money will be needed to settle the obligation.
A reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.

Provisions are charged as an expense to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement in the
year that the Group becomes aware of the obligation, and are measured at the best estimate at the
Balance Sheet date of the expenditure required to settle the obligation, taking into account relevant risks
and uncertainties.
When payments are eventually made, they are charged to the provision carried in the Balance Sheet.
Estimated settlements are reviewed at the end of each financial year – where it becomes less than
probable that a transfer of economic benefits will now be required (or a lower settlement than anticipated
is made), the provision is reversed and credited back to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
Where some or all of the payment required to settle a provision is expected to be met by another party
(e.g. from an insurance claim), the income is only recognised as income if it is virtually certain that
reimbursement will be received when the obligation is settled.
Provisions contained within the Balance Sheet are split between current liabilities (those which are
estimated to be settled within the next 12 months) and non-current liabilities (those which are estimated
to be settled in a period greater than 12 months).
Contingent Liabilities – this arises where an event has taken place that gives the Group a possible
obligation whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future
events not wholly within the control of the Group. Contingent liabilities also arise in circumstances where
a provision would otherwise be made but either it is not probable that an outflow of resources will be
required or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured reliably.
Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to the accounts.
Contingent Asset – this arises where an event has taken place that gives the Group a possible asset
whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future events not
wholly within the control of the Group.
Contingent assets are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to the accounts
where it is probable that there will be an inflow of economic benefits or service potential.

Reserves
Usable Reserves - the Group’s General Revenue Balances are held in the General Reserve to
generally support the budget. The Group also maintains a number of specific ‘earmarked’ reserves for
future expenditure on either policy purposes or to cover contingencies. Reserves are created by
appropriating amounts out of the General Reserve Balance. When revenue expenditure to be financed
from a reserve is incurred, it is charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. The
reserve is then appropriated back into the General Reserve Balance so that there is no net charge
against Council Tax for the expenditure.
Also held under usable reserves are those that support the financing of capital (Capital receipts reserve
and Capital Grants unapplied).
Unusable Reserves - certain reserves/accounts are kept to manage the accounting processes for noncurrent assets (Capital Adjustment Account, Revaluation Reserve, Deferred Capital Receipts),
retirement and employee benefits (Pensions Reserve, Short term Accumulating Compensated
Absences Account) and Accounting for local taxes (Collection Fund Adjustment Account). These do not
represent usable resources for the Group.

Value Added Tax (VAT)
The Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement excludes any amounts related to VAT, as all
VAT collected is payable to HM Revenue and Customs and all VAT paid is recoverable from them.
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Jointly Controlled Operations
Jointly controlled operations are activities undertaken by the Group in conjunction with other venturers
that involve the use of the assets and resources of the venturers rather than the establishment of a
separate entity. The Group recognises on its Balance Sheet the assets that it controls and the liabilities
that it incurs and debits and credits the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement with the
expenditure its incurs and the share of income it earns from the activity of the operation.

Joint Ventures
Joint Ventures are arrangements under which two or more parties have contractually agreed to share
control, such that decisions about activities that significantly affect returns require the unanimous
consent of the parties sharing control, and joint ventures have rights to the net assets of the
arrangement. Joint Ventures have their own legal entity. They are accounted for using the equity
method.
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CHIEF CONSTABLE
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Accounting Policies
General Principles
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Code of Practice (the Code) on
Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom issued by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance
and Accountancy (CIPFA) and the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015. The accounting policies
contained in the Code apply International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adapted for the
public sector by the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS).
The accounts have been prepared on a going concern basis using an historic cost convention, modified
to account for the revaluation of certain categories of tangible fixed assets and financial liabilities.
The Accounting Policies below also reflect the powers and responsibilities of the Chief Constable as
designated by the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 and the Home Office Financial
Management Code of Practice for the Police Service, England and Wales 2013. The Accounting
policies defined here are consistent with local regulations, local agreement and practice as well as the
PCC Group policies.
The Accounts cover the 12 months to 31 March 20172018.

Cost Recognition
All expenditure is paid for by the Commissioner including the wages of police officers and staff and no
actual cash transactions or events take place between the two entities. Costs are however recognised
within the Chief Constable’s Accounts to reflect the financial resources consumed at the request of the
Commissioner and the economic benefit this brings about. For instance an economic benefit is
recognised to reflect the utilisation of the Commissioner owned Estate, which mirrors depreciation of
property.

Accruals of Expenditure
Activity is accounted for in the year it takes place, not simply when cash payments are made: •
•
•

Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed.
Expenses in relation to services received (included services provided by employees) are recorded
as expenditure when the services are received rather than when payments are made.
Short term compensated absences are recognised in the Income and Expenditure Statement in the
period in which officers or staff render the service which entitles them to the benefit, not necessarily
when they receive the benefit. The cost of leave earned, but not taken at the end of the financial
year is recognised in the financial statements of the Chief Constable to the extent that staff are
entitled to carry forward a limited amount of leave into the following year.

Fair Value Measurement
Some of the non-financial assets, such as surplus assets and some financial instruments are measured
at fair value at each reporting date. Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid
to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.
The fair value measurement assumes that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes
place either: •
•

In the principal market for the assets or liability; or
In the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.

The fair value of an asset or liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants would
use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in their economic interest.
When measuring a non-financial asset, the market participant’s ability to generate economic benefits by
using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another market participant that would use
the asset in its highest and best use is taken into account.
Valuation techniques used are those appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient data is
available, maximising the use of relevant observable inputs and minimising the use of unobservable
inputs.
Chief Constable for Derbyshire Statement of Accounts 2016/172017/18
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Inputs to the valuation techniques in respect of assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or
disclosed in the financial statements are categorised within the fair value hierarchy, as follows: •
•
•

Level 1 – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that can be
accessed at the measurement date.
Level 2 – inputs other than quoted process included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset
or liability, either directly or indirectly.
Level 3 – unobservable inputs for the assets or liability.

Exceptional Items
When items of income and expense are material, their nature and amount is disclosed separately, either
on the face of the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement or in the notes to the accounts,
depending on how significant the items are to an understanding of the Chief Constable’s financial
performance.

Prior Period Adjustments, Changes in Accounting Policies and Estimates and Errors
Prior period adjustments may arise as a result of a change in accounting policies or to correct a material
error. Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for prospectively, i.e. in the current and future
years affected by the change and do not give rise to a prior period adjustment.
Changes in accounting policies are only made when required by proper accounting practices or the
change provides more reliable or relevant information about the effect of transactions, other events and
conditions on the Chief Constable’s position or financial performance. Where a change is made, it is
applied retrospectively (unless stated otherwise) by adjusting opening balances and comparative
amounts for the prior period as if the new policy had always been applied.
Material errors discovered in prior period figures are corrected retrospectively by amending opening
balances and comparative amounts for the prior period.

Employee Benefits
The Accounts are prepared in accordance with IAS19 Employee Benefits. This is a complex accounting
standard but it is based on a simple principle that:
“An organisation should account for employment and post-employment benefits when employees earn
them and the authority is committed to give them, even if the actual giving will be many years into the
future”.
IAS 19 applies to all types of employee benefits paid including benefits payable during employment,
termination benefits and post-employment benefits.

Benefits Payable During Employment
Short-term employee benefits are those due to be settled within 12 months of the year end. They
include such benefits as salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave, expenses, bonuses and nonmonetary benefits (e.g. cars) for current employees and are recognised as an expense for services in
the year in which employees render service to the Chief Constable. An accrual is made for the cost of
holiday entitlements (or any form of leave, e.g. time off in lieu) earned by employees but not taken
before the year end which employees can carry forward into the next financial year. The accrual is
charged to Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, but then reversed out through the
Movement in Reserves Statement to the Short Term Accumulating Compensated Absences Account so
that holiday benefits are charged to revenue in the financial year in which the holiday absence occurs.

Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by the Chief Constable to terminate
employment before the normal retirement date or a decision to accept voluntary redundancy and when
the Chief Constable is demonstrably committed to the termination of the employment of an individual or
group or making an offer to encourage voluntary redundancy.
Post-employment benefits
The main effect of IAS19 in relation to post-employment benefits is the recognition of the net liability and
a pensions reserve in the Balance Sheet and entries in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement for movements in the liability relating to the employee pension schemes in which the Chief
Constable participates (with reconciling entries in the Movement in Reserves Statement back to the true
cost of pensions).
IAS19 relies on the recognition of pension’s liabilities (being the retirement benefits promised measured
on an actuarial basis) and assets (being the Chief Constable’s share of investments (if any)).
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The Chief Constable participates in two different pension schemes both of which are “defined benefit
schemes” as they are both based on employees earning benefits from years of service.
a) Police Officers
This scheme is unfunded. This means it provides pensions and other retirement benefits for police
officers based on final salaries but there are no investment assets built up to meet the pensions
liabilities.
The funding arrangements for the police officers pension scheme changed on 1 April 2006. Before April
2006 each Police Authority was responsible for paying the pensions of its former officers on a “pay as
you go” basis. From April 2006 there is now an employer’s contribution instead (currently the equivalent
of 24.2% of pensionable salary) which is charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
The Chief Constable is required by legislation to operate a Pension Fund Account and the amounts that
must be paid into and paid out of the Pension Fund are specified by regulation. Officer’s contributions
and the employer’s contribution are paid into the pension’s account from which pension payments are
then made. This will be topped up as necessary by the Home Office if the contributions are insufficient
to meet the cost of pension’s payments. Any surplus will be recouped by the Home Office. Injury awards
and ill health retirements will continue to be paid from the Chief Constable’s Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement.
The pension fund account does not take account of the obligation to pay pensions and benefits which
fall due after the end of the financial year.
b) Police Staff and PCSO’s
Police staff and PCSO’s, subject to certain qualifying criteria, are eligible to join the Local Government
Pension Scheme administered by Derbyshire County Council. It is a defined benefit occupational
pension scheme. Pensions and other retirement benefits earned prior to 1 April 2014 are based on final
salaries, benefits earned after that date are calculated on earnings accrued in a scheme year.
Employers and employees make regular contributions into the fund, which are invested in various types
of assets, so that the liabilities are paid for evenly over the employment period. Actuarial valuations of
the fund are undertaken every three years to determine the contributions rates needed to meet its
liabilities.
For both schemes the liabilities are included in the Balance Sheet on an actuarial basis using the
projected unit method (an assessment of the future payments that will be made in relation to retirement
benefits earned to date by employees, based on assumptions about mortality rates, employee turnover
rates, etc., and projections of projected earnings for current employees). Liabilities are discounted to
their value at current prices, using a discount rate. The Discount Rate used is based on the ‘current rate
of return on a high quality corporate bond of equivalent currency and term to the scheme liabilities’,
which is often referred to as AA Corporate Bond Rate.
Assets in the Local Government Pension scheme are included in the Balance Sheet at their fair value: •
•
•

Quoted and Unitised Securities – Current Bid Price.
Unquoted Securities – Professional Estimate.
Property – Market Value.

The changes in the net pensions liability is analysed into the following components:
Service cost comprising:
•
•

•

Current service cost – the increase in liabilities as a result of one additional year of service earned
this year – allocated to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
Past service cost – the increase in liabilities as a result of scheme amendment or curtailment whose
effect relates to years of service earned in earlier years – debited to the Surplus or Deficit on the
Provision of Services in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement as part of nondistributed costs.
Net interest expense – the change during the period in the net defined liability (asset) arising from
the passage of time charged to Financing & Investment Income & Expenditure line, taking into
account changes in net defined benefit liability (asset) during the period as a result of contribution
and benfitbenefit payments
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Remeasurement comprising :
•
•

.
•

Return on plan assets – excluding amounts included above in net interest, charged to Pensions
Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income & Expenditure
Actuarial gains and losses – changes in the net pensions liability that arise because events have
not coincided with assumptions made at the last actuarial valuation or because the actuaries have
updated their assumptions – debited to the Pensions Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income &
Expenditure
Contributions paid to the pension fund.

The Chief Constable’s accounts include the pension costs, assets and liabilities for all staff, including
those employed directly by the Commissioner. The scheme assets and liabilities for the two corporation
soles are pooled, any pro rota would not be accurate as valuing the fund is based on various
assumptions. The effect of including all of the pension figures in the Chief Constable’s accounts has no
material effect on the accounts.
Discretionary Benefits
The Chief Constable also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement benefits in
the event of early retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member of
staff are accrued in the year of the decision to make the award.

Events after the Balance Sheet Date
These are events that occur between the end of the reporting period and the date when the financial
statements are authorised for issue. The Chief Constable will report these in the following way if it is
determined that the event has had a material effect on the Chief Constable’s financial position: •

Events which provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of the reporting period will be
adjusted and included within the figures in the accounts.

•

Events that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting will be reported in the narrative
notes to the accounts.

Events taking place after the date of authorisation for issue are not reflected in the Statement of
Accounts.

Non-Current Assets – Vehicles, Plant, Furniture, Equipment and Assets under
Construction
Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the provision of services or for
administrative purposes and that are expected to be used during more than one financial year are
classified as Vehicles, Plant, Furniture and Equipment.
Recognition and Measurement
Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of assets is capitalised on an accruals basis,
provided that it yields benefits and the services it provides for more than one financial year and that the
cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising the purchase price and any costs attributable to
bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner
intended by management.
Assets under construction are held in the Balance Sheet at historical cost until completed, whereupon
they will be valued and included in the Balance Sheet as operational assets.
Where assets have short useful lives or low values (or both), depreciated historical cost basis is used as
a proxy for fair value e.g. vehicles, IT and communications equipment.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided for on all Vehicles, Plant, Furniture and Equipment assets on a straight line
basis by the systematic allocation of their depreciable amounts over their useful lives, as advised by a
suitable qualified advisor.
It is policy not to charge depreciation in the year of acquisition but a full year’s charge is made in the
year of disposal. Depreciation is charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
and is reversed out through the Movement in Reserves Statement.
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Disposals
When an asset is disposed of or decommissioned, the carrying amount of the asset in the Balance
Sheet is written off to the Other Operating Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement as part of the gain or loss on disposal.

Non-Current Assets - Intangible Assets
Expenditure on non-monetary assets that do not have physical substance but are identifiable and
controlled by the Chief Constable as a result of past events (e.g. software licences), are capitalised
when it is expected that future economic benefits or service potential will flow from the intangible asset
to the Chief Constable.
Expenditure on the development of websites is not capitalised if the website is solely or primarily
intended to provide information on policing matters.
Intangible assets are measured at cost. Amounts are only revalued where the fair value of the assets
held can be determined by reference to an active market. In practice, no intangible asset held meets this
criterion, and they are therefore carried at amortised cost. The depreciable amount of an intangible
asset is amortised to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement over its useful life.
Amortisation, as with depreciation, commences in the financial year following that in which they are
received. Amortisation is not permitted to have any impact on the General Reserve Balance; it is
therefore reversed through the Movement in Reserves Statement and posted to the Capital Adjustment
Account.

Charges to Revenue for Non-Current Assets
The Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement is debited with the following amounts to record
the cost of holding non-current assets during the year: •
•

Depreciation attributable to the assets used.
Amortisation of intangible fixed assets.

The Chief Constable is not required to raise council tax to cover depreciation or amortisations.

Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks
and rewards incidental to ownership of the vehicles, plant or equipment from the lessor (landlord) to the
lessee (tenant). All other leases are classified as operating leases.
a) Finance Leases
i) Lessee – Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
An asset identified as a finance lease and where the Chief Constable is the lessee will be recognised on
the Balance Sheet at an amount equal to the fair value of the asset, or if lower, the present value of the
minimum lease payments, determined at the inception of the lease.
The asset recognised is matched by a liability for the obligation to pay the lessor. This liability is reduced
as lease payments are made. Minimum lease payments are to be apportioned between the finance
charge (interest) and the reduction of the deferred liability.
The finance charge (interest) will be charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
(Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line).
Finance lease assets recognised on the Balance Sheet are revalued and depreciated in the same way
as vehicle, plant and equipment owned by the Chief Constable. Depreciation to be charged over the
lease term if this is shorter than the asset’s estimated useful life.
ii) Lessor – Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
Where an asset is identified as a finance lease, and where the Chief Constable is the lessor, it will be
written out of the Balance Sheet as a disposal. The carrying amount is written off to Other Operating
Expenditure as part of the gain or loss on disposal. A gain, representing the authority’s net investment in
the lease, is credited to the same line, matched by a lease (long-term debtor) asset in the Balance
Sheet. The lease rentals received write-down the lease debtor and the finance income is credited to the
Financing & Investment Income & Expenditure line.
Rental income from finance leases entered into after 1 April 2010 should be treated as a capital receipt
and recognised in the accounts of the Commissioner and Group.
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b) Operating Leases
i) Lessee – Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
An asset identified as an operating lease and where the Chief Constable is the lessee, the rentals will be
charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. Charges are made on a straight line
basis over the term of the lease.
ii) Lessor – Vehicles, Plant & Equipment
An asset identified as an operating lease, and where the Chief Constable is the lessor, shall be retained
in the Balance Sheet. Rental income is credited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement. Credits are made on a straight line basis over the term of the lease.

Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
Provisions – these are required for liabilities that have been incurred, but are of uncertain timing or
amount. There are three criteria:
•
•
•

The Chief Constable has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event.
It is more likely than not that money will be needed to settle the obligation.
A reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.

Provisions are charged as an expense to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement in the
year that the Chief Constable becomes aware of the obligation, and are measured at the best estimate
at the Balance Sheet date of the expenditure required to settle the obligation, taking into account
relevant risks and uncertainties.
When payments are eventually made, they are charged to the provision carried in the Balance Sheet.
Estimated settlements are reviewed at the end of each financial year – where it becomes less than
probable that a transfer of economic benefits will now be required (or a lower settlement than anticipated
is made), the provision is reversed and credited back to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
Statement.
Where some or all of the payment required to settle a provision is expected to be met by another party
(e.g. from an insurance claim), the income is only recognised as income if it is virtually certain that
reimbursement will be received when the obligation is settled.
Provisions contained within the Balance Sheet are split between current liabilities (those which are
estimated to be settled within the next 12 months) and non-current liabilities (those which are estimated
to be settled in a period greater than 12 months).
Contingent Liabilities – this arises where an event has taken place that gives the Chief Constable a
possible obligation whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain
future events not wholly within the control of the Chief Constable. Contingent liabilities also arise in
circumstances where a provision would otherwise be made but either it is not probable that an outflow of
resources will be required or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured reliably.
Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to the accounts.
Contingent Asset – this arises where an event has taken place that gives the Chief Constable a
possible asset whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future
events not wholly within the control of the Chief Constable.
Contingent assets are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to the accounts
where it is probable that there will be an inflow of economic benefits or service potential.

Reserves
Unusable Reserves - certain reserves/accounts are kept to manage the accounting processes for noncurrent assets (Capital Adjustment Account and Revaluation Reserve), retirement and employee
benefits (Pensions Reserve, Short term Accumulating Compensated Absences Account. These do not
represent usable resources for the Chief Constable.

Value Added Tax (VAT)
The Chief Constable does not submit a VAT return as the Commissioner submits a single VAT return on
behalf of the Group. Expenditure in the Chief Constable’s Income and Expenditure Statement excludes
any amounts relating to VAT as all VAT is remitted to/from HM Revenue and Customs.
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Jointly Controlled Operations
Jointly controlled operations are activities undertaken in conjunction with other venturers that involve the
use of the assets and resources of the venturers rather than the establishment of a separate entity. The
Balance Sheet of the Group recognises the assets that it controls and the liabilities that it incurs. The
Chief Constable Accounts include Derbyshire’s share of running these operations as part of the Income
and Expenditure Statement.
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Section B
Part I For Publication

FOR INFORMATION TO THE JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
19TH MARCH 2018
REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

POLICING AND CRIME ACT 2017 – CHANGES TO POLICE COMPLAINTS
LEGISLATION

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To update the Strategic Governance Board on the forthcoming changes to
police complaints legislation enacted by the Policing and Crime Act 2017 and
to advise the Board on the plans in hand for implementing the new legislation.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 will bring significant changes to the way in
which police complaints are handled. It amends the main legislation on police
complaints, the Police Reform Act 2002.

2.2

The key changes will be as follows:
i.

A new simplified definition of a “complaint”: …any expression of
dissatisfaction with a police force which is expressed (whether in
writing or otherwise) by or on behalf of a member of the public

ii.

Allowing for informal resolution which takes place outside of the
complaints system

iii.

Removing the concept of a “recording decision” and instead focussing
on how a complaint is resolved

iv.

Incorporating a single review function to replace appeals and replacing
Chief Officers with PCCs as the review body (for appeals which
currently go to Chief Officers i.e. not criminal or discipline matters for
which the appeal body will remain the IOPC (Independent Office for
Police Conduct)
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v.

A simplification of the review process to two simple questions: is the
outcome of the complaint reasonable and/or proportionate?

vi.

Giving PCCs an option to take responsibility for initial receipt of
complaints and contact with the complainant

2.3

There are three options available to PCCs depending on how much
involvement they wish to have in Police complaints. It will be a mandatory
requirement for PCCs to take on the role of the review body and so all three
options contain this function.
The PCC will also retain their responsibility for oversight of the complaints
system and holding the Chief Officer to account for the delivery of an efficient
and effective complaints system.
The three options available to PCCs are as follows:
i.

Option 1 - Review Body
The PCC will take on the role of the review body for the single review
function. This means that all appeals which would currently be made to
the Chief Officer will instead be handled as a review by the PCC. This
is for all lower level complaints i.e. those where the allegations, even if
proven, would not amount to misconduct. For those cases involving
more serious complaints, i.e. where the allegations could amount to
misconduct or criminal behaviour, the appeal body will still be the
IOPC. There will be a single ground of appeal which is that the
outcome of the complaint is not reasonable or proportionate.

ii.

Option 2 - Review body and first contact/triage
As with option 1, the PCC will take on the single review function. In
addition, the PCC will be responsible for the initial contact with the
complainant and ascertaining how they wish the matter to be resolved,
by informal resolution or more formally - in effect a triage role. The
Force will then take the action to resolve the complaint.

iii.

Option 3 – Review body, first contact/triage and continued point
of contact
As with options 1 and 2, the PCC will take on the single review
function. As with option 2, the PCC will be the first point of contact with
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the complainant and ascertain how they wish the matter to be resolved.
The PCC will also be responsible for maintaining contact with the
complainant, updating them of progress and informing them of the
outcome and of their right of review.
2.4

In order to select the most suitable option for Derbyshire the PCC has
considered the aims of the legislation and what we specifically wish to achieve
here in Derbyshire, taking into account the way things are working presently,
the elements of the current model which we wish to retain and elements which
need to be improved or changed in order to comply with the new legislation.

2.5

The key aims of the new legislation are:
i.

To improve public confidence and satisfaction,

ii.

To provide a more customer focussed service with an emphasis on
resolving matters effectively rather than on blame and misconduct

2.6

iii.

To increase transparency

iv.

To make appeals more effective by providing independence

v.

To reduce delays in the system

vi.

To simplify the system

vii.

To enable patterns and systematic issues to be identified

The current position in Derbyshire places the Force in a positive starting
position in relation to the aims of the legislation. Over one quarter of
complaints received are already handled through informal service resolution
without recourse to the formal complaints system. This tends to indicate that a
highly customer focussed approach and culture already exists within the
organisation. This is further evident when we consider the lessons learned
ethos being encouraged by senior officers which should continue to embed a
culture of admitting to, rectifying and learning from mistakes in both an
individual and organisational context.

2.7

With regards to the continued obligation on the PCC for the monitoring and
oversight of police complaints the current system in place is fit for purpose.
This consists of:
i.

SGB reports to coincide with publication of IOPC statistics – holding to
account in the public domain.
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ii.

Regular meetings between the Head of the Force Professional
Standards Department (PSD) and the OPCC Head of Compliance and
Engagement with briefings thereafter to the PCC

iii.

Regular Dip-sampling of Complaint files by the OPCC Head of
Compliance and Engagement which includes thematic reviews of
complaints on relevant topics such as Stop and Search and
Discrimination.

2.8

This oversight will necessarily be enhanced through the new mandatory
Review Body function to be undertaken by the PCC which should provide
sight of complaints where the complainant is dis-satisfied with the outcome of
their complaint.

2.9

Taking everything into account Option one is considered to be the option
which would be most appropriate for Derbyshire. The key reasons for this are
as follows:
i.

The mandatory review function will enable the public to have their
review dealt with by an independent body. Under option one the
PCC will not have had prior dealings in complaints which later come
to him as a review. He will be kept “clean” of previous involvement,
hopefully avoiding a public perception of his independence being
compromised by prior knowledge of the issue. This is therefore the
best option for transparency and independence.

ii.

In terms of public satisfaction the public will have the avenue of a
review by the PCC if they remain dissatisfied therefore the PCC can
rest assured that he will know about those cases where the
complainant remains dissatisfied.

iii.

In terms of the effectiveness of service recovery we already know
that this is working well within Derbyshire. By allowing the Force to
continue dealing with low level complaints in their early stages this
increases the chances of the issue being resolved quickly (there is
no go-between which is bound to cause some delay). It is well
known that the chances of successfully resolving dissatisfaction are
greater at the first point of contact as people often become more
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dissatisfied the longer an issue drags on. Also by having the service
provider doing the service recovery this increases the likelihood of
retaining a positive relationship between the police and the
complainant.
iv.

The PCC already receives complaint data from the Force through
the monitoring and oversight function. The increased level of
information which might have been seen through options one or two
could equally be made available if required through the measures
already in place, enabling any trends or patterns to be identified and
discussed. The Force already has in place an advanced case
management system and so it makes sense for them to maintain
and share the data required.

v.

In terms of resource implications and practicalities, the main
additional function would be to take on the role of Review Body.
This will require a suitably skilled member of OPCC staff to review
the complaint file and provide advice to the PCC to facilitate a
decision as well as communicating with the Complainant. The
capacity and capability within the OPCC has been assessed and it
has been ascertained that the Head of Compliance, with
administration assistance, has the skills to fulfil this requirement
with some adjustments to the role description to allow capacity
within the working week for this.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

For the reasons already explained it is recommended that the PCC’s decision
to adopt option one under the new complaints regime is confirmed.

3.2

That a further report be brought to the board once the enabling legislation is
published and more is known about the detail of the legislation, so that
assurance can be provided at that stage about the plans to implement this.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
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All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

x

Environmental

x

Equality & Diversity

x

Financial

x

Health & Safety

x

Human Rights

x

Legal

MEDIUM

HIGH

x

Personnel

x

Contact details

Name: Alison Clarke

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6000

of enquiries

Email address: alison.clarke.9756@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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